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Abstract 
This doctoral thesis critically evaluates risk indicators and tests them 
against different harm outcomes for missing adults. This aim is 
achieved by examining risk in terms of its concept, philosophical 
perspective and discussion of decision making processes. The study 
critically reviews historic and current risk assessment practices as part 
of police investigations of missing adult incidents, to highlight some of 
the key challenges. This thesis examines what is meant and understood 
about harm in relation to vulnerable missing adults. The final objective 
is to identify any vulnerability indicators, working individually or in 
combination, and establish any predictive value.  
A sample of 1712 closed missing adult cases were examined, using a 
quantitative method of content analysis. The demographic and 
vulnerability indicators were examined as individual factors and in 
combination. Findings show that single vulnerability indicators were 
more likely to result in a fatal outcome, whereas combinations of three 
or more had an increased likelihood of a non-fatal harm outcome. This 
study provides a conceptual model, based upon demographic factors, 
which would benefit incidents where the vulnerability indicators were 
not known. Protective factors are part of risk and this study 
recommends that further research is required to identify these. 
This doctoral thesis has contributed to academic knowledge by the 
creation of a harm framework and the identification of different types of 
non-fatal and fatal harm outcomes. In addition, this is the first study to 
examine combinations of risk factors in missing adult incidents. This 
study recommends that the national reporting form be re-structured to 
form the investigative foundation for risk assessment. Furthermore, 
this study suggests that the structured professional judgement 
approach forms the basis of a revised risk approach. 
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Chapter One - Introduction 
 
 
1.1 Purpose and background to the research 
 
Going missing is an indicator of possible harm (College of Policing, 
2016). Although most people, reported as missing to the police, return 
safe and well relatively quickly, there is no doubt that going missing 
exposes an individual to risk of harm. This thesis will examine that very 
risk in cases where missing adults are reported missing to police. 
 
In the UK, a missing person is defined as ”Anyone whose whereabouts 
cannot be established will be considered missing until located, and their 
well-being or otherwise confirmed” (College of Policing, 2016a, p.1). In 
the UK, people frequently go missing. The latest figures from the 
National Crime Agency (NCA) report more than 380,000 calls per year 
to police in relation to missing persons (NCA, 2016, p.7). There has 
been a year on year rise of reported missing person incidents, with 
missing adults making up approximately a third of all cases (NCA, 
2016).  
 
In relation to harm, extrapolation of the NCA annual report reveals at 
least five deaths and fifty-six non-fatal harm incidents per week after 
being reported missing (NCA, 2016). However, these figures were 
underestimated because only twenty-one police services submitted 
information relating to harm. A key factor of any missing investigation 
by the police is to protect those who are at risk of harm. Therefore, risk 
assessment forms an important role of an investigation to determine 
which missing adults are vulnerable and the type of response that is 
needed. 
 
The literature base for missing adults is relatively small, with many of 
the studies concentrating on missing children (Smeaton, 2005; Shalev, 
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2011; Hayden & Goodship, 2013; Rush 2015) or both adults and 
children (Tarling and Burrows, 2004; Biehal, Mitchell & Wade, 2003). 
Thus, less is in fact known and understood about missing adults. This 
lack of understanding is significant because it jeopardises the quality of 
risk assessments. 
 
Risk assessment in missing person cases has received some attention 
in academic literature with an overview of risk assessment provided by 
Eales (2017). Further examples were, Tarling and Burrows (2004) who 
looked at the challenges of devising effective risk assessment 
procedures in missing person cases. Newiss (2011) examined the risk 
associated with fatal outcome cases. Hayden and Goodship (2013) 
challenged whether every missing incident needed a risk assessment, 
although this focused on missing children. Smith and Shalev Greene 
(2015) examined police attitudes to risk assessment processes. Whilst 
these studies are useful, they do not examine risk in terms of differing 
types of harm. 
 
Identification of risk factors for harm are key to an effective risk 
assessment of missing adults. To illustrate, the Independent Police 
Complaints Commission (IPCC) have highlighted instances where risk 
factors have not been properly recognised, thus resulting in 
inappropriate operational activity (see key issues of IPCC, Learning the 
Lessons, Bulletin 7, 2009). Therefore, police and associated agencies, 
such as the charity Missing People or voluntary search organisations, 
need to have the tools to recognise and identify vulnerability factors 
which provide an indication of potential risk of harm.  
 
Academic literature has sought to provide insight into risk indicators by 
examining different categories of missing. For example, Bantry White 
and Montgomery (2015) examined risk factors for dementia-related 
missing adults and Sveticic, Too and De Leo (2012) examined risk 
indicators between non-missing and missing adults prior to a suicide 
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outcome. This type of evidenced based research is identified as a major 
gap into the study of risk assessment of missing adults (Stevenson, 
Parr, Woolnough and Fyfe, 2013). This thesis argues that police need to 
have the mechanism to use evidence based research to justify the risk 
category allocated to incidents.  
 
This doctoral thesis was undertaken in recognition that further study 
into risk and harm of missing adults could add new evidence based 
knowledge to assist the effectiveness of risk assessment. Harm is not 
well defined in the literature and a number of studies have 
concentrated on fatal outcomes only (Furumiya & Hashimoto, 2015; 
Newiss, 2011; Sveticic, Too & Leo, 2012). As a result, very little is 
understood about non-fatal harm. Risk assessment of potential harm is 
the first step in a police investigation of a missing adult case, once a 
report has been made (Hedges & Shalev Greene, 2017).   
 
Risk assessment is also about good decision making regardless of the 
harm outcome (Eales, 2017). Therefore, a better understanding of 
different harm outcomes will lead to improved decision making about 
risk. This thesis is the first study to focus on the risk of missing adults 
within the context of different harm outcomes. 
 
   
1.2 Research aim and objectives 
 
The aim of this study is to critically examine risk factors and test them 
against different harm outcomes. Primarily these will be no harm, non-
fatal harm and fatal harm.  
 
To achieve this aim, the first objective will be to examine the general 
concepts of risk and risk assessment to identify key components to 
better understand how these may relate to missing adults. This 
literature review will focus on risk philosophy, risk decision making, risk 
analysis, approaches to risk as well as characteristics of risk indicators. 
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The second objective of this thesis is to review historic and current risk 
assessment practices within missing adult cases and highlight some of 
the key challenges. Within missing adults, risk assessment has been 
influenced by different approaches to risk which have a number of pros 
and cons. These will be critically examined in terms of their impact 
upon police practices. On the occasions where the IPCC has had to 
comment on investigations of missing persons, it has invariably been 
around risk. There is now a general trend for changes within police 
practice to be informed by evidence. This thesis will critically review the 
available literature on ‘missing’ and draw upon the researcher’s 
knowledge of working within the National Crime Agency UK Missing 
Persons Bureau (NCA UKMPB).  
 
The third objective is to critically examine what is meant and 
understood by harm. As previously mentioned, this has not been 
especially well defined within the missing person literature, particularly 
in relation to non-fatal harm. Harm tends to be discussed as something 
which is assumed to be well understood by all parties involved however 
not all non-fatal harm may be recognised by police. With harm coming 
to the fore in other aspects of police business (Sherman, Neyroud & 
Neyroud, 2016), it is timely to establish what is meant by harm in 
relation to missing adults. The present study will examine a variety of 
harm outcomes from the research dataset to categorise them and 
subsequently create a harm framework. 
 
The fourth and final objective is to identify which risk factors are 
associated with different types of harm and whether there is any 
predictive value to these indicators. This will be achieved by examining 
1712 closed missing adult cases and carrying out descriptive and 
inferential analysis.  
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Chapter Two - Risk 
 
2.1. Definition 
 
Risk is inherent in everything we do on a daily basis and we are largely 
unaware of our behaviour in minimising many of those risks in our 
environment. Despite the wealth of material written about risk, it is a 
term which has remained difficult to define (Hansson, 1999; Kemshall, 
2003; Aven 2012). Several different definitions have been created 
dependent upon usage and needs of the discipline. Historically, the 
term risk was strongly associated with definitions like ‘peril’ and 
‘danger’ (Breakwell, 2014; Kemshall, 2003). Risk has continued to have 
definitions based upon danger (Oxford Dictionary and Thesaurus, 
2007). Other definitions of risk include uncertainty and harm (Carson 
and Bain, 2008), undesirable outcome or event (Hansson, 2010) and 
likelihood or probability (Health and Safety Executive, n.d.). 
 
Aven (2012) reviewed risk definitions from historic times to current day 
from which he constructed a system of six different paths where risk 
definitions have developed (see Aven, 2012 for an outline of each 
development path). The different pathways suit different areas of 
business. For example, when risk is associated with expected losses, 
this suits decision analysts and economists. Alternatively, where risk is 
associated with consequence and probability, such definitions are found 
in the fields of engineering or health. Aven (2012) concludes risk 
definitions have moved away from a strict probability basis to a more 
non probabilistic approach where risk is viewed as a concept and it is 
the concept that is measured. The measurements take into account 
events, consequences and uncertainties.  
 
Furthermore, Aven (2012) proposes two key premises for risk 
definition. The first should make a clear distinction between “risk per se 
and how risk is managed” (Aven, 2012, p.33). Some well-known 
definitions of risk have not included this distinction such as the one 
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proposed by Beck (1992) where “risk may be defined as a systematic 
way of dealing with hazards and insecurities introduced by 
modernization itself” (Beck, 1992, p.21). In Beck’s definition, he 
assumes that risk is a way of dealing with threats therefore it is not 
possible to define what the risk is and how it should be managed. 
 
The second premise proposed by Aven (2012) is the distinction 
between “risk per se and how risk is perceived” (Aven, 2012, p. 34). 
Perception of risk includes judgements about risk where feelings about 
events, outcomes and uncertainty form.  
 
The inherent difficulties of definition, due to the different perspectives 
of risk, has resulted in the Society of Risk Analysis providing a glossary 
rather than a single, universal definition of risk (Society of Risk 
Analysis, 2015). The glossary includes definitions which have been 
vetted by a committee of risk experts and were included on the basis of 
them being logical, well defined and understandable. The Society 
frames risk in terms of a future activity, its consequences with 
reference to something of human value. The focus is usually on an 
outcome which is negative.    
 
With reference to adults going missing, these terms suggest a construct 
of risk as being the uncertainty of an outcome of harm to themselves, 
to others or from others. 
 
2.2. Operationalising risk  
 
In many forensic settings, there have been efforts to improve risk 
decision making and as a result, a body of literature on risk assessment 
instruments has emerged. A popular view of these can be taken by 
looking at risk generations of risk assessment approaches (Bonta, 
1996). 
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First generation risk assessment comprised of unstructured clinical 
assessment where the decision maker or clinician formulates a 
judgement based on their knowledge and experience. Within the 
criminal justice system, police, prison officers and clinicians were 
responsible for making professional judgements about the risk posed 
by an offender. This approach has been critiqued as ‘informal’ and 
‘subjective’ (Grove and Meehl, 1996) and lacking inter-rater reliability 
(Singh, Grann and Fazel, 2011). As such, it has been argued to have 
poor powers of prediction with many decisions which can be classed as 
false positives or false negatives (Kemshall, 2003).  
 
However, it should be noted that the aim of a clinicians assessment of 
an offender was to better understand the individual. Predicting specific 
outcomes was merely a by-product and not the main goal of working 
with an offender (Wenk, 1979). Harcourt (2007) explains that people 
were categorised and risk factors assessed to gain a better 
understanding of an individual. However, there was an appetite for an 
even better understanding of behavior that led to the rise of an 
actuarial approach, or second generation (Bonta, 1996), where 
generalisations could be made from groups in order to predict an 
individual’s behavior or success on parole.     
 
Kemshall (2003) explains that the association between risk and 
probability arose from a relationship between risk and gambling. This 
can be dated back to the mid 1600’s when a challenge was made to 
solve a mathematical puzzle involving chance (see Bernstein, 1966 for 
an account of this story). The link between risk and probability has led 
to models of prediction. Within criminal justice, there has been a keen 
interest to predict future behavior from a variety of risk factors such as 
parole violators (Burgess, 1928; Glueck & Glueck, 1930, Ohlin, 1951, 
Mannheim & Wilkins, 1955). Such instruments need to be able to 
discern between different risk factors and be able to categorise items 
into different risk groups (Wenk, 1979).  
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This actuarial or statistical approach to risk entered the criminal justice 
arena in the early part of the 1900s to predict the likelihood of parole 
violaters (Hart, 1923; Burgess, 1928; Glueck & Glueck, 1930; Vold, 
1931; Ohlin, 1951). One of the earliest risk assessment instruments for 
parole prediction was devised by Ernest Burgess (1928). Burgess 
(1928) hypothesised there would be a difference between violators and 
non-violators on a number of risk factors. Twenty one variables were 
collated, largely pre institutional factors, and developed into an 
expectancy table. This resulting table was based upon computations of 
how subgroups of offenders deviated from the average violation rate. 
Offenders were awarded a point (+1) if they scored lower than 
average, or zero if not for each of the factors within the risk 
instrument. Therefore the higher the score, the less likely the offender 
would violate their parole. The Burgess (1928) study was later 
validated by Hakeem (1948) who concluded it was remarkably 
accurate. Glueck and Glueck (1930) took the Burgess model and 
weighted the factors depending upon its relationship to outcome. 
However, Gough (1962) found this approach did not provide any 
notable improvement. Vold (1931) combined the approaches of both 
Burgess (1928) and the Gluecks (1930) which resulted in the creation 
of twenty seven expectancy tables. According to Simon (1971), this 
conveyed a highly predictive approach. 
 
A current example of a second generation risk tool is the ‘Offender 
Group Reconviction Scale’ (OGRS) which assesses an offenders’ 
likelihood to reoffend and any risks posed to the public (Copas & 
Marshall, 1998). To obtain the probability of risk, six demographic and 
criminal history factors were used and inserted into a logistic regression 
equation. The equation was derived from looking at a large sample of 
offenders. The risk tool, OGRS, has gone through several developments 
and currently OGRS4 is in use (Ministry of Justice, 2015). Second 
generation approaches have been described as ‘consistent’ (Kemshall, 
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2003), ‘formal’ (Grove and Meehl, 1996) and ‘atheoretical’ (Andrews, 
Bonta and Wormith, 2006).  Whilst this method has been considered an 
improvement, especially in inter-rater reliability, to the first generation 
approaches (Grove and Meehl, 1996), the actuarial approach has also 
been criticised for its ‘rigidity and lack of sensitivity to change’ 
(Douglas, Ogloff and Hart, 2003). In addition, it has been questioned 
whether predictions made about group behavior can necessarily be 
transferred to an individual (Walklate, 1999; Cooke & Michie, 2013).  
 
An approach which sought to combine the individual approach of the 
clinical assessment and the evidence base of the actuarial method was 
the structured professional judgement. This is described as a 
variation of this first generation assessment method according to 
Andrews, Bonta and Wormith (2006). The approach makes use of 
empirically determined risk factors found in the literature upon which to 
make an assessment of risk. However, there are no statistical 
predictions made about risk level (Andrews et al., 2006). The 
structured professional judgement approach can both assess risk level 
and can inform how risk is managed (Risk Management Authority, 
2007). The method values the expertise and experience of the assessor 
however advises this should be supported in a structured way, using 
empirical evidence. Risk changes over time, therefore it is important to 
have a risk assessment method which can work in a ‘dynamic system’ 
(RMA, 2007, p. 23). This combination approach to risk can deal with 
such a system and furthermore assist with the defensibility of risk 
decisions. Some examples of  risk assessment tools based upon 
structured professional judgement are the HCR-20 (v3) Assessing Risk 
for Violence (Douglas, Hart, Webster, Belfrage, Guy & Wilson, 2014) 
and B-SAFER (Kropp, Hart & Belfrage, 2005) which is a spousal assault 
risk assessment tool. The combination of clinical judgement and 
actuarial risk is a common feature of subsequent risk generation 
approaches.   
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Third generation assessment tools aimed to ‘individualise risk’ (The 
Scottish Centre for Crime and Justice Research, 2007). Third 
generation tools are referred to as ‘risk-need’ (Ministry of Justice, 2015, 
p. 2). This type of assessment is described as being empirically based, 
inclusive of both static and dynamic risk items (also referred to as 
criminogenic needs) and are theoretically informed (Andrews et al, 
2006). As with second generation tools, the static factors usually refer 
to an offenders’ criminal history whereas the criminogenic needs or 
dynamic factors are those which are believed to change over time. 
Offender management interventions are based upon the dynamic 
factors.  
 
Fourth generation risk tools aim to link predicted behaviour and a 
wider range of dynamic factors with outcomes following treatment and 
is frequently referred to as the Risk-Need-Responsivity (RNR) model 
(Bonta and Andrews, 2007). These types of risk assessment tools 
include protective factors and the reference to responsivity links with 
an offenders’ ability to change. The focus of these tools are to link 
offender specific factors to treatment. For England and Wales, an 
example of a fourth generation tool is the Offender Assessment System 
(OASys) which is used with adult offenders (Ministry of Justice, 2015). 
Practitioners within the probation and prison service use OASys to 
identify risks posed and to whom, make decisions about how these 
risks will be minimised and how their offending behavior can be dealt 
with effectively.  
  
The risk generation approach to examining risk assessment methods is 
useful to show how tools and models have developed over recent 
decades. There are a wide variety of tools addressing violent behaviour, 
sexual violence, sexual offending as well as tools for examining children 
and young offenders, to name but a few. Ward and Beech (2014) 
explore dynamic risk factors in relation to sexual offending. However, 
they make some useful points about risk assessment and risk factors 
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which are worth bearing in mind when thinking about risk assessment 
of missing persons. They stress that risk assessment of offenders is not 
about changes in behaviour, it is about ‘predicting repetition’ and 
therefore about the likelihood of reoffending in uncertain situations. 
 
Caution needs to be exercised, if adapting risk assessment methods 
from the area of offending, as they are largely to do with the risk of 
recidivism. The focus of this study examines the possibilities of risk 
assessment tools for missing adults in relation to the harm experienced 
either to themselves or to and from others rather than the risk of 
repeat missing. 
 
Hansson (1999) provides a useful breakdown of how risk is understood 
between a non-technical and technical environment.  In non-technical 
terms, risk refers to the “possible, but not certain” (Hansson, 1999, 
p.539) unwanted event and in a technical environment, “refers to 
something quantifiable” (Hansson, 1999, p.539).  This differentiation 
between environments provides a useful basis from which to consider 
the risk of missing adults as the more likely ‘fit’ is with a non-technical 
situation. The challenge, is to determine the extent of the possibility of 
harm. 
 
2.3. Philosophy of Risk 
 
In carrying out the literature review for this study, it was very clear 
from the outset that some decisions would need to be made about 
relevance to this study from the wealth of academic material on the 
subject of risk. An area that was felt to provide some understanding of 
the general principles of risk and how this might assist thinking about it 
in relation to missing persons, despite its complexity, is the philosophy 
of risk. Lewens (2007) reports that contrary to the subject of risk itself, 
very little attention has been paid to the philosophy of this subject. In 
fact, Hansson (1999) proposed an understanding of risk and the 
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inherent difficulties could be much better understood when considered 
from this perspective. 
 
The difficulties of definition, as well as the variety of uses of risk, 
illustrated the interpretive nature of the concept. Solberg and Nja 
(2012) suggested examining the issue by looking at its methodology 
and epistemology to establish whether an ontology of risk can be 
found. The researchers offer up five common features of risk from their 
examination of discourses about this topic which include “time (the 
future), events, consequences, uncertainty and something of human 
value related to the consequences” (Solberg & Nja, 2012, p.1204).   
 
Solberg and Nja’s (2012) examination of each of these features led to a 
distinction between reality and possibility. Using the possibility-reality 
distinction, the researchers were able to explain time as being a 
necessary prerequisite for the concept of risk to exist. In order for 
future possibilities to become a single current reality, things must 
change and to explain this change we need reference points, like past, 
present and future. Events and consequences were explained as being 
deterministic with the consequence being seen as the result of a 
defined event and therefore could be understood as an objective 
reality. Solberg and Nja (2012) also argued that knowledge about the 
future is always limited, regardless of the dynamics of the system 
under study, thus uncertainty is a characteristic of the world and once 
again is seen as an objective reality. The researchers conclude that risk 
is a label used for specific knowable aspects of possible future events 
but assessors of risk will make an interpretation of these based on their 
knowledge. The interpretation, and how assessors decide to act on it, is 
not part of risk but of decision making. Decision making will be 
discussed further in the next section. However, this thesis does make 
use of Solberg and Nja’s (2012) concept of risk by an examination of 
what is knowable.  
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Our knowledge of facts and values have also been used to resolve the 
discord between objectivist and subjective views of risk (Bradbury, 
1989; Hansson, 2010). Hansson (2010) suggests that values can best 
be understood as epistemic or non-epistemic. Epistemic values are 
those which are seen as close to the truth, evidence based or have 
predictive accuracy whereas non-epistemic values are those which 
include moral, political or pragmatic beliefs. Therefore, objective risk 
can be explained without any reference to non-epistemic values and 
subjective risk should be able to be explained without reference to 
truths about the physical world. Rather than having one standpoint or 
another, Hansson (2010) argues that both can be accommodated in his 
dual risk thesis. Firstly, he purports that risk can be understood by two 
fundamental elements. One, that when risk is discussed it refers to 
something negative such as risk of losing or risk of something going 
wrong. Since this is unwanted, statements about its undesirability will 
be associated with values and therefore non-epistemic in nature. 
Secondly, risk is associated with uncertainty as the term ‘risk’ is not 
used when something certain will happen. This is likely to include 
statements which are more factual or represent truths. Therefore, 
Hansson (2010) concludes, in his dual risk thesis, that risk is comprised 
of both objective facts and values or non-epistemic statements which 
do not refer to objective facts.  
 
2.4. Risk decision making & heuristics 
 
According to Gottfredson and Gottfredson (1988), decisions comprise of 
three components: goals, alternatives and information. By goals, the 
researchers meant there is are objectives to be achieved. For police, 
this may be to locate a missing adult and reduce the possibility of 
harm. The second component relates to the choices or alternatives 
available. Due to the uncertainty of harm there are a variety of options 
available and the decision maker will have a challenging task ahead. 
Using the previous example of the missing adult, police face decisions 
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about risk assessment, investigative tasks and available resources. The 
final component is information, which is used to guide the choice 
between the alternatives. The information needs to be relevant in order 
to achieve the desired outcome of reducing uncertainty. For missing 
adults, the information is derived from the initial call, the full report and 
subsequent enquiries. Therefore, the level of uncertainty or risk, is 
changeable throughout an investigation.   
 
In Hansson’s (1999) approach to decision theory, he suggests that 
decision making falls into one of two categories: decision under risk or 
decision under uncertainty. Decision making, in a risk situation, is likely 
to be done when there is some information about possible outcomes 
and their associated probabilities. When the information is considered 
reliable by the decision maker, this is a decision under risk. However, 
for decisions under uncertainty, either the probabilities are not known 
or they are imprecise or the decision maker is not confident about their 
reliability.  
 
In real-life situations, it is very rare for the probabilities to be known 
therefore most decisions are made under “epistemic (knowledge 
related) uncertainty” (Hansson, 1999; p.539). As rational agents, we 
need a way to simplify this uncertainty in order to make decisions. 
Bayesian idealists desire a probabilistic approach where every 
statement is awarded a definite probability value between zero and 
one. Zero represents no probability and one is an absolute certainty of 
an occurrence. However, the probability never reaches one and 
therefore, each statement does not reach full belief. The result of this 
approach is a net of complicated connected ‘beliefs’ which are likely to 
be too unmanageable for any normal human being to grasp. Life is 
simply too complex and uncertain. 
 
Another way to reduce this uncertainty, is to take a non-probabilistic 
approach and have several temporary statements which are believed to 
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be true or false (Hansson, 1999). These reductions do not have any 
numerical value attached to them, but rather, are just full beliefs to 
provide a system which is more cognitively manageable. For risk, the 
simplified statements could be no more complex than “this may 
happen” or “this will not happen”. These statements can change to 
probability statements, when there is numerical evidence available. 
Walklate (1999) suggested that in times of uncertainty or where there 
is a lack of scientific evidence then intuition may be the form of 
knowledge used to assist for risk decisions. Not only does intuition 
assist when little other knowledge is available but could also assist 
when assigning value to evidential knowledge. However, the remainder 
of this section highlights some potential difficulties of intuitive 
judgement by examining heuristic biases. 
 
This process for reducing complex information into manageable, 
simpler material is often referred to as heuristics. These can be very 
useful and successful but care needs to be taken, as they do come with 
biases which can lead to systemic errors (Tversky & Kahneman, 1982). 
Tversky and Kahneman (1982) proposed that three heuristics were 
employed to assess probabilities, which were representativeness, 
availability as well as adjustment and anchoring. These heuristics are 
now described in relation to how they might apply to risk decisions for 
missing adults.  
 
Representativeness is described by how much one case resembles 
another or similarity to a mental prototype we hold or membership of a 
category. If a new missing adult case has many of the features of 
previous cases, then it is likely to be categorised as similar to those 
others. Similarly, if a missing adult is living with dementia then the risk 
assessor may have preconceived ideas about how a person with 
dementia behaves. Their mental prototype may consist of features such 
as elderly, frailty, ill health, confused and as a result they may 
overestimate their likelihood of coming to harm. The effects of this can 
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be mitigated by examining a number of factors rather than focusing on 
a single variable which is vulnerable to this type of heuristic (Prentky, 
Barbaree and Janus, 2015).  
 
This heuristic has a bias that can lead investigators and risk assessors 
to succumb to stereotyping, prejudice and discrimination. Base rates 
for harm, in missing person cases, are available (NCA, 2016), however 
Tversky and Kahneman (1982) argue that base rates are largely 
ignored when descriptions of cases are provided. Nevertheless, base 
rates, when they are either low or high, can influence decision making 
and estimations of probability (Prentky, Barbaree and Janes, 2015). 
 
Case details can also give rise to further bias which relates to the 
supposed validity of indicators present within the missing adult 
incident. Due to similarity to previous cases, the presence of certain 
indicators within the case can result in a confident assessment of likely 
outcome, and therefore risk level. Identification of the ‘similar’ 
indicators is a subjective decision and in some instances may have an 
acceptable level of predictive accuracy for outcome. Prentky, Barbaree 
and Janus (2015) present an argument that caution should still be 
exercised as different factors such as, prior probabilities of outcomes 
and reliability of evidence can affect judgement of risk.     
 
However, there are likely to be limitations to the predictability of those 
indicators which the assessor may pay little or no regard to. Bias can 
stem from misunderstanding about chance. Statistically significant 
(greater than chance) findings are often understood to indicate a 
scientific truth about the population under investigation. However, 
there may be little regard for the actual sample size or for how the 
sample was obtained. Thus, probabilistic estimates from small samples 
can lead to over-interpretation and result in incorrect risk assessments.      
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The heuristic of availability is particularly relevant to risk (Slovic, 
Fischhoff & Lichtentsein, 1982). Availability refers to the ease with 
previous missing adult cases are remembered. Tversky and Kahneman 
(1982), suggest the ease of recall, results in greater perceived 
frequencies. Naturally, not all previous incidents can be recalled and it 
may only be those which stand out for particular reasons which are so 
easily available.  
 
If, for example, an assessor of a missing adult with schizophrenia 
recalls easily incidents which resulted in self harm, then they are likely 
to conclude this to be a likely outcome for a new incident and 
mistakenly, risk assess accordingly. The more available an event is 
then the more probable it seems (Prentky, Barbaree and Janus, 2015). 
This effect is compounded if cases with such outcomes have been more 
recent. Imagination or vividness of information can also influence the 
estimates of frequency. If many different threatening outcomes can be 
imagined for a missing adult, despite the likelihood of these happening 
to be to the contrary, then this is still likely to result in a higher than 
appropriate risk level. Prentky, Barbaree and Janus (2015) provide an 
outline of the impact of vivid over pallid information upon a jury in a 
courtroom situation and how influential this can be. Vividness makes 
information more readily available therefore highlights the likely 
presence of this heuristic.  
 
Illusory correlation is a further bias of availability, where assessors may 
overestimate the frequency with which two events co-occur. In the 
example of missing adults this may be where two naturally associated 
risk indicators are present such as depression and alcohol dependency. 
When the association is strong, there is an increased likelihood of 
concluding these occur frequently together. Equally, if several 
assessors of risk agree upon a correlation which is illusory, there is a 
danger of this being mistaken as evidence of a truth (Chapman and 
Chapman, 1969).   
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The heuristic of anchoring, sometimes referred to as the anchoring-
adjustment heuristic, is one which influences the way probability is 
assessed (Epley & Gilovich, 2006). When trying to estimate an 
unknown quantity, a known figure is brought to mind and adjusted until 
a plausible figure is reached (Tversky & Kahneman, 1982). Although 
risk assessment of missing adults involves assigning a category of risk 
to an incident, a mental assessment of probability may be taking place. 
For example, if an officer knows that 30% of missing adults with 
depression come to harm, they are likely to ‘anchor’ around this 
likelihood when making an assessment of risk. If the figure is plausible 
to the officer, there is likely to be little mental adjustment.  
 
Studies have shown that in the face of uncertainty, assessors are more 
likely to anchor at a given point and greater adjustment occurs when 
the assessor has more knowledge about the target (Mussweiler & 
Strack, 2000).  
 
Heuristic decision making explains our automated and intuitive 
thinking. This section highlights how the biases of heuristic thinking 
could impact risk assessment for missing adults.  
 
2.5. Risk Assessment 
 
Risk assessment is a method to describe the probability of a specific 
event occurring in a given situation as well as making a judgment 
regarding the severity of that event. In any decision making situation, 
risk assessment will form an integral element of that process. As such, 
consideration needs to be given to the likelihood of harm if no action is 
taken as well as looking at the risks that would remain if certain actions 
were taken (National Research Council, 2008).  
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Risk assessment and management are complex processes for three 
main reasons (Haimes, 2005). First, there is the uncertainty of 
decisions being made at a time when information is often unavailable, 
illustrating that timeliness is one of the key issues of risk assessment. 
Second, the decisions will necessitate the inclusion of demands from a 
multi-disciplinary environment. Third, there will be a need to make a 
trade-off between competing costs and benefits without assigning 
undue weight or value to any of the risk variables.  
 
Whilst effective risk assessments are described as systematic (Ostrom 
& Wilhelmsen, 2012) there is no specific format to follow. As such, this 
has generated a multitude of guidelines and methods e.g. Preliminary 
Hazard Analysis, Critical Incident Technique, Root Cause Analysis (to 
name but a few) in a variety of industries. The type of model to follow 
will very much depend upon the task in hand.  
 
Whatever the method or technique, there will be a flow of information 
to determine the risk. This will involve the gathering of evidence to 
form a knowledge base from which a decision is made. In simple terms, 
the evidence and knowledge base are ideally objective and non-
epistemic and it is only at the decision making stage that judgements 
may include the values of the decision maker.  
 
Hansson and Aven (2014) extended this process to devise a conceptual 
model for risk decisions where knowledge is complex, includes rare 
events or is connected with other issues (Figure 1). The researchers’ 
description of knowledge is similar to descriptors of police knowledge 
(Holgersson, Gottschalk & Dean, 2008) as well as missing persons 
generally (Tarling & Burrows, 2004; Fyfe, Stevenson & Woolnough, 
2015). The researchers’ premise was to provide a scientific base for 
decision making about risk in a variety of disciplines.  
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Figure 1: Information flow for decision making on risk 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Adapted from Hansson and Aven (2014) 
 
According to Hansson and Aven (2014) a variety of evidence is 
gathered through analysis, studies and tests to construct a knowledge 
base. The knowledge base is a collection of all known facts about a 
subject matter upon which the majority of subject matter experts 
agree. The knowledge base is likely to be quite complicated and will be 
based on different sorts of studies with different methodologies. It has 
already been shown in an earlier section on heuristics, the difficulties 
that can arise from not understanding the effects of something like 
sample size. Therefore, the knowledge base needs to be evaluated 
(broad risk evaluation) by a subject matter expert in order to provide a 
judgement which takes into account the nuances of the available 
research. In addition, the judgement needs to consider the values of 
the decision maker. For a missing adult investigation, this will include 
the police role for protecting life (College of Policing, 2013d). Risk 
decisions are rarely made in isolation and invariably need to take into 
account other concerns of the context within which the event sits. In 
the example of missing adults this is likely to include police force policy 
as well as available resources. 
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Hansson and Aven (2014) argue that risk analysis is comprised of two 
categories of study. The first is the compilation of evidence about ‘risk-
related phenomena, processes and events etc’ (Hansson & Aven, 2014, 
p. 1178). Using missing adults as an example, the first category will 
comprise of studies such as those which examined outcomes (Tarling & 
Burrows, 2014); missing drivers with dementia (Rowe, Greenblum, 
Boltz & Galvin, 2008); and, processes of missing person investigations 
(Fyfe et al, 2015). The knowledge base will bring together evidence 
from different disciplines, some of which will include statistical analysis, 
hypothesis testing, interviews and modelling.  
 
The second category comprises of knowledge about ‘concepts, theories, 
frameworks, approaches, models etc’ (Hansson & Aven, 2014, p. 1178) 
about risk analysis. These are essentially concerned with the 
mechanisms for assessing and managing risk. There are a number of 
examples from the wider policing field such as the risk assessment of 
domestic abuse, stalking and honour based violence (DASH) gave rise 
to a checklist for risk identification and management (Richards, 2009); 
prediction of violence in offenders (Campbell, French & Gendreau, 
2009); and accuracy of recidivism risk assessments for sexual 
offenders (Hanson & Morton-Bourgon, 2009). 
 
Within the arena of missing, guidance documents provide a risk 
framework for missing persons generally (NPIA, 2010; College of 
Policing, 2013e). This includes a list of specific risk questions from 
which to make a risk judgement. Hayden and Goodship (2013) 
highlighted the difficulties of carrying out meaningful risk assessments 
for missing children due to lack of timely information, the variation of 
police understanding about risk and the volume of reports.  
 
Newiss (2011) created a framework for risk indicators, related to 
health, lifestyle and circumstance, to study fatal outcomes resulting 
from a missing incident. These were not specifically proposed as a way 
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to examine risk however they may have some merit. However, Newiss 
(2011) did propose a complementary approach to risk assessment 
using scenarios, similar to those adopted by police when searching for 
missing persons (ACPO, 2006). Scenarios are a narrative account of 
what may have happened to the missing individual. For example, if a 
missing adult is a middle aged male with depression then the possible 
scenarios may include spending some time alone, self-harm, become 
lost, had an accident or has taken his own life. Possible outcomes are 
proposed based upon factors of the individual and each option is 
pursued to guide a search strategy. Up until now, missing adults, risk 
assessment and management have not been explored specifically, 
which is the aim of this study.  
 
2.6. Risk factors 
 
A risk factor is a characteristic, within the subject of study, which is 
measurable (Cooke & Michie, 2013). However, risk factors can only be 
measured in populations where there is variability in the occurrence of 
the factor itself or the outcome of interest. In a population of offenders 
there is variation in the frequency of those who repeat offend therefore 
it is possible to identify factors which may contribute to the explanation 
of this. A further feature is that the risk factor precedes an outcome of 
interest and that there is statistical significance between the two 
(Offord & Kraemer, 2000). Risk factors can also be used to subdivide a 
population into risk groups, usually from low to high. 
 
Using violent offenders as an example, Cooke and Michie (2013) 
highlighted that it was through the identification of risk variables that 
violence risk assessment could be better understood. This led to the 
derivation of actuarial risk tools to forecast the likelihood of a new 
offender re-offending. Hence the identified risk factors were now 
required to have some predictive value. As mentioned in the previous 
section, the researchers discuss the limitations of using actuarial risk 
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tools to compare an individual against a group standard for violent 
offending (see Cooke and Michie, 2013, for details).  
 
Descriptors of risk variables are dependent upon the way they are 
being used in a research, forensic and clinical environment. A risk 
factor’s degree of changeability is frequently described in terms of 
being static versus dynamic (Ward & Beech, 2014). As the name 
suggests, static factors are those which cannot be changed or are not 
amenable to intervention e.g. age, criminal history etc. Dynamic risk 
factors are those which are potentially changeable and can fluctuate 
over short periods of time e.g. substance abuse, associates and health 
etc.  
 
The duration of a risk factor can be described as being either stable or 
acute. In the forensic field, this descriptor relates to dynamic risk 
factors (Hanson, Harris, Scott & Helmus, 2007). An example where this 
view of risk factors was taken, is the ‘Stable and Acute 07’ which was a 
risk assessment tool to predict sexual offence recidivism and was used 
by both police and probation (Ministry of Justice, 2010). Stable factors 
referred to those which related to ‘learned behaviours and personal 
skills’ (Ministry of Justice, 2010, p. iv) such as problem solving skills, 
capacity for relationship stability or hostility towards women. Acute 
factors were those which occurred in the days or hours preceding the 
next sexual offence, such as access to victims, collapse of social 
support or substance abuse.  
 
The content of a risk factor are the features which make up the risk 
factor itself, examples of which are ‘relational style or attitude’ (Ward & 
Beech, 2014, p.101). Within sexual offending, relational style refers to 
the nature of the relationships between the offender and children 
and/or intimate relationships with partners (Thornton, 2013). Questions 
establish whether the relationships are inadequate, lack emotion or 
include aggressiveness. Interventions to prevent reoffending tend to 
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concentrate on techniques to improve forming and sustaining intimate 
relationships. Distorted attitudes are further elements of a dynamic risk 
factor and are largely considered within the field of sexual offending. An 
offenders attitude to the offences they commit accounts for the level of 
risk which may be awarded but are also seen as target areas for 
treatment programmes (Thornton, 2013).  
 
A further useful descriptor of a risk factor is their function which Ward 
and Beech (2014) describe as being ‘causal, contributing or contextual’ 
(Ward & Beech, 2014, p.101). A risk factor can be described as causal 
if the manipulation of it causes the outcome to change. However, it 
should be noted that such a risk variable is unlikely to be the only 
cause of a particular outcome (Offord & Kraemer, 2000). For 
preventative work with offenders, or any other group of interest, a 
focus on causal risk factors is key to reducing the incidence of outcome. 
Contributing risk factors are those where a relationship exists between 
a factor and outcome but the strength of the relationship is not enough 
to be considered causal. Also, risk factors are rarely predictive in their 
own right but rather are considered as part of a set of factors each of 
which contribute to the risk of an individual Kraemer, Stice, Kazdin, 
Offord & Kupfer, 2001). Contextual factors relate to an individual’s 
current situation which can be perceived as either risk or protective 
(Beech & Ward, 2004). In a risk situation, contextual factors can be 
seen as similar to acute factors, previously mentioned. They are factors 
which are likely to change such as mood or substance abuse which can 
act as a trigger for committing an offence. The trigger can also come 
from an external source which in the example of sexual offender, could 
be the presence of a person which fits their area of sexual interest.   
 
Oftentimes the effects of risk factors can be mitigated by protective 
factors which enable a person to be more resilient at times of stress. 
These can come from the person themselves in terms of coping 
strategies and self-esteem, and families, by way of support and 
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boundary setting or community by way of safe neighbourhoods 
(Vanderbilt-Adriance and Shaw, 2008). It is important to consider 
protective factors when carrying out risk assessments for several 
reasons (de Vries Robbe, Mann, Maruna & Thornton, 2015). Firstly, 
they can improve predictive validity over instruments which use risk 
factors alone. Secondly, risk only instruments can often create too 
many false positives, thus over-predict risk. Finally, risk assessments 
which focus on the negative aspects only of an offender can stigmatise 
them and cause feeling of unfairness. In a rehabilitation process, this 
one-sided focus is likely to bring problems for the relationship between 
assessor and offender.   
 
However, where risk factors are used, it is essential that they and any 
associated terms are clearly defined and described. Risk factors for an 
outcome of interest cannot be assumed to be the same or be the same 
strength in different populations. If the relationship between a risk 
factor and an outcome is shown to be statistically significant this does 
not necessarily imply its importance to practice. Statistical significance 
is reliant upon sample size. 
 
2.7. Summary of Chapter 
 
This chapter highlighted the difficulty of defining risk as there are 
different definitions dependent upon the purpose. Aven (2012) states 
that any definition should consider how risk is managed as well as how 
risk is perceived. To overcome some of the challenges of a single 
definition the Society of Risk Analysis (2015) created a glossary for use 
in risk framework incorporating future activity, consequence in relation 
to something of human value and outcome, which is usually negative. 
For missing adults the construct of risk could therefore be the 
uncertainty of an outcome of harm to themselves, to or from others. 
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This chapter also critically examined risk from historical and 
philosophical perspectives. Examination of the generation approach 
included a review of clinical, actuarial, risk needs and risk response 
methods of assessment. The risk approach of the structured 
professional judgement was highlighted as a possible solution for risk 
assessing adults. The approach advocates empirically determined risk 
factors, does not require statistical prediction, is able to both assess 
risk and inform how risk is managed. Additionally it values the 
expertise and experience of the assessor. Taking a structured approach 
to decision making may alleviate some of the biases inherent in 
heuristic decision making. 
 
Chapter two also examined how the ‘structure’ of the professional 
judgement could be formed. The conceptual model proposed by 
Hansson and Aven (2014) provides a possible solution. The model can 
be adopted when knowledge is complex, includes rare events or is 
connected with other areas. This certainly describes missing adults. The 
gathered knowledge forms an evidence base which includes risk related 
phenomena, processes and events as well as concepts, theories and 
frameworks. There would be a requirement to evaluate the evidence 
base which takes into account the purpose and the users. This 
approach to risk would meet the requirements for future police practice 
to be evidence based as outlined in objective two of this study.  
 
A final key point from this review of risk concerns the risk factors 
themselves. It has previously been mentioned here that risk factors 
should ideally be evidence informed for inclusion as part of the risk 
assessment. The review highlighted the importance of having a 
knowledge of protective factors in order for the risk assessment to be 
both meaningful and effective. The investigation of protective factors is 
an emerging area which has not yet reached the study of missing 
adults. 
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Chapter Three - Missing Persons 
 
3.1. Overview 
 
Going missing should be seen as an indicator that something is wrong 
in a person’s life and the act itself is an indicator of potential harm 
(ACPO, 2010; College of Policing, 2016). In the UK, there are over 
380,000 calls to police forces in relation to missing persons (NCA, 
2016). This represents a phenomenal area of police business and 
highlights the importance of police’s ability to identify and understand 
the risk factors involved (Alys, Massey & Tong, 2013). There is no 
unanimous agreement on a definition of missing and these vary from 
country to country. However, to the definitions are likely to include 
words such as ‘safety’, ‘welfare’ or ‘harm’. The UK has recently seen a 
slight change in their definition of a missing person which is: 
 
“Anyone whose whereabouts cannot be established will be 
considered as missing until located, and their well-being or 
otherwise established” (College of Policing, 2016)  
 
To begin to understand the multi-faceted nature of missing person 
incidents and its inherent risk it is useful to examine the reasons why 
people go missing.  In the Biehal, Mitchell and Wade (2003) study of 
missing people, they conceptualised the reasons for missing on a 
continuum ranging from ‘intentional’ to ‘unintentional’ (Figure 2). 
 
Figure 2: The missing continuum 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Adpated from Biehal, Mitchell & Wade (2003) 
Decided Drifted Unintentional absence Forced 
Intentional Unintentional 
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Intentional missing includes those who have made a decision to leave, 
usually without informing family and friends.  The reasons for this can 
be many and varied e.g. problems at home, debt or personal worries.  
The unintentional end of the spectrum includes those who perhaps had 
no intention of going missing e.g. got lost, miscommunication of 
whereabouts or wandered from where they were meant to be.  Further 
to the right of the spectrum are cases of those who have been forced to 
leave by a third party e.g. abduction, kidnap.  
 
Intentionality, in relation to missing adults, was examined by Holmes 
(2017a). She acknowledged how well embedded the concept of intent 
was into research but argued for particular difficulties with assessing its 
applicability. The four main reasons given were firstly the struggle 
between individual agency and social structural processes which are in 
play over which we have no control. These socially structured activities 
can include or exclude us and if excluded lowers the perceived quality 
of life. The second reason is that intentional behaviour is dependent 
upon mental competence which for some types of missing incident is 
problematic to assess. Thirdly, Holmes (2017a) argues that we do not 
know about a person’s intention until they are located or return unless 
they have left specific information to say so. Finally, the fourth difficulty 
is that intention may change over time. A person may decide to be 
gone a short while but later make a decision to remain missing for 
longer and vice versa.  Holmes (2017a) concludes with a suggestion of 
improving knowledge about risk assessment which may improve 
understanding of intent. 
 
Push-pull factors have also been used to describe reasons for going 
missing (Department for children, schools and families, 2009). 
Although these were originally identified to describe reasons for young 
runaways leaving home or care they prove to be a useful descriptor for 
all ages. Push factors increase the chance of going missing and include 
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problems at home, difficult relationships, mental health issues and 
family break up. Conversely, pull factors can include wanting to be at 
home particularly for adults living in a care situation whether through 
mental health or age related dementia.   
 
Whilst the previous two studies provided a conceptual basis for going 
missing, other studies have taken a different focus to establish triggers 
by using interview material from missing adult episodes (Stevenson et 
al, 2013; Holmes, 2017b). The study by Holmes (2017b) had a 
particular interest in missing adults who experience mental health 
issues. These returned adults used terms such as escape, getting away 
from it all, being on the move as reasons for going missing. 
Interestingly, the interviewees in Holmes (2017b) study also discussed 
the effects of symptoms, such as paranoia being a reason for going 
missing as well as shaping their behaviour whilst missing by evading 
others and avoiding detection. The act of going missing was described 
by missing adults, as providing temporary emotional and physical relief 
from current or historic trauma (Woolnough, Alys & Pakes, 2017).  
 
An examination of missing adults, suggested themes of ‘dysfunctional’, 
‘escape’ and ‘unintentional’ as explanations of going missing behaviour 
(Bonny, Almond & Woolnough, 2016). The researchers report that 
‘escape’ and ‘dysfunctional’ behaviour were present in adults who were 
at higher risk of harm. Harm outcomes for ‘dysfunctional’ behaviour 
were reported as physical harm, suicidal thoughts or suicidal intentions. 
However, harm outcomes were not provided for those who 
demonstrated ‘escape’ behaviour. Behaviour whilst missing is an 
informative dimension to add to any discussion on risk. 
 
3.2. Risk assessment in relation to missing adults 
 
From the police perspective, risk assessment of missing adults is a key 
function of the investigation (ACPO, 2010; College of Policing, 2013e; 
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Hedges & Shalev Greene, 2017). It provides the basis upon which 
incidents are prioritised and resources allocated. Risk assessment takes 
place at regular intervals throughout a missing person investigation 
from the initial call to police through to case conclusion. This section 
will examine the historic and current process of risk assessment in 
missing person investigations, and the challenges that police face.  
 
Historically the basis of risk assessment for missing persons was based 
upon a categorisation system. The member states of the European 
Union agreed to the recommendations of the Council of Europe (1979) 
to standardise the existing disparate rules and practices of missing 
person incidents to ease cross border searches. The Council of Europe 
(1979) recommendation and explanatory memorandum categorised 
missing persons into four main groups i.e. minors, persons 
disappearing under suspicious circumstances, victims of accidents and 
persons unable to provide for their own needs physically, mentally or 
due to poverty. This classification system assisted UK police to define 
what it termed ‘vulnerable’ missing persons in 1987 and was defined 
as: 
 
“(a) all persons under 18 years of age. 
(b) persons over 18 years of age who suffer from epilepsy, diabetes or 
amnesia, or who have suicidal tendencies or some other special feature 
which makes it desirable to have them on record without delay. 
(c) persons who are 65 years of age or over. 
(d) informal mental patients who are reported by next-of-kin, relatives 
or neighbours. 
(e) persons whose disappearance gives reason for suspecting that 
some harm may befall them.” (Police Gazette 25-11-1987) 
 
In 1994, the first UK national unit for missing persons was established 
within the Metropolitan Police (Police National Missing Persons Bureau 
(PNMPB)) and these five classifications of ‘vulnerable’ were continued 
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with 2 further groups added i.e. UK residents missing abroad and 
foreign nationals missing in the UK (Home Office, 1994).   
 
This method of classifying missing persons was adopted by many 
forces, but not all, and perhaps provides an early indication of risk 
where cases could be prioritised into urgent and non-urgent cases thus 
enabling police resources to be allocated appropriately. Newiss (1999) 
argued that the classification of ‘vulnerable’ did not provide any clear 
indications of the particular risk facing that missing person or the 
justification for concern by police. Furthermore, he suggested future 
research should examine the risks in terms of combinations of factors 
such as individual characteristics as well as the circumstances under 
which they went missing and the person reporting them missing.  
 
This suggestion was taken up by Tarling and Burrows (2004) who 
researched types of missing people and their outcomes to highlight 
some of the challenges for any risk assessment model. They found a 
great deal of variety and complexity within the cases examined in 
terms of reasons for going missing, circumstances whilst missing, 
demographics and outcomes. Attempts were made to classify in terms 
of gender, age, marital status, employment, where they missing from 
as well as who had reported them missing.  
 
None of these characteristics served as a particularly useful 
classification system with often the results of one i.e. age (where 
teenagers form one of the highest population groups) skewing the 
results of others e.g. marital status where there would be a higher 
proportion of single people reflected. The outcomes were classified 
initially in four ways i.e. “not traced,” “deceased”, “seriously injured or 
in poor health” and “found safe and well”. The majority (96 per cent) 
were found safe and well. The researchers also looked at the length of 
time missing and found that the majority (76 per cent) of missing 
persons are located or return within 2 days and 92 per cent within one 
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week. Once again, this highlights the difficulty of identifying those 
cases which may be at greater risk than others.   
 
The location of where the missing person was found did not provide any 
particular insight into the risk of a missing person with almost half 
returning to the place they were missing from. Tarling and Burrows also 
looked at 132 ‘problem cases’ in an attempt to classify missing person 
incidents. These were made up of missing persons who were not found 
(n=10), were not safe and well when located (n=29), who had been 
missing for more than a year (n=30) and 63 incidents which were 
deemed ‘problematic’ by officers within the Metropolitan Police Service 
boroughs. The breakdown consists of a mixture of lifestyle factors (e.g. 
involved in prostitution), outcomes (e.g. suicide) and circumstances 
(e.g. escaping from financial problems). The researchers concluded the 
‘problem’ incidents, like the non-problem cases, reflected a wide variety 
of situations, circumstances and outcomes which were difficult to 
categorise. This study highlights the complexity of missing and 
illustrates the difficulties of classifying this phenomena, especially on 
the basis of a single variable type. 
 
The classification method of vulnerable and not vulnerable was followed 
by a more actuarial approach. A method was devised to weight each of 
the risk factors so that a missing person would be given a score 
relating to the risk variables they hit. The risk matrix was split into two 
parts. Part one dealt with personal circumstances and included factors 
related to age e.g. ’10 years old or under’, whether on a ‘child at risk’ 
register, their need for essential medication, their physical ability to 
interact with the environment, mental illness, and whether they were 
alcohol or drug dependent. Each of these factors were awarded a single 
score or weighting (i.e. over 65 years equals 6 points) or could be 
judged on a scale (i.e. mental illness was scored on a scale between 10 
and 15).  
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Part two examined the circumstances of disappearance and included 
factors such as “out of character behaviour” which was awarded a 
weighting of 16 or “inclement weather conditions” which had a 
weighting of 4. The score of the missing person would be added 
together and result in an indication of risk level. A score exceeding 20 
would be deemed high risk and any below 12 would be classed as low 
risk. The score sheet provided an opportunity to add information 
regarding ‘other factors’ and this could be used to adjust the level of 
risk assessment as the officer felt appropriate.  
 
The major problem with this method was that it created too many 
incorrectly classified cases i.e. too many ‘false positives’ or high risk 
missing person cases (Hedges, 2002; Schouten & Van den Eshof, 
2006). Even from the examples provided above it can be seen that a 
person’s score could quickly reach the amount required to assess the 
case as high risk. A further criticism was that this method was not 
evidenced based but rather the amalgamation of police officers’ 
knowledge of missing persons, albeit they were experienced in missing 
person investigations. It should be noted this approach for assessing 
risk in missing person cases was only in place for a short period of 
time. 
 
This approach was followed by the current assessment method, which 
initially set up with three risk categories and has recently been adapted 
to incorporate a fourth category of risk. Prior to this recent change the 
three classifications of risk were ‘high’, medium’ and ‘low’. In 
recognition of missing person incidents where a person was classed as 
absent rather than truly missing, a fourth level of risk has been 
introduced of ‘no apparent risk (absent)’ (College of Policing, 2016).  
The inclusion of an ‘absent’ category came about as result of the 
Reducing Bureaucracy programme (Berry, 2009) initiated by the Home 
Office and Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) (now National 
Police Chiefs’ Council (NPCC)). This new categorisation was piloted in 
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three police forces (Greater Manchester, Staffordshire and West 
Midlands) for a three month period in 2011. The call handlers in the 
three forces were requested to monitor the newly categorised ‘absent’ 
incidents for any safeguarding issues and to not deploy an immediate 
police response. If any information was received in relation to an 
‘absent’ case to suggest any risk to the missing individual, then the 
categorisation could be altered to ‘missing person’ status thus enabling 
an appropriate response. An evaluation of the pilot study revealed that 
police response was more proportionate to risk and that police capacity 
increased (Bayliss & Quinton, 2013). 
 
The classification of ‘absent’ was fully introduced from 2013 (College of 
Policing, 2013) and was seen as a separate category but associated 
with missing. The rationale for this additional category was for the 
police response to be proportionate to the level of perceived risk of 
each case rather than responding to all reports, regardless of the risk, 
thus making more efficient use of resources. The inception of the 
absent category was reviewed later in the year to compare the 
experiences of six police forces using the absent category (Shalev 
Greene & Pakes, 2013). Call handlers did not feel they had enough 
training about the absent category and therefore lacked clarity about 
required checks prior to risk assessment. For supervisors within the 
control room, they generally agreed with the call handlers’ assessment 
of absent and were able to consider key risk factors. However, 30% 
(Shalev Greene & Pakes, 2013, p. 6) did not feel they had sufficient 
training. The final group who provided feedback about the use of the 
absent category, were the missing person coordinators. The 
coordinators were confident about managing safeguarding with 
approximately half providing training to others, as part of their role.   
 
However, in 2016 there was criticism of the absent category and 
concerns for safeguarding those who had received no response at all 
(Missing People, 2016). As a result, the absent category in its previous 
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form has been abandoned and is now included with all types of missing 
person on a risk continuum (Figure 3).  
Figure 3: Continuum of risk 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Adapted from College of Policing Authorised Professional Practice Missing Persons (2016)  
 
At the point of initial reporting, a call handler will gather basic 
information about the missing person such as name, age, description, 
location missing from and circumstances of going missing etc.  In 
addition, a set of approximately ten risk questions will be asked, to 
determine whether the missing person is at risk to themselves or 
others. The responses to these questions will form an initial assessment 
in order to ascertain their risk level and determine the immediacy of a 
police response.  
 
Once a person is classified as a missing person, a ‘full’ missing person 
report will be taken from the informant reporting someone missing. The 
reporting form includes a set of approximately twenty risk questions 
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and is used to assess a person’s risk of harm either to themselves or 
others. This may alter the risk grade taken at the point of initial 
contact. The risk grade is reviewed at regular intervals throughout an 
investigation as further intelligence is received. 
 
The police are essentially responsible for grading risk in a missing 
person incident. However, since the inception of the UK Missing Persons 
Bureau, secondary checks of risk grades are carried out by that 
department. A Code of Practice was issued by the UKMPB (NPIA, 2009) 
mandating all police forces in England and Wales to submit particular 
details of their missing person incidents. However, certain criteria were 
put in place in recognition that the majority of missing persons return 
within a relatively short space of time (Abrahams and Mungall, 1992; 
Newiss, 1999; Biehal, Mitchell and Wade, 2003; Tarling and Burrows, 
2004). In addition, there was an awareness to minimize the impact this 
requirement would have on the police service, at a time of reducing 
budgets and therefore resources (Berry, 2009). Therefore, cases 
assessed at medium and low risk are submitted if the person is still 
missing after 72 hours and within 24 hours if they are assessed as high 
risk. 
 
An extract taken from the current Authorised Professional Practice 
(APP) document on Missing Persons provides the definitions of risk 
categories and suggested police response as shown in Table 1 (College 
of Policing, 2016).  
 
The APP also outlines a number of minimum actions to be carried out, 
regardless of risk, which includes setting timescales for regular risk 
reviews. Naturally a missing person incident can be reviewed before a 
set time if new information comes to light. The risk review is expected 
to be carried out by a different police officer, usually of a higher rank, 
than the investigating officer. 
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Table 1 – Classification of Risk and Response 
No apparent risk (absent) 
There is no apparent risk of harm to 
either the subject or the public. 
Actions to locate the subject and/or 
gather further information should be 
agreed with the informant and a latest 
review time set to reassess the risk.  
Low risk 
The risk of harm to the subject or the 
public is assessed as possible but 
minimal.  
Proportionate enquiries should be carried 
out to ensure that the individual has not 
come to harm.  
Medium risk 
The risk of harm to the subject or the 
public is assessed as likely but not 
serious.  
This category requires an active and 
measured response by the police and 
other agencies in order to trace the 
missing person and support the person 
reporting.  
High risk 
The risk of serious harm to the subject or 
the public is assessed as very likely.  
This category almost always requires the 
immediate deployment of police 
resources – action may be delayed in 
exceptional circumstances, such as 
searching water or forested areas during 
hours of darkness. A member of the 
senior management team must be 
involved in the examination of initial lines 
of enquiry and approval of appropriate 
staffing levels. Such cases should lead to 
the appointment of an investigating 
officer (IO) and possibly an SIO, and a 
police search adviser (PolSA).  
There should be a press/media strategy 
and/or close contact with outside 
agencies. Family support should be put in 
place where appropriate. The MPB should 
be notified of the case without undue 
delay. Children’s services must also be 
notified immediately if the person is 
under 18.  
 
Adapted from College of Policing Authorised Professional Practice Missing Persons (2016) 
 
3.3. Police decision making  
 
Decision making is a key component of policing. In recognition of this, 
recommendations have been put forward to make improvements. One 
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is the creation of the National Decision Model (see College of Policing, 
2013a for detailed information). This provides a framework of six key 
elements, for use by everyone in policing for all decisions. One of the 
six key elements is ‘assessment’ which represents judgements about 
threat and risk to develop an investigative strategy. To assist with this, 
is the Authorised Professional Practice on risk, which outlines ten risk 
principles (College of Policing, 2013b): 
 
1. The willingness to make decisions in conditions of uncertainty 
(i.e. risk taking) is a core professional requirement of all 
members of the police service. 
2. Maintaining or achieving the safety, security and wellbeing of 
individuals and communities is a primary consideration in risk 
decision making. 
3. Risk taking involves judgement and balance. Decision makers are 
required to consider the value and likelihood of the possible 
benefits of a particular decision against the seriousness and 
likelihood of possible harms. 
4. Harm can never be totally prevented. Risk decisions should, 
therefore, be judged by the quality of the decision making, not by 
the outcome. 
5. Making risk decisions, and reviewing others’ risk decision making, 
is difficult. This needs to take into account whether they involved 
dilemmas or emergencies, were part of a sequence of decisions 
or might appropriately be taken by other agencies. 
6. The standard expected and required of members of the police 
service is that their risk decisions should be consistent with those 
a body of officers of similar rank, specialism or experience would 
have taken in the same circumstances. 
7. Whether to record a decision is a risk decision in itself which 
should be left to professional judgement. The decision whether or 
not to make a record, and the extent of that record, should be 
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made after considering the likelihood of harm occurring and its 
seriousness. 
8. To reduce risk aversion and improve decision making, policing 
needs a culture that learns from successes as well as failures. 
Good risk taking should be identified, recognized and shared. 
9. Since good risk taking depends on quality information, the police 
service will work with partner agencies and others to share 
relevant information about those who pose risk or those who are 
vulnerable to the risk of harm. 
10.Members of the police service who make decisions consistent with 
these principles should receive the encouragement, approval and 
support of their organisation.  
Adapted from http://www.app.college.police.uk/app-content/risk-2/risk/ 
 
These ten principles provide a useful framework for ideal decision 
making about risk. They serve to highlight the importance of quality 
decision making rather than the accurate prediction of an outcome. 
Principle number six suggested that it should be consistent with 
decision making by other officers of similar rank and experience. 
Despite this, it is difficult to ascertain what a ‘good quality’ decision 
actually looks like. Also, police officers do not receive formal training 
about missing persons or risk assessment of such incidents. Therefore, 
it is unclear how standards of quality are set other than being similar to 
other officers. This thesis argues that this is not sufficient for good 
quality decision making in missing adult incidents and exposes police 
forces to risk.  
 
Interestingly, the principles do not refer explicitly to using evidence 
which is promoted by the What Works Centres (College of Policing, 
2013c). The College of Policing, which acts as a What Works Centre, 
add that one of the benefits of their suggested approach is that 
decisions will be better informed by the transformation of evidence into 
a form which has practical value. Both the risk principles and the 
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promotion of evidence based decisions illustrate how risk judgements 
should be made. However, there are differences between ideal decision 
making and how they are actually made (Newell, Lagnado & Shanks, 
2007). 
 
3.4. Key challenges of existing system 
 
There are a number of key challenges regarding the current system, 
the first being the sheer volume of cases.  The NCA UK Missing Persons 
Bureau report an annual figure of 383,000 missing incidents for 
2015/16 which equates to over a 1000 cases a day (NCA, 2016). This 
illustrates the considerable task police have in deciding which cases 
require a more focused response. As mentioned previously, the 
introduction of the ‘absent’ category is believed to relieve some of the 
‘workload’ so attention to cases is proportionate to risk. However, a 
related issue may also be the extensive diversity of missing person 
cases in terms of reasons for going missing and outcome which leads to 
considerable difficulty when attempting to categorise cases (Tarling and 
Burrows, 2004). In terms of risk, a missing person case will be 
categorised at high, medium, low or no risk.  
 
The NCA (2016) report illustrates that 76.6% (NCA, 2016, p.14) of 
cases were classified as medium risk, 10.8% (NCA, 2016, p.14) as low 
and 12.5% (NCA, 2016, p.14) of cases classified as high risk. It should 
be noted that the data for absent was reported separately in the NCA 
(2016) annual report. Considering the variety of cases, there is likely to 
be profound differences between the risk factors for those classified as 
medium which calls to question as to whether this should be split into 
possibly ‘medium-high’ and ‘medium-low’. An alternative to increasing 
the number of risk categories could be reducing it to two with perhaps 
just ‘standard’ and high risk to further simplify the classification.  
 
The Dutch police operates a classification system with just two 
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categories of ‘low’ and ‘high’ risk (Schouten and Van den Eshof, 2006). 
The researchers highlight the difficulty police officers have of assigning 
the correct risk category.  Analysis of Dutch police data demonstrated 
that 35 per cent (Schouten & Van den Eshof, 2006, p.21) of cases will 
be graded as high risk based upon the criteria for police to make a risk 
assessment. However, examination of outcome of the incidents 
revealed that less than 5 per cent (Schouten & Van den Eshof, 2006, 
p.21) were a real high risk due to life threatening events or occurrences 
of serious crime (Schouten and Van den Eshof, 2006).   
 
In the current system, risk and operational activity are strongly linked. 
Only certain resources are available dependent upon the classification 
of the incident. There are some possible dangers with this approach in 
terms of how they may influence each other and how they are 
managed, particularly when weighted against the volume of cases. 
Investigations benefit from an individual having oversight of a missing 
adult case (Hedges & Shalev Greene, 2017). Due to the volume of 
cases, this is not always possible therefore cases are subsequently 
managed by officers on a rotating shift pattern. If missing adult cases 
are not managed effectively there is a danger of tasks not being 
actioned, delayed or duplicated. This can have serious implications for 
both an accurate risk assessment and resources. When resources are 
minimised e.g annual leave, night shifts and sickness, forces are at risk 
of making classifications to reflect reduced capability in order to 
manage the workload. A recent HMIC (Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of 
Constabulary, 2015) inspection on vulnerability found failings of the 
current risk process whereby if a person was not high risk, they were 
not awarded the appropriate amount of protection and support. This 
HMIC inspection (2015) related to missing children and not adults. 
However, the same principle would apply to an incorrectly assessed 
missing vulnerable adult. This can ultimately put the force at risk if 
someone is inaccurately assessed and comes to harm (see IPCC 
Learning Lessons Bulletin 7 for examples, 2009).  
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Alternatively, some incidents potentially could be awarded a higher 
level of assessment in order to make use of extra resources available to 
that category e.g. financial checks or telecommunications. Access to 
these resources may enable a missing person to be located quicker 
than through other channels of enquiry. With competing demands on 
officer’s time and limits to the number of enquiries that can be made 
there exists a further challenge from the use of the low risk category 
where a reduced response is accepted. There is a danger of interpreting 
this as ‘low risk means no risk’ which once again could potentially put a 
police force in jeopardy if this is inappropriately used. 
 
Consistency at a number of levels is also a challenge for risk 
assessment. At officer level, there is potential for inconsistency 
between investigators in how missing persons are classified. Despite 
the existence of the current risk assessment system, officers involved 
in the process are still required to use their professional judgement 
(Hayden and Goodship, 2013). As discussed in chapter two of this 
thesis, risk judgements are made up of both objective facts and 
subjective value statements, which has been referred to collectively as 
dual risk thesis (Hansson, 2010). Part of the role of the police is to 
protect life (College of Policing, 2013d). Therefore, it would be deemed 
undesirable, by police, for a missing adult to come to harm. Something 
which is undesirable is a value statement and is likely to be interpreted 
differently by officers, dependent upon their experience and whether or 
not research evidence or objective facts has been used.  
 
Recording of information can also test the current system in terms of 
adequacy and accuracy.  For some forces a case may pass from officer 
to officer as shifts change therefore it is key that all information is 
recorded especially for when risk reviews need to be carried out. There 
can be additional issues dependent upon the system/s the missing 
person investigation is being run on. For some this will be on a 
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dedicated case management system and allows for the available 
information to be held in one place thus making a review easier. 
However, there are others which may operate using both the Command 
and Control system as well as a dedicated missing person system thus 
requiring an officer to consult with both to base their review. 
Regardless of where the information is held, the quality of the 
information is key to enabling a senior officer to assess the information 
available and be aware of all facts to determine the correct 
classification for that missing person. 
 
A further challenge to the current approach to risk assessment is the 
lack of training. There is no nationally recognised formal training for 
missing persons for front line officers and supervisors. However, there 
is guidance (ACPO, 2010; College of Policing, 2013e) and the 
Authorised Professional Practice (College of Policing, 2016). In addition 
there are e-learning modules on missing persons available to police. 
There is one area of policing where training on missing persons is 
provided, who are the police search advisers (PolSA). They are required 
to complete a module on missing persons in order to be licensed and 
perform this role. The HMIC (2015) have acknowledged there is a need 
for better understanding of vulnerable persons and called for policing to 
focus on training using an evidence base for what works. 
 
A current drive within academia and policing is for a greater practical 
application of research and to identify ‘what works’. The College of 
Policing is an advocate of bringing an evidence base into policing 
(College of Policing, 2014) which is achieved through the what works 
centre, conferences and other events. The Society of Evidence Based 
Policing (SEBP) is a partnership between police and research 
professionals which focuses on promoting evidence based work to 
transform policing. This leads onto an additional challenge affecting risk 
assessment which is the lack of evidence informed research in the area 
of missing adults.  The study of missing adults has historically received 
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very little attention. Research frequently has to draw on the same and 
relatively small pool of academic studies such as those by Tarling and 
Burrows (2004), Biehal Mitchell and Wade (2003) and Newiss (2006). 
However, this is now changing and an increasing amount of research is 
now being published. The recent publication of ‘Missing persons: a 
handbook of research’ (Shalev Greene & Alys, 2017) features a whole 
section on missing adults; geography of missing adults (Woolnough, 
Stevenson, Parr & Fyfe, 2017), men missing on a night out (Newiss, 
forthcoming) and elderly missing persons (Butorac, Superina & 
Todorovic, 2015). This study is continuing with extending the 
knowledge of missing adults by taking an evidenced based approach to 
risk assessment. 
 
3.5. Risk perspective  
 
Missing adult research has largely been based upon the examination of 
case files. Bantry White & Montgomery (2015) examined 281 (Bantry 
White & Montgomery, 2015, p. 224) police reported cases of missing 
adults with dementia; Butorac et al, (2015) also studied police reported 
incidents of missing adults with dementia; Haynes (2015) collected 900 
(Haynes, 2015, p. 41) high risk missing person incidents, which 
included 616 (Haynes, 2015, p.41) missing adults, from a single police 
force. Police case files provide details regarding the incident, and 
therefore risk, which at the early stages will be very much from the 
perspective of the informant. As the investigation progresses and 
associates of the missing adult are spoken to, their information from 
their perspective is added to the case log. It is not until the missing 
adult is located, that information is known from their perspective. 
Whilst this information is very useful for research, very few studies 
have encapsulated the views of the missing person themselves.  
 
The perspective of a missing adult provides an additional evidenced 
based view of risk not seen otherwise. In the study by Henderson, 
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Henderson and Kiernan (2000), the researchers reported on a national 
survey carried out in Australia which asked family and friends about 
what they believed to be reasons for going missing and the 
explanations provided upon the missing persons’ return. The category 
of ‘safety concerns’ (Henderson & Kiernan, 2000, p3) showed 19% 
believing this to be the reason for missing but only 1% provided this as 
an explanation.  Unintentional missing, such as misunderstandings, lost 
because of dementia or forgetting to advise of planned absence, was 
given by family and friends in 6% of incidents, believing this to be the 
reason for missing, whereas 22% of missing persons provided this as 
their reason for missing.  
 
A UK study also explored the viewpoint of the missing person by asking 
them about their experience whilst missing (Stevenson, Parr, 
Woolnough and Fyfe, 2013). Some of the missing adults in this study 
reported suicide attempts and other mental health issues. Triggers to 
going missing included historic or current trauma, being unable to 
cope, feeling trapped or unable to share feelings. The researchers also 
discussed perceived risks with their interviewees who advised they 
actively reduced their risk by staying in local and/or familiar places 
despite it increasing their chance of being found. For the missing 
adults, they felt the risks stemmed from being lost, the hours of 
darkness or sleeping rough.  
 
A further study examined the interviews of missing adults who had 
mental health issues (Holmes, 2017b). Some advised the time they 
spent missing felt like a risk in itself, not only of premature discovery 
as previously mentioned, but of reducing their intention to take their 
own life. Others reported that staying on the move became a priority 
over eating and sleeping thus increasing their chance of harm through 
hunger or sleep deprivation. A small number of the missing adults who 
had reported that their mental health symptoms had caused their 
leaving also reported feelings of disorientation and not always being 
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fully aware of their surroundings. Holmes (2017b) also highlighted 
cases where interviewees reported that their mental health did not 
necessarily mean they had intentions of self-harm.  
 
3.6. Harm outcomes 
 
It is important to define outcomes (Tarling and Burrows, 2004). This 
thesis is interested in outcomes of missing adult incidents which relate 
to harm, both non-fatal and fatal as well as no harm. For some, the 
harm will be intentional either to themselves or another person. For 
others, the harm will be unintentional as it is befalls them either due to 
their own vulnerabilities or through the act of a third party.  
 
It is interesting to note that the word ‘harm’ appears in all the 
categories of risk, with high risk classification referring to serious harm. 
The term ‘harm’ itself has not been defined, perhaps purposefully, 
within the APP (2016). Looking outside the world of missing, the Adult 
Support and Protection (Scotland) Act 2007 is for the protection of 
vulnerable adults who are at risk of harm or abuse. The Act details 
various forms of harm which include financial, physical, psychological, 
sexual, self-harm and self-neglect. Although the perspective of the Act 
is largely about harm being inflicted on a vulnerable adult by a third 
party, they nevertheless provide the basis for understanding non-fatal 
harm. Serious harm is defined in the APP (2016) as ‘a risk which is life 
threatening and/or traumatic, and from which recovery, whether 
physical or psychological, can be expected to be difficult or impossible’ 
(Home Office, 2002). 
 
The APP in relation to the investigation of missing persons (College of 
Policing, 2016) highlights that the act of going missing itself is an 
indicator of possible harm. Yet surprisingly, there are relatively few 
research pieces which report on non-fatal harm when an adult goes 
missing. Where mentioned, there are often very few categories and 
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small numbers of cases reported.  Tarling and Burrows (2004) report 
on 29 non-fatal harm cases as being ‘found injured or taken ill’ (p. 23). 
Although they do break this down further into those who had taken an 
overdose or who were found in the street or at home either 
unconscious or injured. In Hedges (2002), the outcomes were split into 
‘suicide’, ‘injured’, ‘murder/rape/abduction’, ‘other crime’ and ‘other’ (p. 
10) and therefore included both non-fatal and fatal harm. It was 
unclear whether ‘suicide’ included only completed cases or whether 
attempts were part of the count.  In addition, Hedges (2002) does not 
expand further on ‘other crime’ or ‘other’. Bantry White and 
Montgomery (2015) reported on 13 missing adults with dementia who 
experienced non-fatal harm. These were detailed as eight having falls 
but no frequencies were provided for other listed non-fatal harms of 
hypothermia, water related accident and road traffic accident. 
 
Another type of harm which has been explored in relation to missing is 
crime harm, either as victim or suspect (Vo,2015). Almost 6000 
missing person incidents, adults and children, from a single police force 
were analysed. Vo (2015) acknowledged the need for an evidence 
based measure of harm and suggested the Cambridge Crime Harm 
Index (CHI) could be adapted for use with missing persons. Crime 
harm accounted for 1% of incidents and included examples such as 
assault, shoplifting and criminal damage. Non crime harm included 
‘domestic non-recordable’, ‘mental health incident’ and ‘protection 
incidents’ (Vo, 2015, p. 46) and accounted for a further 1% of 
incidents. The Cambridge Crime Harm Index is proposed as a metric to 
weight the harm from crimes by multiplying the frequency of a police 
measured crime, say homicide, by the ‘starting point’ of the sentencing 
guidelines in days, say 5475 (Sherman, Neyroud & Neyroud, 2016, p. 
179). This is the initial point of a sentencing range and is based on an 
assumption of an offender having no prior record and there being no 
aggravating factors. The argument provided by Sherman et al (2016) is 
that weighting in this way links harm to the offence rather than the 
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offender. It also enables police to have a common currency to describe 
different crimes from which different decisions can be made about 
resourcing, safety, financial as well as a number of other uses. Vo 
(2015) proposed this approach could be adapted to missing persons by 
using the average number of days missing as a way of weighting the 
crimes which occurred during the missing episode, either as suspect or 
victim. This researcher included non-crime harm and sought 
equivalents from a crime harm menu (Weinborn, Ariel, Sherman, 
O’Dwyer, yet to be published). For example, a person who had taken 
their own life was given the same CHI used for murder and a person 
whose mental health had deteriorated, was awarded a CHI equivalent 
to assault (Vo, 2015).  
 
Different types of non-fatal harm are reported in the annual bulletin 
from the NCA UK Missing Persons Bureau (2016). This recent report 
categorises the different types of harm as accidental, emotional, 
physical injury, self-harmed and sexual offence victim. Of the number 
of incidents recorded (n=74547), 3.8% had a non-fatal harm outcome 
(NCA, 2016, p.17). The largest category comprised of those who had 
self-harmed (1.7%), closely followed by those who had received a 
physical injury (1.3%) (NCA, 2016, p.17). It should be noted, 
information about harm is not collected from all police forces. Even 
where systems allow, it may not be completed by all officers and often 
relies on disclosure from the missing person. Frequencies recorded 
under emotional harm appear to be much lower than the other 
categories which may be due to lack of understanding, be open to 
interpretation and or not understood consistently (NCA, 2016). 
 
The type of harm which is more widely reported in research of missing 
persons, is a fatal outcome (Biehal et al. 2003; Vesely, 2010; Newiss, 
2011; Haynes, 2015). The number of fatalities reported for 2015/16 
were 636 (NCA, 2016, p.18) missing persons and is less than 1% of 
missing persons for the year. Despite the rarity of the event, it still 
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equates to between one and two fatalities a day. Due to recording 
issues, the NCA (2016) annual report for missing persons is unable to 
provide any further breakdown regarding the fatalities.  
 
Research tells us that the majority of fatalities in missing person 
incidents will be adult, male, older and will have most likely taken their 
own lives (Biehal et al, 2003; Newiss, 2011; Haynes, 2015). Newiss 
(2006), in a study which examined 32,705 (Newiss, 2006, p. 249) 
missing person incidents, reported that 1:96 (Newiss, 2006, p.250) 
missing adults were found deceased. The risk for different age groups 
ranges from 1:166 for 19-30 years (Newiss, 2006, p.249), 1:108 for 
adults aged 30-60 (Newiss, 2006, p.249) and 1:55 for those aged over 
60 years (Newiss, 2006, p.249). The Office for National Statistics 
(2016) reports that males are 3 times (ONS, 2016, p.2) more likely 
than females to take their own lives and the highest rate was for males 
aged 45-59 years (ONS, 2016, p.13).  The same age group is reported 
as being the most common for females also. Newiss (2006) reports 
fatalities were 2.5 times (Newiss, 2006, p. 250) greater for males than 
females. Newiss (2011) also reports gender proportions for suicide 
being in line with national statistics. 
 
The Office for National Statistics (2016) reports the two most common 
suicide methods in 2014 were hanging, 58% for males and 43% for 
females, followed self-poisoning for both men (18%) and women 35% 
(ONS, 2016, p.15). The ONS (2016) reports that the proportions for 
other types of suicide are drowning (less than 5%), falls (less than 5%) 
and other methods have changed little over the years. Newiss (2011) 
reports that many of the accidental deaths were young males who were 
last seen socialising. This will be discussed further in the next section. 
Other types of fatality reported by Newiss (2011) were natural causes, 
homicides and unexplained deaths. 
 
A further area of research in relation to missing persons and fatalities 
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concern adults living with dementia (Rowe et al, 2011; Bantry White & 
Montgomery, 2014; Furumiya & Hashimoto, 2015). Fatal harm was 
usually reported as a rare event for those missing with dementia 
however when fatal harm occurred it was invariably accidental or 
natural causes. Non-fatal harm was usually injurious. Newiss (2011) 
reported 15 of the 186 fatalities (8%) were living with dementia.  Most 
fatalities in this group were accidental or from natural causes however 
two persons had taken their own lives.  Both had depression and one 
was suicidal. A study which examined fatalities in elderly missing 
persons differentiated the fatal outcomes as accidental, suicide, murder 
or non-suspicious/unknown with almost half the sample being classified 
in the latter category (Vesely, 2010). 
 
3.7. Risk indicators 
 
One of the key areas of risk assessment are risk variables. Risk 
variables form the basis upon which risk questions are asked therefore 
these are important for determining the number of questions asked and 
their quality. Currently, the national reporting form for missing persons 
includes a list of twenty-one risk questions. The form is a suggested 
template for use when the full missing report is being taken. However, 
many of the forces have adapted it to suit various aspects of their 
police force area. This may be policy, IT systems, the socio-economic 
structure of the region as well as the geography.  
 
In a smaller piece of work which was carried out in preparation for this 
thesis, all forces were requested to provide a copy of their list of risk 
questions. When these were collated they summed to more than 
eighty. Naturally, some forces had questions relating specifically to 
their area, for example, their geography to reflect the popularity of 
outdoor pursuits such as hiking or skiing. However, this highlights the 
non-standard approach to risk assessment currently being carried out 
within UK policing. In view of the volume of cases it would be 
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unreasonable to expect a questionnaire of this length to form the basis 
of a risk assessment for every missing adult case.  
 
A more pragmatic solution must be found and this needs to be based 
upon evidence. A study by Newiss (2011) looked at fatal 
disappearances and examined a number of police reported and non-
police reported (that is, reported to the charity Missing People) cases. A 
number of ‘indicators of vulnerability’ were examined e.g. 
schizophrenia, dementia, vulnerable profession and divorce/family 
breakdown which were then grouped into ‘types’ as circumstance, 
lifestyle or health related. This enabled Newiss (2011) to examine the 
missing person incidents by both the number of indicators present as 
well as by type e.g 11 per cent of cases had 2 indicators which were 
lifestyle related (Newiss, 2011, p.30). This approach may form a more 
useful basis upon which to base a risk framework. 
 
From section 3.5., it could be seen that when missing is viewed from 
the perspective of outcomes, particular demographic factors 
dominated, such as gender for fatality. Age could also be seen as a 
factor but was highly dependent on other variables such as being 
younger and not returned from a night socialising or being older and 
living with dementia. It is important for risk factors to clearly 
discriminate between the different outcomes (Tarling and Burrows, 
2004). This section continues with that theme by exploring risk factors 
through typologies of missing. Research, from both inside and outside 
the realm of missing, has been used.  
 
A person’s history of missing has been reported as being troublesome 
due to the inaccuracy of recording of this type of information (Tarling & 
Burrows, 2004; Hedges, 2002; Newiss, 2006). Whilst Tarling and 
Burrows (2004) report 38% (Tarling & Burrows, 2004, p.19) of their 
sample had previously been missing, it is likely this figure includes 
children as they discuss those who frequently run away from home. 
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Where studies focused on adults, the persons with a history of missing 
were likely to be those with dementia (Vesely, 2010). Once again 
though, there may be inaccuracies with this group as those missing 
from home previously may not always be reported to police or recorded 
by carers at home (Stevenson, McDowell and Taylor, 2016). 
Interestingly Rowe, Vandeveer, Greenblum, List, Fernandez, Mixson 
and Ahn (2011) report that fatalities for those with dementia are 
unlikely to have been missing previously. 
 
A number of studies into missing persons include both children and 
adults. Therefore it is difficult to separate out the percentage of adults 
living in and missing from care. Whilst Tarling and Burrows (2004) 
report about 40% of their sample as missing from a care location, 25% 
were reported as missing from hospital which is likely to be adults. 
Similarly, Hedges (2002), whose study included adults and children, 
reported 13% missing from hospital. Adults living in care are likely to 
have greater vulnerabilities which have placed them into this type of 
accommodation and researchers have reported it may increase their 
chances of going missing (Hedges, 2002; Biehal et al, 2003). Unless 
the research studies are examining specific outcomes (Newiss, 2011) or 
category of missing (Vesley, 2010), they do not always examine a link 
between care situation and outcome of missing. Where such 
information exists, it tends to be in relation to fatal outcomes only and 
proportions are mixed. Newiss (2011) reported 29 of the 131 (22.1%) 
police reported missing cases who had at least one health related 
indicator, were living in some form of care environment. Vesely (2010) 
reports 15.2% of fatalities in elderly persons were missing from a care 
environment. 
 
3.7.1. Mental health 
 
Mental health is frequently referred to in the literature as being a 
feature of a missing person episode and often as a risk indicator 
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(Tarling and Burrows, 2004; James, Anderson and Putt, 2008; Haynes, 
2015; Holmes, 2017b). Mental health is a broad term and includes 
conditions such as depression, anxiety, stress, suicide, self-harm, 
eating and body image, personality disorder, mania, bipolar, psychosis 
and schizophrenia (Mind, n.d.). Within the literature base on missing 
persons, mental health is discussed in terms of either going missing as 
a direct consequence of having a mental health condition or it is viewed 
as being a background factor within an incident (Biehal et al, 2003). 
This differentiation is perhaps key to making a judgement about risk 
which may come from learning more about the trigger for that person’s 
disappearance. For some with mental health issues, the missing adult 
may be dealing with an acute phase of their illness or not be taking 
their medication which may cause them to leave either intentionally or 
unintentionally (Biehal et al., 2003). For others, the trigger for missing, 
despite living with a mental health condition, may come from an 
external source such as financial issues, relationship problems or the 
draw of alcohol or drugs (Biehal et al, 2003). Furthermore, there are 
also incidents where the missing adult may not want to be where they 
are reported missing from and have either returned to their home 
address or gone to a friend (NCA, 2016). Alternatively, it could be just 
miscommunication. Mental health is complex and more needs to be 
understood about how the different conditions relate to missing adults. 
 
Tarling and Burrows (2004) reported that 46% (Tarling and Burrows, 
2004, p. 19) of their sample had mental health issues and that 16% 
(Tarling and Burrows, 2004, p. 19) had taken their own lives or had 
harmed themselves. However, these researchers do not elaborate 
further on the type of mental health issues. When reporting on fatalities 
of missing persons, Newiss (2011) advised the most common indicators 
were depression (44%; Newiss, 2011, p.29), being suicidal and/or had 
self-harmed (27%; Newiss, 2011, p. 29). Interestingly, Haynes (2015) 
reports that of those who had been described as suicidal, only 9.4% 
(Haynes, 2015, p. 82) had a fatal outcome. As already indicated by the 
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demographic factors, there is very little research linking missing, 
mental health and non-fatal harm. Additionally, there is little or no 
research looking at multiple indicators and any possible effects this 
may have on harm outcome and therefore risk assessment. 
 
Looking beyond the literature on missing persons, there are a number 
of research pieces which examine specific psychiatric conditions in 
terms of harm outcomes. Haw, Hawton, Sutton, Sinclair and Deeks 
(2005) report that self-harm is a strong predictor of suicide for people 
with schizophrenia. The relationship between bipolar and suicide 
attempts has been examined with findings showing a number of other 
associations (Hawton, Sutton, Haw, Sinclair and Harriss, 2005). These 
include diagnosis at an early age, more frequent occasions of 
depressive symptoms and cycling rapidly between states. Additionally, 
Hawton et al (2005) report that comorbidity with alcohol and drug 
misuse or other mental health conditions, such as eating disorders and 
anxiety, can increase risk of suicide attempt. Pompili et al (2013) in 
their systematic review of literature examining links between bipolar 
patients and completed suicides found the risk of suicide to be ’20-30 
times greater than that for the general population’ (Pompili et al, 2013, 
p.473). These researchers further report increased risk of suicide for 
bipolar patients with a history of suicide attempts, recent discharge 
from a mental health facility and occupational difficulties. Interestingly, 
Karasouli, Owens, Latchford and Kelley (2015) examined suicide after 
non-fatal self-harm in year prior and found neither self-harm nor 
history of mental to be significantly associated with suicide.  
  
Research into non-fatal harm outcomes focused mainly on suicide 
attempts which found that attempting was more likely within the first 
year of ideation and having a plan (Nock et al., 2008), having anxiety 
disorders, PTSD and drug misuse (May & Klonsky, 2016) or childhood 
maltreatment (Gratz, 2006). When this was examined internationally, 
Nock et al (2008) found consistencies included being female, younger, 
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less educated, unmarried and having mental health issues. These 
researchers found differences for the type of mental health condition 
with mood disorders e.g. depression and bipolar, being more prevalent 
in high income countries and impulse control disorders e.g. pathological 
gambling and kleptomania, in low and middle income countries. 
 
A comparison was carried out between suicides where the person had 
been reported missing and those who had not (Sveticic, Too & De Leo, 
2012). The researchers found some interesting differences between the 
two cohorts. Suicide methods by those reported missing were more 
likely than those not reported missing to be car exhaust fumes, 
drowning or impact. Although hanging was still the most common with 
suicides from missing persons, it had a lower proportion than those 
completed suicides which did not involve missing. Additional findings of 
missing-suicide compared with non missing-suicide included being less 
likely to live alone, have a physical ailment or have issues with alcohol 
or drugs. However missing-suicide were more likely than non missing-
suicide to communicate their intention to take their own life. 
 
3.7.2. Alcohol/drugs 
 
The previous section referred to the negative impact of alcohol and 
drug issues on suicide attempts and completed suicides. Missing person 
research also suggests alcohol and drugs to be a vulnerability or risk 
factor (Newiss, 2011; James, Anderson and Putt, 2008). In addition to 
those missing adults who have with issues with alcohol/drugs, there is 
a further category which is associated with excessive quantities of 
alcohol and/or drug use whilst out socialising. The common profile for 
those who go missing in this way tend to be young adult males 
(Newiss, forthcoming). The majority were found in water, over half 
were during the winter months and one-fifth of all cases occurred 
during December. These findings inform risk assessment as well as 
increasing the effectiveness of search strategies. 
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3.7.3. Dementia 
 
An area of academic research, related to missing adults, which has 
been prolific, are those relating to dementia (Bantry White and 
Montgomery, 2015; Furumiya and Hashimoto, 2015; Rowe, Greenblum, 
Boltz and Galvin, 2012). Currently there are 850,000 people living with 
dementia in the UK (Alzheimers Society, 2016). Symptoms include 
confusion, memory loss as well as problems with speech and 
understanding. These changes can increase a persons’ vulnerability in 
daily activities resulting in falls, driving errors, walking about 
(wandering), abuse from others and loss of identity (Stevenson, 
McDowell and Taylor, 2016). ‘Wandering’ behaviour is frequently 
associated with dementia. However, this is felt to be an unhelpful term 
as it implies aimlessness whereas the reality is there is often a purpose 
or intention to the persons’ walking (Alzheimers Society, 2016). The 
prevalence of ‘wandering’ is not fully known and is likely underreported 
and figures can vary widely (Carr et al, 2010). Whilst the study by Carr 
et al (2010) examined the usefulness of a Silver Alert program, it did 
highlight the absence of knowledge in the ‘missing’ literature base 
about the extent of harm which may befall an adult with dementia 
whilst out alone.  
 
When an adult with dementia goes missing there are a number of risk 
factors to consider, some of which have already been mentioned. The 
risks stem, not only from themselves and their physical and mental 
health condition but also, from the environment and the amount of 
time passing (Coales & McShane, 2017). Koester (1998) reports that 
half of missing adults with dementia, who are missing for more than 24 
hours, result in a fatal or serious harm outcome. Thus a prompt 
response is required if they are to be found safe and well.   
 
The extent of harm was examined by Bantry White and Montgomery 
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(2015) whose study, of 281 missing adults with dementia, revealed 
that 95% (Bantry White & Montgomery, 2015 p. 224) did not come to 
harm. The researchers reported 13 incidents where the person 
sustained non-fatal harm and two cases of a fatal outcome. Falls were 
the most common form of harm and other reported injuries included 
hypothermia, water related events and pedestrian road traffic 
accidents. A study into just fatalities, amongst missing persons with 
dementia, revealed findings similar to other studies of drowning, falls, 
hypothermia and fatigue (Furumiaya and Hashimoto, 2015). This 
highlights risk stemming from the missing person themselves as well as 
the environment (Stevenson, McDowell and Taylor, 2016).   
 
Findings from many of the research papers conclude no difference for 
harm from gender, age, type of geography or time of day (Rowe, 
Vandeveer, Greenblum, List, Fernandes, Mixson and Ahn, 2011; Bantry 
White and Montgomery, 2015). Bantry White and Montgomery (2015) 
stated they did not find any statistical differences for type of residence. 
However, other researchers found that most fatalities occurred for 
those missing from their home environment where perhaps there is a 
greater chance of a lapse in supervision or were going about a usual 
activity of a daily walk (Rowe et al, 2011; Furumiya and Hashimoto, 
2015). Both sets of researchers agreed that the longer a person with 
dementia is missing then the more likely they will befall harm.  
 
Whilst the majority of missing persons who are missing are likely to be 
on foot, an additional risk can be attributed to those who drive. The 
study by Rowe, Greenblum, Boltz and Galvin (2012) examined 156 
incidents of missing drivers with dementia and looked at both 
antecedents and outcomes. The researchers reported half of the drivers 
were travelling a usual route and had become lost (Rowe, Greenblum, 
Boltz & Galvin, 2012, p. 2065). For others, something had changed on 
the usual route e.g. new signs or were following new directions.  
Approximately a third of the incidents involved the driver taking the 
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keys whilst unsupervised. A variety of outcomes were reported however 
the ones of interest were 84% found alive, 11% were injured and 5% 
found deceased (Rowe, Greenblum, Boltz & Galvin, 2012, p. 2066).  
Only 20% were still driving when their vehicle was located whilst the 
remaining 80% had stopped their vehicle with some remaining inside 
and others having left on foot (Rowe, Greenblum, Boltz & Galvin, 2012, 
p.2065). However, 15% of these had stopped in place where harm 
could occur such as a busy roadway or railway tracks (Rowe, 
Greenblum, Boltz & Galvin, 2012, p. 2066). Of the 7 people who died, 3 
were from exposure, 2 in a fire, 1 had drowned and the remaining 
person had taken their own life using a gun (Rowe, Greenblum, Boltz & 
Galvin, 2012,p. 2067). Rowe et al (2012) also report 32% of the 
sample of being involved in some driving error such as going the wrong 
way, head on crashes, or driving into a secluded area (Rowe, 
Greenblum, Boltz & Galvin, 2012, p.2067). A further interesting finding 
is those with a previous missing incident were significantly more likely 
to be found in a risky situation. 
 
3.7.4. Intellectual Impairment 
 
An area of literature in relation to missing persons, which is perhaps 
less widely researched, are those with conditions which effects’ their 
intellectual ability. These include persons with genetic conditions such 
as Down’s Syndrome, people on the autistic spectrum and individuals 
with an intellectual impairment for reasons unknown. These groups 
have been included within a missing person search document, ‘iFIND’ 
(Eales, 2016). 
 
The publication, ‘iFIND’ (Eales, 2016) is an evidence informed tool to 
assist search trained officers locate missing adults and children. It 
contains the results of a statistical analysis of over 4000 closed missing 
person incidents (Eales, 2016, p. 7). Within the police forces of the UK, 
this document is used by Police Search Advisers (PolSAs). In a missing 
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person investigation, whether it be adult or child, a PolSA usually 
becomes involved in incidents which are assessed as high risk. 
Therefore, in consultation with PolSAs, the content of ‘iFIND’ (Eales, 
2016) was designed so that it included categories of missing persons 
who are deemed vulnerable and would likely be assessed as high risk. 
The search tool, ‘iFIND’ (Eales, 2016), was inspired by its predecessor 
‘Missing Persons: Understanding, Planning and Responding’ (Gibb & 
Woolnough, 2007), colloquially known as the ‘Grampian Research’. 
From working practices within the NCA UK Missing Persons Bureau and 
the consultation process with PolSAs, there was a recognition that the 
‘Grampian Research’ did not contain all the categories of missing 
persons which PolSAs were being asked to assist with. Thus, ‘iFIND’ 
(Eales, 2016) now contains nine additional categories of vulnerable 
missing persons and is delivered as part of the national training of 
PolSAs.  
 
Although harm is not specifically recorded, ‘iFIND’ (Eales, 2016) did 
report incidents of distress or physical injuries for small numbers of 
persons missing who had a genetic condition. The risks will be 
dependent upon the genetic condition itself and how it manifests in the 
individual. This is similar for those who are on the autistic spectrum. 
‘iFIND’ (Eales, 2016) reports that people with autism may have little 
sense of danger therefore could be in locations which puts them at risk. 
For those with an intellectual impairment there were reports of sexual 
assault for both males and females (Eales, 2016).  
 
In a study regarding intellectual disabilities, Missing People (2012) 
reported that those who went missing were largely male (n=104,74%) 
and peak ages for missing tended to be higher than for the general 
missing population (Missing People, 2012, p.9). Interestingly, the 
report states that, despite the missing persons being recorded as 
vulnerable, there was a high level (43%) of them being recorded as low 
risk (Missing People, 2012, p.12). In terms of outcome, Missing people 
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(2012) report low levels of fatality (3%) but do not record any non-
fatal harm outcomes (Missing People, 2012, p. 15). The researchers do 
report that 22% intended to meet with strangers met through the 
internet (Missing People, 2012, p.15). The potential dangerousness of 
this situation puts these vulnerable persons at risk of third party harm. 
 
3.7.5. Physical health  
 
Enquiries into physical health forms part of the risk questionnaire in the 
national reporting form but does not often appear in the research 
literature. Newiss (2011) reported almost a quarter of his sample of 
police reported cases were in poor physical health however it is unclear 
how much this contributed to the type of fatality. Biehal et al (2003) 
report figures in relation to health but include with other factors, such 
as disability, depression, drug and alcohol issues, so it was not possible 
to get a clear picture. Beyond the field of missing, studies have shown 
links between terminal cancer and suicide (Filiberti, Ripamonti, Totis, 
Ventafridda, Conno, Contiero and Tamburini, 2001) and physical illness 
and psychiatric disorder have greater risk of suicide (Qin, Hawton, 
Mortensen and Webb, 2014). 
 
3.7.6. Out of character behaviour 
 
Newspaper headlines will often use the phrase ‘out of character’ when 
they are reporting on a story about a missing person. Police force 
websites frequently use the phrase in their information briefs to the 
public about missing persons. In fact, Hedges (2002) stated that  ‘out 
of character’ behavior was one of the key determinants of risk. The 
reasons or circumstances under which a person goes missing may not 
be known to the person reporting them however they will know the 
person has broken their routine or not arrived where expected. Hedges 
(2002) stresses the importance of looking into why this behavior is 
unusual.  
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3.7.7. Other factors 
 
A round up of some additional factors which have appeared in some of 
the literature on missing persons is arguing before leaving (Hedges, 
2002), partner problems (Newiss, 2011), financial issues (Biehal et al, 
2003; Newiss, 2011), involvement in crime, (Newiss, 2011; Vo, 2015), 
problems at work (Newiss, 2011), grief (Newiss, 2011), family conflict 
(Biehal et al, 2003; James et al, 2008) and relationship breakdown 
(Biehal et al, 2003; Newiss, 2011). Interestingly both sets of research 
authors (Biehal et al, 2003 and Newiss, 2011) commented that 
relationship breakdown was a common feature in a substantial number 
of fatal incidents (Newiss; 2011) and adult missing person cases 
(Biehal et al, 2003). Biehal et al (2003) viewed relationships as not 
only between partners but as all adult family relationships such as 
siblings or between parents and adult children. Additionally, these 
researchers commented they did not find any difference between the 
genders or across different ethnicities.  
 
Further categories of missing adult, where perhaps less is known are 
asylum seekers, victims of human trafficking, forced marriage and 
honour based violence. These are acknowledged but will not be 
explored in any depth here as there were no incidents within the 
research dataset upon which to comment. Asylum seekers who go 
missing generally are those who opt out of the asylum process (Hynes, 
2017). Hynes (2017) reports that risks of harm can be associated with 
homelessness or exploitative work as well as the mental health factors 
which arise out of time spent in detention centres. Modern day slavery 
is a phrase used to encompass victims of human trafficking, forced 
labour and domestic servitude as well as many others (Hynes, 2017).  
Adults tend to be reported missing once they have been ‘rescued’ and 
risk of harm stems from their return to exploitative work.  
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Forced marriage is considered a type of honour based violence and can 
include a range of abusive acts which for some, results in murder 
(Sharp-Jeffs, 2017a). Knowledge about these events may not come to 
light until the act of going missing. For some adults, there may be 
several missing incidents before a final act of retribution takes place 
therefor it is key for police to be able to identify the risk indicators. 
Sharp-Jeffs (2017a) highlights that the power relations of the family 
and community can continue to be a risk of harm to an individual who 
has fled the threat of forced marriage. Further risk indicators include 
explanations from family of the missing female which can include them 
being on holiday with family in their originating country or that the 
missing female has left with another man.   
 
A remaining risk factor which features as a question in the standardised 
risk questionnaire utilised by police forces using CompactTM (a case 
management system used for missing persons in 22 police forces), is 
the ‘alleged sex offender’. Very little research has been carried out in 
this area (Byrne, Lurigio & Pimentel, 2009; Webb et al., 2012). Byrne 
et al., (2009) examined the risk of suicide for pre-trial sex defendants, 
who were either within the prison service or community based. The 
researchers acknowledged that figures were more readily available for 
detained offenders but less so for those who had been released back 
into the community ahead of their trial. Byrne et al., (2009) argue that 
community based defendants may be at greater risk of suicide as they 
have better access to means and greater opportunity. The researchers 
also acknowledge the growing trend of charges against perpetrators of 
child sexual exploitation and sex transportation offenders.  
 
3.7.8. Combinations of risk factors 
 
Whilst research into missing persons has identified some characteristics 
of missing and indicators of risk, it has often concluded with queries 
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about whether combinations of indicators could be better predictors of 
harmful outcomes. Newiss (2011) constructed a framework of 
vulnerability indicators to examine fatalities in missing person 
incidents. The factors were grouped into categories of health, lifestyle 
and circumstance and enabled Newiss (2011) to describe the samples 
by more general vulnerabilities and to compare the two samples within 
the study. In addition, the individual vulnerability factors, beneath the 
group headings, were counted for each incident. As a result, Newiss 
(2011) was able to provide a variety of results described in either 
general or specific vulnerability terms. One of the findings of the study 
stated that 55% of fatalities had at least three indicators (Newiss, 
2011, p. 43). However, it was not possible to tell from which category 
they came or the actual combinations of factors. Contrary to the 
findings by Newiss (2011), Haynes (2015) concluded that the accrual of 
factors did not necessarily increase likelihood of fatality. It should be 
noted that Haynes (2015) examined mental health indicators only and 
for cases which included suicidal threat, depression, history of self- 
harm and other mental health conditions, there were no fatalities.  
 
Newiss (2011) reported that approximately 10% of the police reported 
incidents did not have any of the indicators in the study recorded on 
their records. Newiss (2011) acknowledges this may not be because 
they do not have those indicators but could be due to not being 
recorded by a police officer or not actually being reported to the police. 
Although the study does not report the type of fatalities incurred, it is 
probable that some were suicide.  
 
There are some incidents of suicide where no indication is given, 
however it is believed that they will have followed at least one of three 
pathways to this conclusion (Canter, Giles and Nicol, 2004). This may 
be life circumstances, psychiatric/physical illness or suicidal history, 
many of which have been discussed here in relation to missing persons. 
The researchers were not focused on missing persons and used coroner 
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files rather than police cases. From this they were able to access a 
specific set of evidence from which a suicide precursor scale was 
developed of fourteen indicators. The number of indicators present in 
the suicide incidents ranged from two to ten with most common being 
five or six indicators. There were no incidents with zero indicators and 
none with the maximum of fourteen factors. The lack of suicides with 
zero indicators is likely due in part to the presence of the demographic 
factor of being male, being included under the theme of 
psychiatric/physical illness. Other demographic factors of marital and 
employment status were included under life circumstances. Canter et al 
(2004) concluded that common features for suicide were being male, 
having depression and experiencing a critical life event.  
 
3.8. Summary of chapter 
 
This chapter highlighted the variability which exists within missing and 
the difficulties of trying to explain the phenomena. This is one of the 
reasons why risk assessment is so challenging. 
 
This chapter has critically examined the historical and current methods 
of risk assessment. It highlighted some of the issues with the current 
method which stem from the large volume of incidents, reasons for 
missing, categories of risk, available police resources, recording 
information and lack of training for police. The lack of training in both 
missing persons and risk assessment presents a challenge to the 
current decision making guide for policing. Under the guide, officers are 
expected to be as good as a peer of equal experience which does not 
necessarily enable the setting of a good standard of risk assessment. 
 
Academic research into harm outcomes were critically examined and 
found that most studies focused on fatalities with relatively few 
examining non-fatal harm.  This study seeks to address this imbalance.  
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Risk factors were critically examined to identify which indicators are 
associated with the different types of missing adult. Amongst those 
which were discussed were gender, history of missing, health (mental 
and physical), alcohol/drugs, dementia, intellectual impairment and out 
of character behaviour. Additionally, an acknowledgement was made of 
some lesser well studied factors such as relationship breakdown and 
grief to assist with the selection of variables to address the fourth 
objective of this study. 
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Chapter Four - Methodology 
 
4.1. Introduction 
 
Research is a way of developing knowledge (Punch, 2013). It is not 
always driven by theoretical concerns but also by real world issues or 
matters (Bryman, 2008). Investigations are often about solving 
problems and predicting effects within particular contexts.  Research in 
the real world can be challenging due to the complex and oftentimes 
messy nature of the environment within which the phenomena of 
interest lies, however it is central to developing professional practice 
(Punch, 2013; Coghlan & Brannick, 2010). 
 
This chapter examines the methodology of the thesis. Examination of 
previous studies into risk factor research, particularly in relation to 
missing persons, has been taken into account in the choice of design 
for this study. This chapter refers to ‘factors’, ’indicators’ and ‘variables’ 
interchangeably and are taken to mean the same thing. The reason for 
doing so, was to ease the flow of writing and to avoid excessive 
repetition. 
 
Initially the philosophical framework, which underpins the study, will be 
discussed by examining its ontology and epistemology. There will be 
justification for adopting a quantitative approach. The chapter will 
continue with a justification of adopting a quantitative approach 
followed by the provision of a framework to assist with the overall 
design of this research. In particular, it highlights the benefits and 
difficulties of using police reports as a source of data. The chapter 
includes details about content analysis and incorporates the advantages 
and disadvantages of this chosen research method. Consideration is 
also given to the validity and reliability of this study and concludes with 
an examination of the data analysis utilised. 
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4.2. Ontology and Epistemology of current study 
  
In philosophical terms, ontology is the study of how reality is 
understood. When researching a particular social phenomena, different 
positions can be taken to understand this reality, these being 
objectivism or constructivism (Bryman, 2008). Objectivism takes the 
view of an independent reality existing and is an approach often 
favoured by scientists studying the natural world which is believed to 
be driven by its own laws and mechanisms (Guba and Lincoln, 1994). 
However social phenomena can also be studied objectively. 
Characteristics can be established which are independent of those who 
are members of the social study and beyond the influence of the 
researcher (Bryman, 2008). In contrast to objectivism is 
constructivism, which asserts that reality is socially constructed and is 
continually being reworked by those involved through interaction and 
reflection (Matthews and Ross, 2014). Additionally, the researcher is 
believed to bring their own meanings and interpretations which are also 
said to be socially constructed. Weighing up the two positions led to the 
decision of taking the objectivist view as this research was interested in 
predicting or forecasting harm outcomes of missing person incidents. 
There is a belief this can be established by looking objectively at closed 
missing person investigations to draw out independent features which 
represents a reality of missing.  
 
The type of association given in the fourth research aim, prediction, is 
strongly linked with causality. Studies of causality generally follow the 
epistemological principles of positivism as well as the ontology of 
objectivism. Positivism, in its strictest sense, upholds scientific 
endeavour by taking the view that authentic knowledge are objective 
facts which come from collating observable, empirical and measurable 
evidence. Thus, positivism favours a quantitative approach. The 
evidential facts are believed to be free of any values held by the 
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researcher or observer. In other words, the views of the researcher and 
the researched entity are independent of each other. Explanation is the 
core aim of a positivist approach as it seeks to understand scientific or 
social scientific phenomena. This is achieved by relating the facts to 
general laws. Positivism is associated with a deductive approach to 
research where the theory drives the project resulting in a hypothesis 
(or hypotheses) which is scientifically tested. Positivism is considered 
both deterministic and reductionist in its approach and is frequently 
critiqued for this (Creswell, 2013; Phillips & Burbules, 2000). A further 
challenge to the positivist approach is that facts and values cannot be 
separated from each other when studying people. It is also argued that 
general laws, sought for explanation, cannot apply in social science as 
people do not always behave in a constant way (Robson, 2002).  
 
In contrast to positivism is interpretivism, where researchers believe 
social sciences to be fundamentally different from the natural sciences. 
Unlike the objective view of reality held by the positivists, the 
interpretivists view reality as being a socially constructed system. 
Rather than a definitive reality, social reality is seen as constantly 
changing and under revision by the interpretivist approach (Bryman, 
2008). In order to gain an understanding, rather than explanation, of 
social phenomena a largely qualitative approach is employed (Bryman, 
2008). In terms of causality, an interpretivist approach considers the 
agency of the person as acting upon behaviour rather than behaviour 
being caused by something external. However, Babones (2015) argues 
that an interpretative approach can be equally applied to quantitative 
methods which allows the data to drive the research and in his words 
‘tell its story’ (Babones, 2015, p.458), an inductive approach, in order 
to provide more appropriate and relevant knowledge to inform policy. 
 
The challenges to positivism has led to a reconsideration of the 
approach, giving rise to post positivism which continues its 
commitment to objectivity and the existence of a reality. However, it 
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acknowledges that reality can be influenced by theories, background 
knowledge and the values of the researcher. Additionally, post 
positivism considers any known reality to be not quite absolute due to 
the limitations of the researcher. A further adaptation of positivism can 
be seen in the realist approach which believes nature and social science 
can be approached in a similar fashion as well as maintaining the 
concept of an external reality. Trout (1998), in his book regarding 
scientific study within the field of behavioural science, proposes the 
notion of a scientific realism where theories and empirical evidence can 
be understood as approximate descriptions of knowledge. This modified 
philosophy provides researchers with an approach of a less ‘absolute’ 
reality and one that is a slightly imperfect version. Whilst this realist 
approach abandons the ideology of dualism, it nevertheless upholds the 
necessity for objectivity, particularly when studying people (Guba & 
Lincoln, 1994; Creswell, 2013). 
 
This thesis took elements of both the positivist, albeit modified by 
scientific realism, and interpretivist paradigms to create an 
investigation into vulnerability indicators and its’ relationship with harm 
outcomes. The positivist approach provided a strategy to achieve the 
ultimate goal of making generalisations and predictions regarding 
vulnerability indicators and missing persons. However, the lack of 
research in this area necessitated an initial exploration of missing 
person case files to seek out any additional, prevalent factors which 
may be pertinent to this enquiry. 
 
4.3. Selecting the quantitative approach 
 
This thesis investigates the relationship between risk factors in missing 
adult incidents and different harm outcomes. This was to determine 
whether any of the identified indicators could predict a type of harm or 
indeed a no harm outcome. In order to come to any type of conclusion 
regarding this aim would require a numeric approach.  
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One of the fundamental differences of quantitative over qualitative 
research is the use of measurement (Bryman, 2008). Whilst there are 
philosophical distinctions between the two approaches, there were a 
number of reasons for applying a quantitative approach to risk factor 
research in order to explain harm outcomes.  
 
Firstly, it was necessary to measure the prevalence of both vulnerability 
factors and harm outcomes for those who go missing. Risk can be seen 
as the frequency of some event occurring, in some large class of 
events, sometimes referred to as a frequentist account (Adler, 2003). 
This form of objective measurement is easily understood and therefore 
helpful for assessing risk in missing person enquiries. According to 
Adler (2003), the Bayesian view of risk is a more subjective 
measurement of risk. Experience, rather than mathematical calculation, 
is used to calculate the likelihood or probability of an event occurring 
and is perhaps more closely aligned with the current approach of 
assessing risk. Risk decisions about missing persons are often made in 
the absence of sufficient information. Kaplan and Garrick (1981) 
suggest that in such situations probability is more likely to be used as 
an estimate of risk rather than frequency.  
 
Secondly, to establish numerical evidence regarding which vulnerability 
factors predict a non-fatal or fatal harm outcome and to whom. 
Causality is a further key feature of the quantitative approach. It is not 
enough to say how often a harm event occurs but to make enquiries as 
to why (Bryman, 2008). Part of the why is explained by the act of going 
missing however further factors need to be identified to know why 
some come to harm and some do not.   
 
The third reason for choosing a quantitative approach was to be able to 
make generalisations from the findings of this thesis. This is a further 
key trait of the quantitative approach. In order to make 
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generalisations, it is important for the sample to be representative. 
More will be discussed about the sample in this study, later in the 
chapter. It is perhaps enough to mention that probability sampling, 
which generates a random sample is considered the ideal approach to 
achieve this (Bryman, 2008).  
 
The fourth reason for selecting the quantitative method arises from the 
desire for objectivity, which is for replicability. It is key for the values 
and ideals of the researcher to not unduly influence the research 
(Bryman, 2008). Replicating research is not an uncommon academic 
activity. As missing persons and associated risk assessment are 
relatively under-researched, there is a strong likelihood that research 
such as that found here will be repeated, either in part or as a whole. 
The quantitative approach allows for the required explicitness and 
transparency.  
 
Quantitative research is strongly associated with deductive theory. The 
strategy for the deductive approach is to review the existing theory of 
the social phenomenon under question and from this, deduce a 
hypothesis before testing it. Theory is limited in the area of risk in 
relation to missing persons and there was also the requirement for the 
research dataset to generate its own risk variables. Therefore, it was 
decided not to adopt a hypothesis. Instead, aims and objectives were 
created which is associated with exploratory research and an inductive 
approach. As a result, a hybrid approach of using both deductive and 
inductive reasoning was used in this study. A similar strategy was 
taken by researchers, Fereday and Muir-Cochrane (2006), in their 
development of a thematic analysis of performance feedback in nursing 
based upon both data driven and theory driven coding. 
 
The small collection of research into determining or examining risk 
factors within missing persons incidents has been empirically led. It has 
focused on collecting, coding and analysing case files to extract 
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quantifiable data (Rowe et al., 2012; Tarling and Burrows, 2004; Vo, 
2015). With the links between risk and frequencies as well as 
probability, it is easy to see why this quantitative approach has formed 
the basis of such studies. This study continues that trend by utilising 
closed missing person incidents to quantify risk variables but will 
extend upon previous research through the statistical analysis (see 
section 4.8). 
 
This study has considered some of the typical features of adopting a 
quantitative design, such as a deductive approach to test theories or 
hypotheses, reducing bias and confounding influence, infer causality, 
be able to generalise and have the ability for other researchers to 
replicate the findings (Bryman, 2008; Creswell, 2013). Theory is limited 
in this area therefore it was decided not to adopt a hypothesis but to 
create an exploratory research question. A hybrid approach of 
deductive and inductive processes is deemed appropriate as the data 
(in part) has been used to generate risk variables of interest which 
could lead to new knowledge about this phenomena. Further features 
and a critique of the quantitative approach is provided throughout the 
remainder of this chapter as it deals with additional aspects of the 
methodology. 
 
4.4 Research design 
 
Overall a research design should include three key elements of 
strategy, rationale and explanation of how the key components connect 
together (Denscombe, 2010). These components have been 
incorporated into a framework to illustrate the design decisions 
(Denscombe, 2010) and is shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Key decisions about research design 
Factor Decision 
Environment Natural – unobserved measures 
Data Quantitative – content analysis 
Time frame Cross-sectional research (snap-shot): The majority 
of data is taken from the year 2012. 
Number Wide range of cases 
Theory Explanatory (deductive and inductive) 
Adapted from Denscombe (2010) p. 101 
 
The environment for this study is considered natural as the missing 
adult was acting within a naturally occurring situation. The police collect 
information about the incident however this is unknown to the adult 
who is missing until they are located when further information will be 
gathered and recorded. For those found alive, the missing adult will 
invariably be asked for some information regarding their missing 
episode. For those found deceased some factual information regarding 
their location and how they died is usually recorded. However, Bryman 
(2008) warns that caution needs to be exercised with this type of 
unobtrusive research as there may be reactive responses from missing 
persons in their return interview with police. Additionally, the officer 
making the report may record information in a reactive way in the 
event the report is used for some other purpose in the future such as a 
court case or IPCC investigation.  
 
In Webb, Campbell, Schwartz and Sechrest’s (1966) seminal book, 
they propose creative ways of re thinking social science research and 
present a case for employing multiple methodologies from a number of 
approaches to examine the phenomena of interest, much like the 
triangulation arising from mixed methods so favoured today (Creswell, 
2013; Denscombe, 2010). The argument from Webb and colleagues 
(1966) was not about replacing methods but supplementing them with 
‘measures that do not require the cooperation of respondent and that 
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do not themselves contaminate the response’ (Webb, Campbell, 
Schwartz & Sechrest, 1966, p2). The researchers were arguing against 
the sole use of traditional social science methods of interviews and 
questionnaires.  
 
Alison, Snook and Stein (2001) support the view of Webb and 
colleagues (1966) of ‘unobtrusive measurement’ (Alison, Snook & 
Stein, 2001, p.241) and suggest police information is a valuable 
resource for forensic research because it is information collected 
without research in mind. Furthermore, Alison et al (2001) argue that 
whilst these novel approaches may be at odds with traditional methods 
where control over variables is seen as the ideal, use of police records 
could be the only way to examine certain policing phenomena. Bryman 
(2008) indirectly provided support by stating that content analysis 
often provides an insight into groups of people which are normally 
difficult to access.  
 
Missing person records certainly provides an insight into the 
vulnerabilities of a diverse group of people who ethically and logistically 
would be difficult to access and research directly. Police gather and 
record intelligence from a number of different sources with the goal of 
being able to locate that person. Once located, police will generally add 
further information to the report regarding where and when they were 
found as well as recording details about their wellbeing. In this study, 
police records formed the basis of the data capture which originated 
from a work based project being carried out by the researcher. 
 
The NCA UK Missing Persons Bureau (NCA UKMPB) wished to carry out 
a replication of a study published by Grampian Police in 2007 (Gibb & 
Woolnough, 2007). The published document from Grampian Police 
provided temporal and spatial information of some categories of 
vulnerable missing persons. The main users of the document are Police 
Search Advisers and trained members of the volunteer search 
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community. The requirements of the replication study were to use a 
larger and more United Kingdom dataset. 
 
It was known that the coded data underpinning the ‘Grampian’ study 
was derived from police records and the richness of this data source 
could benefit other, linked areas of study. Following a discussion within 
NCA UKMPB, it was agreed to use a single data source to examine risk 
as an additional element of the replication study. The two studies were 
run concurrently by the researcher with the replicated study later 
becoming ‘iFIND’ (Eales, 2016) which produced information for an 
increased number of categories of vulnerable missing persons (sample 
in Appendix A). The examination of risk formed the basis of this 
doctoral thesis.  
 
Accessing detailed data was a major consideration of the replication 
study. Thought was given to the national database, ‘Hermes’, held by 
the NCA UK Missing Persons Bureau but was rejected for a couple 
reasons. Firstly, the Code of Practice (2009), mentioned in the 
literature review, issued submission criteria which does not require all 
cases to be forwarded and added to ‘Hermes’. Therefore, ‘Hermes’ does 
not hold all missing person cases. Secondly, the Code of Practice 
(2009) mandated the submission of a minimum of detail. Police forces 
vary in the amount and depth of information they provide to the NCA 
UKMPB. An inspection of ‘Hermes’ revealed it did not hold the required 
depth of detail to carry out the replication study.  
 
Thus, it was necessary to obtain the detailed case records directly from 
police systems. An assessment of the IT systems utilised by police in 
England and Wales, revealed differences in the type used to manage 
their missing person enquiries. However, approximately half of them 
use CompactTM with others, in smaller numbers, using NicheTM, SleuthTM 
and some bespoke systems. Being conscious of minimising the amount 
of work requested of a police force to extract data from their systems, 
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the designers of CompactTM, WPC Limited, were approached to create a 
‘tool’ to carry out this function. In the meanwhile, permission to extract 
data for research purposes was sought from the relevant Chief 
Constables and was granted by all, with data being received from 
fourteen forces (see Appendix B). 
 
The data from CompactTM was exported as a series of Microsoft 
AccessTM tables to represent the different components of each missing 
person case. For example, one table for name and demographic 
information, another for addresses, a further table containing 
information about circumstances. To make sense of the cases, it was 
necessary to create ‘queries’ to link together relevant tables to provide 
information about the missing episode. This resulted in a spreadsheet 
where each row represented the ‘missing’ part of an incident and 
contained 24 cells of information. The same process had to be repeated 
for their ‘found’ information and contained 16 cells. Examples of the 
spreadsheets (anonymised) can be found in Appendix C. 
 
The resulting spreadsheets contained many thousands of incidents of 
missing adults and children for each police service taking part in the 
study. Cases were initially selected and coded for the production of 
‘iFIND’ (Eales, 2016) and therefore needed to include a vulnerability 
indicator which was likely to require a Police Search Advisor response 
as part of the investigation. The vulnerability indicators were 
established in consultation with the Police National Search Centre who 
are responsible for training and relicensing Police Search Advisors. In 
total, there were fourteen vulnerability categories featured in ‘iFIND’ 
(Eales, 2016) made up of over 4000 missing person incidents. For this 
thesis, the missing adult cases of the dataset underpinning ‘iFIND’ 
(Eales, 2016), were used to form the initial dataset. These cases were 
already partially coded. 
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A key feature of using a novel approach, such as police reports, is the 
researcher is very often not part of the initial design of data collection. 
Data collection is often where the limitations of such an approach lie 
(Alison, Snook and Stein, 2001). The researchers propose four basic 
flaws which will be considered in the context of missing. First is the lack 
of standardisation of data collection methods both across and within 
forces. This was miminised by utilising missing person records from one 
type of case management system. Secondly, the report may only 
contain information useful for police or court purposes.  This presents 
problems for a researcher who may not find the depth or range of 
material required for their study from this source. A third flaw 
suggested by Alison, Snook and Stein (2001) is susceptibility of reports 
to distortion due to availability of partial information and multiple 
persons involved in the case. The final limitation is the influence of any 
contextual factors where caution needs to be exercised when 
interpreting behaviour with none or little knowledge of the context 
within which it occurred. 
 
For any research design, a further decision relates to the timeframe of 
the study. This can be a single point in time or over a longer period.  
For this study, the data was drawn largely from adult missing person 
cases whose missing episode occurred in 2012. A decision was made to 
extract data for at least one full calendar year to allow for seasonal 
differences. In addition, there was a requirement to minimise the 
impact to forces for the data extraction so it was decided to extract 
data for one year only. The data analysis for ‘iFIND’ (Eales, 2016) was 
able to be commenced in 2013 therefore a request was made for 
missing person cases in 2012. A more detailed explanation of the 
sample is provided later in this chapter. Further cases were added from 
subsequent years in order to achieve a desired balance of harm 
outcomes for useful analysis.  
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Denscombe (2010) proposes a couple of options here of examining 
either a small number of cases for depth or a large set for breadth. An 
examination of a small number of cases could provide information 
about missing adults and risk. However, the findings would be specific 
to those few cases. The decision for a large sample was mainly a 
pragmatic one as over 4000 cases had already been coded for ‘iFIND’ 
(Eales, 2016). It was felt that much of the existing coding would be 
useful for this study and there would be a requirement to code a small 
number of additional fields.   
 
A further factor in Denscombes’ (2010) framework is data which has 
already been identified, in this thesis, as being quantitative (see section 
4.3.). This data will be obtained through the use of content analysis 
which is set out more fully in Section 4.5. The remaining factor is 
theory and whether this is testing existing theory or building upon 
existing knowledge. Whilst there is a wealth of literature on the topic of 
risk itself, there is very little well defined literature regarding risk in 
relation to missing persons. As discussed earlier in this chapter, this 
study is taking a hybrid approach to theory by employing both a 
deductive and inductive strategy to explain harm outcomes in missing 
adult cases. 
 
4.4.1. Critical Reflection 
 
Gibbs (1988) reminds us that reflection of an experience is essential for 
effective learning to be achieved. In fact, Coghlan and Brannick (2010) 
state ‘it is the critical link between concrete experience, the judgement 
and taking new action’ (Coghlan & Brannick, 2010, p.25). During the 
last year of this doctorate I began to question the approach taken to 
examine risk of missing adults. 
 
The study of risk was chosen as an addendum to a replication study 
and there was considerable pressure to complete the primary study 
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ahead of this Professional Doctorate. One of the difficulties of doing a 
Professional Doctorate alongside an operational role is when there is a 
vested interest from the organisation on the outcomes of the study. 
The decision for studying risk in the way of this study was taken by a 
group of work colleagues who were experienced operationally but did 
not have the academic knowledge of risk. It was established there 
would be an operational output, in the form of ‘iFIND’ (Eales, 2016), 
which would be similar to the originating study, Grampian (Gibb & 
Woolnough, 2007). However, there was little consideration for the risk 
aspect aside from utilising the same data source. Although there was 
going to be an academic underpinning for the study of risk which met 
the criteria for the researcher side of my role, there was a need to 
manage the operational expectations of the organisation. 
 
The data capture and coding for the replication study set the precedent 
for how risk was going to be studied. Upon completion of ‘iFIND’ (Eales, 
2016) I was in the position of having a large amount of coded 
information to study risk but had not yet carried out a full literature 
review on risk.  
 
The existing coded data proved to be an advantage due to the time 
constraint as there was relatively little additional data to be coded. A 
further advantage of this approach was that I was able to take a broad 
approach to risk and be able to include a number of different missing 
adult categories. The existing coding of data onto SPSS meant I would 
be able to provide numeric analysis and determine whether any 
prediction was possible.  
 
The downside of taking this approach is that it did not allow for 
alternative ideas to develop as a result of the literature review. For 
example, the conceptual model proposed by Hansson and Aven (2014) 
could have provided an alternative approach to studying risk. However, 
this can be developed at a later stage in an additional study.  
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I found the production of the dataset supporting ‘iFIND’ (Eales, 2016) 
to be more time consuming and demanding than expected. The data 
from forces required a considerable amount of manual intervention to 
make it into a serviceable format suitable for coding. As such, I felt 
invested in the creation of the database and therefore wished to use it 
as a basis for the study of risk for the Professional Doctorate.   
 
A further issue of the extended amount of time used to create  the 
initial dataset was one of role conflict. As an operational officer I was 
required to maintain my usual work and fit the research work in and 
around it. There were occasions where the two could not be maintained 
and I agreed with management for periods of time to devote to the 
creation of the dataset. These sections of time had to be continually 
negotiated for as the department had operational needs to meet. Such 
times were challenging as it felt as if I was either adding to the 
workloads of my colleagues or not providing enough time to the 
research role. Adler and Adler (1987) suggest this type of conflict can 
lead to a feeling of being an outsider in each role.  For the duration of 
the creation of ‘iFIND’ (Eales, 2016) and the early part of the 
Professional Doctorate, I felt I was able to manage both roles 
successfully. For the latter part of the doctorate, I found the 
management of both roles difficult. Therefore, in view of the limited 
time available to complete the Professional Doctorate, the researcher 
role took dominance by taking a leave of absence from my operational 
function for a period of four months. This led to feelings of isolation 
from my operational role and the organisation.  
 
 
 
 
4.5. Research method - Content analysis 
 
Content analysis is defined by Krippendorff (2004) as: 
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“… a research technique for making replicable and valid inferences 
from text (or other meaningful matter) to the contexts of their 
use.” (p. 24) 
 
Content analysis is not just about the physical nature and measuring of 
the text (Berelson, 1952). It is also about the environment or context 
from which the texts originated as well as the interpretation put upon 
this information by the researchers themselves (Holsti, 1969). 
Krippendorff (2004) endorses the importance of the context of the 
research as a way of driving analysis. In this study the context is seen 
as being the missing person incident in terms of the different harm 
outcomes. The process of content analysis is recurrent because it is 
important to distinguish between the development, where design is 
influenced by the context, and execution of a content analysis where 
the design is fixed and replicable.  
 
Content analysis has a number of advantages the first of which is the 
transparency of the method. As can be seen later in this chapter, 
categorisation of the variables are very clearly stated which in turn 
enables replication. Being able to replicate a study is also one of the 
key features of a quantitative approach, which has already been 
discussed. Content analysis is useful for longitudinal analysis, which 
allows for changes over time to be seen. In the study by Hedges (2002) 
reference is made to child prostitution however current studies are 
more likely to interpret this as child sexual exploitation (CSE) (Sharp-
Jeffs, 2017b). Furthermore, content analysis has the advantage of 
being described also as unobtrusive (Bryman, 2008) which has been 
acknowledged in the discussion about the use of police case files for 
missing adults previously.   
 
This study used Krippendorff’s (2004) suggested framework 
(Krippendorff, 2004, p.83) of six steps to enable content analysis to 
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take place. The six steps do not need to be performed in the order 
listed in Table 3. Krippendorf (2004) suggests the first four components 
work collectively to create a dataset for analysing and are viewed as 
being cyclical in order to finalise the coding instructions. Each are 
explained in terms of this research. 
 
Table 3:  Six steps of content analysis 
Krippendorff 6 steps 
Unitising Recording/Coding; Categorical 
 
Sampling Relevance or purposive sampling 
 
Recording and coding process Both processes carried out by 
author of this research 
 
Reducing Frequencies and correlations - 
Results chapter 
 
Inferring Logistic regression - Results 
chapter 
 
Narrating Results & Discussion chapters 
Adaptation of Krippendorff (2004) framework for content analysis (p.83) 
 
4.5.1. Unitising 
 
A key element of any research study is to decide what is being studied, 
how it will be recorded and how this will be converted into data to 
support the area of interest (Holsti, 1969; Bryman, 2008). This study is 
concerned with indicators of vulnerability and their relationship with 
particular harm outcomes for missing adults. For sensible numerical 
outcomes the units need to have some kind of conceptual, logical or 
physical distinction and should not be further divided at any stage of 
the analysis. In fact, Berelson (1952) states ‘content analysis stands or 
falls by its categories’ (Berelson, 1952, p.147) thus highlighting the 
central importance of formulating and defining appropriate units. 
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Krippendorff (2004) acknowledges recording units as frequently being 
embodied within sampling units which being smaller, lend themselves 
more easily to categorisation. Categorical units, once described, are 
defined by the membership of that group having something in common 
e.g. fatal outcome. This study was interested in the harm outcomes 
and how these may relate to vulnerability indicators. It is key for the 
units to be considered whole and independent (Krippendorff, 2004; 
Bryman, 2008; Field, 2013) therefore the harm outcomes were 
primarily coded as ‘no harm’, ‘harm’ and ‘fatal’ for initial analysis. Each 
missing adult incident can only have one of these three outcomes.  
 
This study was also interested in the different types of non-fatal and 
fatal harm for comparison against existing literature which led to the 
development of a harm framework (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Harm Framework 
 
Outcome 
No harm Harm 
Self 
Non-fatal 
Intentional 
Suicide 
attempt 
Other 
Non-
intentional 
Mental 
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This study was also interested in the different types of non-fatal and 
fatal harm for comparison against existing literature. Table 4 shows the 
breakdown of harm outcomes into units which were meaningful for 
both comparison and analysis in this study. These have also been 
included as part of the Harm Framework in figure 4. 
 
Table 4: Non-fatal harm to self: recording units and group terms 
Type of harm recorded Group term 
Non suicidal self harm 
Self harm 
Suicide attempt – self poisoning 
Suicide attempt - impact 
Suicide attempt - hanging 
Suicide attempt - drowning 
Suicide attempt – 2 of the above 
Sectioned 
Mental health harm 
Mental health deteriorated 
Confused & distressed Emotional harm 
Injured 
Physical harm 
Start of hypothermia 
Unconscious 
Ill 
Raped Third party harm (victim) 
 
Self-poisoning included incidents where missing adults took excessive 
quantities of alcohol, medication, poisonous gases and liquids.  Suicide 
attempt by impact included incidents where a person tried to jump 
from a height, walk in front of road vehicles or train. Mental health 
harm was made up of both those who were sectioned and those who 
were described as having a worsening of their mental wellbeing but 
were not actually sectioned. A number of incidents resulted in the 
missing person becoming confused and distressed through either being 
lost or disorientated therefore these were classified as experiencing 
emotional harm. Physical harm included any cases where the person 
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had incurred some kind harm to the body through an accident, existing 
health condition, current health event or due to the length of time 
exposed to the environment. Although a missing adult could experience 
more than one non-fatal harm outcome, none of the incidents in the 
research dataset were recorded as having more than one such 
outcome. Where police records showed that a missing adult had more 
than one non-fatal harm outcome, the most serious was selected. For 
example, if an adult was described as distressed with minor scratches 
then emotional harm was selected over physical harm. This was carried 
out on a case by case basis but was only applicable for about 5% of 
missing adult incidents. 
 
Fatal outcomes were also categorised, with labels of ‘suicide fatal’ (SF), 
‘accidental fatal’ (AF), ‘natural causes fatal’ (NCF), ‘homicide fatal’ 
(HomF) and Unknown (U/K). 
 
Information about the recording unit may not always be in the same 
place or field but be distributed throughout the text and emerge 
gradually as the narrative continues and eventually concludes 
(Krippendorff, 2004). This description fits well with missing person 
incidents where information becomes known at different stages of an 
investigation as intelligence is gathered from different sources. 
Therefore, in a case management system, such as Compact, the 
vulnerability indicators may appear in different narratives within the 
case report as it becomes known to the investigator. Additionally, the 
vulnerability factor of interest may be referred to in several different 
ways. Therefore, a person having the vulnerability factor of depression 
may have this word stated explicitly or it may be inferred because of 
their medication or a decision to include alternative wording such as 
‘post-traumatic stress disorder’. Description of a category needs to be 
clearly stated to include all the variants used by the researcher. This 
unitising approach lends itself to statistical analysis and for inferences 
to be made. 
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From the literature review, the key demographic factors which were 
identified as being of interest were gender, age, whether or not the 
person was in care at the time of going missing and whether or not the 
person had previously been missing. 
  
A set of fifteen vulnerability indicators were established (Table 5) and 
used to examine each missing person incident. This research referred 
to each of the vulnerability factors by the indicator name given here. 
 
Table 5: Indicators used to analyse missing person cases 
Indicator Further information 
MH1 Includes Schizophrenia, Bipolar and Personality 
Disorder 
MH2 Depression, PTSD, Anxiety 
MH3 Suicidal 
MH4 Previous self harm including suicide attempt 
Dementia Includes dementia, Alzheimer’s Disease, 
Korsakoff’s Syndrome 
Other Condition Includes Autistic Spectrum, Genetic condition, 
Intellectual Impairment 
Health Condition Any medical condition 
AlcD Alcohol & Drugs – Dependency; Regular usage; 
Heavy usage; In recovery 
Intoxicated Were intoxicated on alcohol or drugs when last 
seen 
Argued prior Missing person had argument with another 
person prior to going missing 
Financial Problems Any financial problem 
Grief Missing person is currently experiencing 
feelings of grief 
Partner Problems Relationship problems with their current 
partner 
Rel_Split Relationship with current partner has ended 
SO Sex offence – alleged 
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Notwithstanding some of the advantages already discussed, content 
analysis also has its drawbacks. Bryman (2008) cautions users of 
content analysis to be aware their work will only be as good as the 
documents being worked upon. In this study, the documents were both 
authentic and credible. There was no reason to believe the missing 
person record had been distorted in anyway however police are initially 
reliant on the knowledge and information acquired from the informant 
themselves. The quality of that information will be dependent upon how 
well acquainted the informant is with the subject. Additionally, 
informants may have different motivations for reporting a person as 
missing therefore their accounts need to be corroborated from other 
sources which are usually acquired through the police investigation. 
This is notwithstanding any distortions which may be applied by police, 
which has previously been discussed. 
 
4.5.2. Sampling 
 
The sampling structure adopted in this study was a non-probability type 
often referred to as a relevance or purposive approach. The aim of 
purposive sampling is being able to collect data in a strategic way 
which is relevant to the research aims and objectives (Krippendorff, 
2004; Bryman, 2008). For quantitative studies, purposive sampling is 
usually referred to as quota sampling. Traditionally, quota sampling is 
about creating a sample with matching proportions to the known 
population (Bryman, 2008). This causes a problem in this study. The 
proportion of missing persons coming to harm is low, at around 4% 
compared with those that do not (NCA, 2016). One of the principle 
aims of this study is the prediction of non-fatal and fatal harm 
outcomes, for missing adults in general, from demographic and 
vulnerability indicators. To accurately predict a harmful event where 
the base rate is so low at around 1:20, is challenging because of its 
rarity (Field, 2013). Consideration needs to be given to the whole 
research process, especially whether it is possible to analyse the data 
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collected (Bryman, 2008). Therefore, for prediction to still occur, a 
sample has to be drawn to make this possible. As mentioned earlier, 
the sampling was purposive however it was ultimately done with 
enhanced ‘quotas’ for both the non-fatal and fatal harm outcomes. To 
achieve this, the sampling was carried out in two distinct stages. 
 
The sample in this study was taken from police reported closed missing 
person cases during the calendar year 2012. Closed cases are where 
the missing person has been located and the circumstances under 
which they were found are likely to be known. For the purposes of this 
study it was key to include missing person incidents where the harm 
outcome was known and the vulnerability factors were either present or 
not. The data arrived as a series of Microsoft AccessTM tables to 
represent the components making up each missing person case. It was 
necessary to create ‘queries’ to link together relevant tables to provide 
information about the missing episode. The same process had to be 
repeated for their ‘found’ information.  
 
The sample for this study used the dataset that was created for ‘iFIND’ 
(Eales, 2016) as a basis for the study of risk. Additional variables were 
coded for this study. The initial stage began with the elimination of all 
the cases for persons aged under 18 years at the time of going missing 
as the research question is only interested in the adult missing person 
investigations. 
 
Each vulnerability factor was searched for within the database. For 
depression, the search variable was ‘depres*’ to allow for various 
permutations of the word such as depressed or depression and also to 
allow for any incorrect spellings. Searches for other vulnerability 
indicators of interest followed a similar format. Once a case was 
highlighted as having the key word the case details were read to 
ascertain whether they fitted the criteria for inclusion within the 
sample. So for depression, the researcher wanted to ensure as far as 
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possible the person was medically diagnosed as having depression and 
not that they appeared depressed to the reporting person. Certain 
vulnerability indicators were excluded from the search, such as asylum 
seekers and human trafficking as they did not often have a found 
report and therefore their well-being could not be established. In 
addition, honour-based violence cases were also excluded because the 
details of their cases were not held on the missing person system. They 
are likely to be managed on a different IT system by another division of 
policing.   
 
Following on from inserting cases with vulnerability indicators to the 
sample, a search of the database was carried out again, this time on 
‘outcome’.  CompactTM had a field to indicate whether the person came 
to harm along with a narrative component to provide the details of the 
harm experienced. Each case has a personal identification number 
which was checked to ensure the case had not already been added to 
the research dataset (due to having a vulnerability indicator). The 
narrative of the case was checked to ensure none of the research 
indicators were present before adding to the sample.  
 
A subsequent search was carried out on the remaining missing adult 
cases and narratives checked for having none of the research 
indicators. The missing person cases were listed in the order of their 
personal identification number to prevent any duplication. Therefore 
the first two hundred, not having any indicators, were added to the 
sample. 
 
At the conclusion of this initial stage the sample size was N=1082, the 
non-fatal harm group had a sample size of n= 189 and the fatality 
group n=132. Some preliminary statistical analysis was carried out on 
the dataset to establish whether there were enough cases, with each of 
the harm outcomes of interest, to have predictive potential. This is key 
when using logistic regression for prediction purposes which was the 
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preferred choice of statistical analysis. In essence, the greater the 
number of independent variables for prediction the greater the sample 
size needed (see Knofczynski and Mundform, 2008 for full explanation). 
Put simply, for good prediction levels, as predictor variables increased 
from 2 to 9 so desired sample size increased from 240 to 900. For 
excellent prediction levels sample size increased from 950 to 2,800. 
Therefore, it felt prudent to boost the sample.  
 
A second, and final stage of sampling resulted in further incidents being 
added to the research dataset resulting in a sample of N=1712. The 
additional cases were based upon there being a non-fatal or a fatal 
harm outcome in order to complete the dataset. This type of sampling 
does not necessarily produce a dataset representative of the 
population, which in this case would be of missing person incidents, 
however it does provide a dataset of relevant cases to be considered 
for analysis. 
 
One of the drawbacks of non-probability sampling is that the research 
cannot necessarily make the claim of generalisability. However, the 
harm outcomes reflected in this study are those for the whole of the 
missing adult population. It could be argued that if the final proportions 
of harm reflected those of the national population of missing then 
generalisations could be made. 
 
4.5.3. Recording & Coding process 
 
One of the key procedural components of content analysis is creating a 
coding scheme which requires the design of a coding schedule and 
manual (Bryman, 2008). To enable the coding schedule to be 
completed, it is vital to create a codebook providing comprehensive 
instructions which are detailed and explicit to ensure reliability and 
replicability as well as reducing any potential subjective interpretation 
(Bryman, 2008). There was no coding manual for ‘iFIND’ (Eales, 2016), 
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as instructions were given verbally to coders. This is discussed further 
later in this section. The data arising out of the coding process was 
input onto SPSS in readiness for statistical analysis. The SPSS 
codebook is found in Appendix B. 
 
There are potential hazards to creating and utilising an instruction 
manual for coding which require consideration when employing this 
method. Krippendorff (2004) endorses the use of coders who are 
familiar with the phenomena which in this study was the researcher 
who does have the required knowledge. However the skills of the coder 
should not be so specialist that it could not be replicated at another 
time by another researcher. The coding in this study resulted in largely 
categorical data with indicators using a binary format to denote 
whether or not the indicator was present (1) or not (0). Explicit 
instructions of how membership is obtained was provided therefore it is 
believed to be able to be replicated by others (see below for further 
checks upon replicability). The categories in this study were checked to 
ensure they were both exhaustive and mutually exclusive in order to be 
meaningful as well as suitable for statistical analysis. This is a key 
requirement for content analysis. 
 
To ensure replicability, it is important for the codebook to be the only 
guide for applying the instructions so that no extraneous information is 
obtained to undermine its’ use. If using a number of coders, there 
should be no conferring amongst them as this would challenge their 
independence. Ideally the creator of the coding instructions and the 
person coding should not be one and the same person as it could be 
argued they have acquired a level of knowledge which other coders 
could not have and other researchers could not replicate. In this 
research study the creator and the coder were the same person, 
therefore it could be argued that the data generated is not a product of 
coding instructions but the researcher’s expertise. This highlights a 
further potential issue, of reliability. Although this thesis had the same 
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creator and coder, the issue of inter-coder reliability still needs to be 
addressed. The dataset for ‘iFIND’ (Eales, 2016) was coded by several 
staff members within the NCA UKMPB, as well as the researcher. The 
instructions for coding were provided verbally to each staff member 
who input the data onto a pre-designed spreadsheet. There was a time 
constraint for creating the ‘iFIND’ (Eales, 2016) dataset therefore it was 
felt appropriate to relay the information this way. However, the 
researcher was available to answer any coding queries. For the creation 
of the research dataset in this thesis, the missing adult cases were 
extracted from the ‘iFIND’ (Eales, 2016) dataset and additional 
variables for risk research were coded by the researcher. By doing this, 
the researcher could check the details input by the previous coders for 
the existing variables. They were found to be largely accurate. The 
conversion of the raw data into the coded dataset could not be checked 
by the supervisors of this thesis because of data protection issues. The 
raw data included personal information which could identify a missing 
person therefore the case file details needed to remain on the secure 
systems of the National Crime Agency.  
 
An important aspect of handling data, particularly in a quantitative 
study, is how the researcher handles missing data (Bryman, 2008). In 
this study this only needs to be addressed for the demographic 
variables. For submitted datasets from polices services the gender, age 
and living situation were mostly recorded, or available within the 
narrative of the case and available for the research dataset. Where this 
information was missing, the incident was excluded from the dataset. 
The history of missing was less reliably recorded therefore where this 
could not be ascertained, the case was treated as if they had not 
previously been missing.  
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4.5.4. Reducing 
 
Krippendorff (2004) makes mention of reducing data for ‘efficient 
representations’ (Krippendorf, 2004, p.84) which is a common 
occurrence with large datasets. The process of reducing simplifies the 
text into a form where frequencies can be obtained and statistical 
analysis be carried out. One of the drawbacks of reducing material this 
way is the possible loss of the richness of the information contained 
within the case narrative. This reduction process highlights one of the 
criticisms of content analysis in that emphasis is placed on what is 
measurable rather than what might be important. As mentioned in the 
previous section the vulnerability indicators were coded in a binary 
format so as to be present (1) or not (0). Therefore, for an indicator 
such as depression there is no information about the type, severity, 
onset, length of time, associated medication and many other features 
that may be influential. 
 
Following the initial coding activity, a further stage of reducing 
occurred. A pragmatic approach was taken to group together particular 
and ‘similar' indicators into new categories for meaningful statistical 
analysis and checks for validity. This enabled the new group size to 
have a sample size big enough to establish predictive power if it 
existed. Those that had a description of having schizophrenia, 
schizoaffective disorder, bipolar, personality disorder, psychosis and 
delusional were grouped together as ‘MH1'. Depression, post-traumatic 
stress disorder and anxiety were grouped as 'MH2'.  As the initial 
coding remained part of the dataset, it was possible to examine 
whether any particular element of MH1 or MH2 were having an effect 
on outcome. Although there is a loss of information regarding the detail 
of the factor, the reductionist approach was deemed suitable for 
addressing the aims and objectives of this research. 
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4.5.5. Inferring/Data analysis 
 
Based on logic, many research methods use either deductive reasoning, 
where conclusions are guaranteed, or inductive reasoning where a 
generalized conclusion is likely but not certain. Abductive inference is a 
type of reasoning which sets content analysis apart from other research 
methods (Krippendorff, 2004). It often begins with incomplete 
information from which likely possible conclusions are inferred. Daily 
decision making is a good example of this where we frequently make 
assessments when much information is unavailable.  
 
Meyer and Lunnay (2012) argue that abductive reasoning is 
fundamental to theory driven research as it allows the researcher to go 
beyond the strictly formulated theory and hypothesis testing. It 
provides the researcher with the means to look at relationships and 
connections arising out of the data in a new context and to move the 
theory forward, as in this study. Despite the potential for creativity, this 
type of reasoning still needs to be supported by some form of 
justification which can come from theory, known facts or correlations 
between the source text and the research question. This preparatory 
work is vital if the results of the content analysis wish to make any 
generalisations about the population of interest (Krippendorff, 2008; 
Salkind, 2010). In this study, the justification for the analysis is held 
within the literature review and the results will deal with any inferences 
drawn.  
 
The purpose of analysing data is to obtain usable and useful 
information, which in this study was done using SPSS (Statistical 
Package for the Social Sciences). The analysis, regardless of whether 
the data is quantitative or qualitative, may describe and summarise the 
data, identify relationships between variables, compare variables, 
identify the difference between variables as well as forecast outcomes. 
One of the key aspects when analysing quantitative data is to make 
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decisions about analysis early in the design of the study in relation to 
the research question. Although data analysis is a distinct, and late 
stage of the quantitative research process, consideration needs to be 
made about which are the appropriate techniques to the variables 
created or coded (Bryman, 2008). Thought also needs to be given to 
sample size and how this may impact data analysis. In this study, the 
research question is mainly concerned with the predictive relationship 
between indicators of the adult missing person cases and outcome, in 
terms of the level of harm. As previously mentioned in section 4.5.1., 
an early analysis of the data in this study revealed the sample needed 
to be increased for those having a non-fatal harm and fatal outcome to 
improve the predictive power.  
 
The analysis of data in this study began with descriptive analysis of the 
harm outcomes, demographic factors and vulnerability indicators. The 
factor of ‘age’ was the only linear variable in this study therefore a one-
way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to evaluate whether there 
was any statistical difference between the mean ages for each of the 
harm outcomes. One of the assumptions of ANOVA is that the variances 
of each group are at least similar, which is tested using Levene’s test. 
This normally works well when the group sizes of each of the sample 
sizes are approximately the same size (Field, 2013). In this study, the 
sample size of the ‘no harm’ group was substantially larger than either 
the harm or fatal categories. As the assumption of equal variances from 
the mean was violated, it was necessary to use either the Welch or 
Brown-Forsythe ‘Robust tests of equality of means’ which uses 
deviations from the median of the group rather than the mean (Field, 
2013). According to Tomarken and Serlin (1986) the Welch test 
provides good control of Type I errors and has the greatest power. 
Subsequently, post hoc comparisons were carried out to evaluate 
pairwise differences among the group means using Games-Howell test. 
This particular test is used when there is no homogeneity between the 
variances (Lund Research Ltd, 2013).   
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The remaining independent variables in this study were categorical 
therefore the chi square test was used to test for association between 
the variables of interest and the categorical harm outcomes (dependent 
variable). The chi square result only advised whether or not there was 
a statistical relationship and the strength of that association. In order 
to establish which variables were contributing to the statistically 
significant relationship, the standardised residuals were used. There is 
a direct relationship between a standardised residual and chi square 
(Field, 2013). The residual is the difference between an expected and 
an observed frequency. The residuals were standardised by converting 
them, using SPSS, into z scores which allowed the dataset to be 
distributed around a mean of 0 with 1 standard deviation. Where the 
standardised residual exceeded 1.96, the proportion of incidents were 
statistically significant at p<.05. If this was positive the proportion was 
greater than expected and if negative, was less than expected. Further 
levels are +/- 2.58 for statistical significance at p<.01 and +/- 3.28 for 
p<.001. 
 
Following on from descriptive analysis, was inferential analysis. The 
study is interested in prediction of harm outcome (dependent variable). 
As the outcome variable was categorical, logistic regression was 
selected which is the most frequently used in academic study (Hosmer, 
Lemeshow and Sturdivant, 2013). Logistic regression tests the 
probability of a particular outcome rather than the actual outcome and 
the results are usually reported in the form of an odds ratio (Field, 
2013). The goal of this type of data analysis is to find the best fitting 
model to describe such a relationship between an outcome (dependent 
variable) and a predictor or explanatory factor (independent variable).  
 
The initial part of the inferential analysis used binary logistic regression 
which only has two categorical outcome variables. The first comparison 
involved combining the incidents with either non-fatal or fatal harm 
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(harm/fatal) to be compared against those with a ‘no harm’ outcome. A 
second analysis was carried out to compare those with a fatal outcome 
against those with a non-fatal outcome. Naturally, this required the 
incidents with no harm and non-fatal harm to be combined as the non-
fatal group. The logistic regression models included all the demographic 
and vulnerability indicators which were going to be examined in this 
section. The vulnerability indicators ‘relationship split’ and ‘alleged sex 
offence’ were excluded on the basis of their sample size being too low 
for useful analysis. 
  
Following on from the binary logistic regression, this study was 
interested in which factors contributed to the more detailed harm 
outcomes. For this, multinomial logistic regression was the chosen 
analytical tool. There are certain assumptions which need to be met for 
multinomial logistic regression which are dealt with here. 
 
Assumption one is that the dependent variable needs to be measured 
at the nominal level. There were essentially two levels of dependent 
variable used in this study. The harm outcomes were initially examined 
at a higher level using three categories of ‘no harm’, ‘non-fatal harm’ 
and ‘fatal harm’. A more detailed examination was also carried out 
which sought to break down ‘non-fatal harm’ and ‘fatal harm’ into 
discrete categories to also compare with no harm. These have been 
outlined earlier in this chapter (see section 4.5.1. on unitising). 
 
The second assumption is that there are one or more independent 
variables and that they can be either dichotomous (i.e. binary) in 
nature or continuous. In this study, ‘age’ is the only continuous variable 
and the remainder were categorical. The categorical variables were 
coded with a binary response for membership i.e. yes/no, apart from 
gender which was coded 0 for female and 1 for male.  
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The third assumption is for the dependent variable to have mutually 
exclusive and exhaustive categories which is confirmed to be the case 
in this study. The fourth assumption is for no multicollinearity with the 
independent variables. Tests for association were carried out and there 
was found to be no strong correlation between the vulnerability factors.   
 
The fifth assumption advises there to be a linear relationship between 
any continuous independent variable and the logic transformation of 
the dependent variable. As mentioned previously age is the only 
continuous variable which was tested and found not to violate this 
assumption. The final assumption is for there to be no outliers, high 
leverage values or highly influential points. The SPSS analysis did 
reveal approximately 30 cases which fell into this category and upon 
further examination of these cases, it was decided to include them. 
 
In addition to meeting the assumptions, this study also strove for 
parsimony (Field, 2013). It is preferable to produce a model that 
includes variables which are able to explain membership of a particular 
outcome. If a variable does not add significantly to the outcome then it 
can be removed. In this study, all the independent variables were 
inserted into the multinomial logistic regression however only the 
variables which showed statistical significance were reported in the 
findings.  
 
4.5.6. Narrating 
 
In essence, Krippendorff (2004) advises this is where the researcher 
advises their audience of the implications and significance of the results 
of their content analysis. One of the limitations of content analysis is 
being able to answer the ‘why’ questions and that the best a researcher 
can do will be to speculate a reasoning. Earlier in this chapter, the ‘why’ 
was discussed in relation to the choice of a quantitative approach. It 
was concluded that establishing causality assisted with answering the 
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‘why’ question, which this study sought to do. In line with convention of 
a doctoral thesis this will be found in the results and discussion chapter.   
 
 
4.6. Evaluating research design 
 
Validity and reliability are said to be valuable evaluation techniques in 
any piece of research (Denscombe, 2010), particularly in quantitative 
research (Bryman, 2008), therefore will be explored more thoroughly 
here. 
 
4.6.1. Validity   
 
As previously mentioned case files were extracted from ‘Compact’, a 
police case management system used by twenty two forces within 
England and Wales for their missing person investigations. The missing 
person incidents obtained from Compact were supplemented by further 
cases obtained from the NCA UK MPB system, Hermes. Although these 
systems were not built for scholarly purposes, they are nevertheless 
largely a rich source of data containing a wealth of information about 
each missing person incident. Justification of the source data has 
previously been covered in section 4.3. 
 
For the purposes of this study it was key to include missing person 
incidents where vulnerability factors were both present and not present 
with a variety of outcomes. A binary notation was used to indicate 
‘No/Not known’ or ‘Yes’ to establish whether or not the case featured 
each of the vulnerability indicators. 
 
The vulnerability factors were established from both the literature 
review, the risk variables listed on Hermes as well as the risk 
assessment questions from the missing person report. Denscombe 
(2010) advises that the use of the correct factors can be established 
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through content validity. Content validity is made up of  number of 
other types such as face validity. Face validity can be granted through 
seeking expert opinion (Lund Research Limited, 2012). Therefore, 
corroboration of the demographic and vulnerability indicators were 
sought from persons who are both knowledgeable in the field of missing 
persons and of risk assessment procedures within the police.  
 
Respondents were asked whether they agreed or disagreed with a set 
of listed indicators and were each given the opportunity to provide 
additional comment on each variable. The years of experience ranged 
from ten months to twenty years. There was a general consensus that 
the listed factors could indicate risk however some of the respondents 
offered provisos. Some of the main comments included that the risk 
indicators were unlikely to act as single predictors but likely to be in 
combination with other variables. The risk factor was only considered to 
be of relevance if it related in some way to the missing incident. 
Vulnerability for age tended to focus on missing adults who were older 
and either had health issues or had lower resistance to the external 
environment. Where younger adults were mentioned, comments were 
in relation to their possible naivety or lack of awareness. Some of the 
circumstantial risk indicators such as financial problems, relationship 
split, arguing before leaving received comments as having a possible 
association with depression and that this may be a stronger indicator. 
 
A further element of content validity in research is its’ construct 
validity. This is essentially about generalising a concept from more than 
one source within the study (Denscombe, 2010). This was achieved 
through both the descriptive and inferential analysis and how well the 
findings about variables were similar across each. 
 
Prediction models can be classified as development, validation or a 
combination of both (Collins, Reitsma, Altman & Moons, 2014). This 
study has sought to use a combination (Figure 5). Validation which 
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uses the development data will tend to be optimistic about the 
performance of the model. External validation can be carried out in a 
number of ways such using the same researchers but taking data from 
a different period. Alternatively, it could be carried out by different 
researchers, use different sorts of cases such as children rather than 
adults or use data from a different country. 
 
Figure 5: Types of prediction model studies covered by the TRIPOD 
statement 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
D – development data; V – validation data 
Adapted from Collins, Reitsma, Altman and Moons (2015) 
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4.6.2. Reliability  
 
Reliability is essentially about consistency of measurement (Bryman, 
2008). As previously discussed, content analysis lends itself well to 
consistency, and therefore replicability as it includes a codebook thus 
enabling the study to be repeated by another researcher or with the 
same type of data from a different time period.   
 
Inter observer consistency is a further measure of reliability and 
although the coding was carried out by a lone researcher, the codebook 
was tested on other persons to ensure this form of reliability was 
included.   
  
 
4.7. Summary of chapter 
 
This chapter examined the methodological issues of this Professional 
Doctorate. Ontological and epistemological concepts were discussed 
and reasoning was provided for the post positivist stance taken in this 
study. The strengths and weaknesses of the quantitative approach 
were introduced and a justification for selecting this approach was 
given. The research design was shaped using a framework provided by 
Denscombe (2010). One of the key features of this study is using a 
hybrid approach of deductive and inductive theory. The methodological 
approach of content analysis was explored using the definition and 
framework provided Krippendorf (2004). This incorporated a discussion 
on the use of police reports as a data source. The analytical tools used 
for descriptive and inferential analysis were examined. 
 
A harm framework was devised for use to describe the outcomes of 
missing adult incidents and a listing of the vulnerability indicators used 
in this study was provided. 
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Chapter Five - Results 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 
This chapter presents the results of the statistical analysis of 1712 
missing adult incidents whose ages ranged from 18-95 years. As 
mentioned in the methodology chapter, the dataset used in this study 
has been ‘boosted’ with incidents which had either a non-fatal or fatal 
harm outcome.  
 
The gender split of the sample is approximately two thirds male and 
one third female. These figures were compared to the National Crime 
Agency Missing Persons Data Analysis 2015/16 and were found to 
concord with their figures of 61% male and 39% female (NCA, 2016, p. 
11). 
 
The chapter examines the relationship between demographic and 
vulnerability factors against harm outcomes using a two tiered 
approach. 
 
In the first tier, harm outcomes were examined in three broad 
categories of no (known) harm, non-fatal harm and fatal harm. This 
was achieved using descriptive and inferential statistics. In addition, 
binary logistic modelling was used to determine whether any of the 
demographic or vulnerability factors have any predictive value for these 
categories of harm. 
 
The second tier of examination took a more detailed approach to the 
harm outcomes where non-fatal and fatal harm were broken down into 
sub categories. Descriptive and inferential statistics were used to 
examine the relationship between the demographic and vulnerability 
factors used in Tier 1 and the more detailed harm outcomes. 
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Furthermore, multiple logistic regression was used to determine 
whether any of the factors have any predictive ability for more detailed 
harm outcomes.  
 
5.2 Tier 1 analysis 
 
 
The dataset was initially examined using categories of outcome as ‘no 
harm’, ‘non-fatal harm’ and ‘fatal harm’ which is illustrated in Figure 6. 
 
 
 
 
 
5.2.1. Demographic factors 
 
The four demographic factors which were included for analysis 
consisted of gender, age, living arrangement and the missing adult’s 
history of going missing. 
  
67% 
19% 
14% 
Figure 6: Classification of harm outcome 
No harm Non-fatal harm Fatal harm
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The association between gender and outcome was statistically 
significant, 2(2)=41.12, p<.001. Males were statistically significantly 3 
times more likely than females to have a fatal outcome. 
 
The mean age for missing adults not coming to harm was 37.85 years 
(SD=16.71) which was found to be statistically significantly (p<.001) 
younger than for missing adults who experienced a non-fatal 
(M=47.07; SD=20.20) or fatal (M=47.76; SD=16.87) harm outcome. 
 
Missing adults resided in a variety of living arrangements which were 
grouped into non-care (n=1215; 71.0%) and care (n=497; 29.0%) for 
examination (Table 6). Approximately 1 in 3 adults missing from home 
were known to experience some form of harm whereas this was 1 in 5 
for those missing from care.  
 
A chi square test for association was conducted between grouped living 
arrangement and the main three harm outcomes. All expected 
frequencies were greater than five. There was a statistically significant 
association between the living arrangement groupings and missing 
incident outcome, 2(2)=91.35, p<.001. There was a moderate 
association between living arrangement and outcome, Cramers V=0.23, 
p<.001. The analysis showed a statistically significant (p<.001) 
proportion of almost 82% (n=408) of adults missing from care did not 
come to any reported harm. Adults missing from a non-care 
environment were statistically significant (p<.001) more likely to have 
a fatal outcome than those living in care.  
 
Table 6: Living arrangement by harm outcome 
In care N 
No harm Non- fatal harm Fatal 
n % n % n % 
No 1215 736 60.6 249 20.4 230 18.9 
Yes 497 408 81.9 73 14.9 16 3.2 
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In this sample, approximately a third (33.64%, n=576) had been 
missing previously. A chi square test for association was conducted 
between history of missing and harm outcome. All expected frequencies 
were greater than five. There was a statistically significant association 
between previously missing and the three main harm outcomes, 
2(2)=38.91, p<.001. There was a moderate association between 
history of missing and outcome, Cramers V=0.20, p<.001. 
 
Further exploration revealed those who had not previously been 
missing had a statistically significant (p<.001) higher proportion than 
expected in the fatal outcome than those with a non-fatal or no harm 
outcome. 
 
The four pieces of demographic information used in this study are 
known for the majority of missing adult investigations at an early 
stage. When there is a lack of knowledge about vulnerabilities, such 
information could form the basis of a risk assessment. The 
demographic factors were tabulated in such a way to create a 
conceptual model (Table 7). The figures for the outcomes are given as 
percentages only, so they could be expressed in a predictive manner. 
 
For example, using the information in Table 7, a missing male, aged 48 
years who has never been missing previously and is not in care could 
be predicted as having a 35.7% chance of having a fatal outcome but 
only 15.8% chance of having a non-fatal harm outcome. Alternatively, 
this equates to a more than 50% chance of experiencing some form of 
harm. 
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Table 7: Frequency based model of demographic factors 
Gender 
Age 
Group 
Previously 
missing 
In 
care 
N 
No 
harm 
% 
Non-
fatal 
harm 
% 
Fatal 
% 
MALE 
18-39 
No 
No 295 62.4 15.9 21.7 
Yes 66 89.4 6.1 4.5 
Yes 
No 93 82.8 15.1 2.2 
Yes 133 91.0 7.5 1.5 
40-59 
No No 196 48.5 15.8 35.7 
Yes 32 81.3 15.6 3.1 
Yes 
No 57 47.4 40.4 12.3 
Yes 31 80.6 16.1 3.2 
60+ 
No 
No 96 35.4 20.8 43.8 
Yes 31 51.6 32.3 16.1 
Yes 
No 34 50.0 38.2 11.8 
Yes 17 52.9 47.1 0 
FEMALE 
18-39 
No 
No 179 79.3 14.5 6.1 
Yes 37 83.8 16.2 0 
Yes 
No 46 65.2 34.8 0 
Yes 67 86.6 13.4 0 
40-59 
No 
No 122 59.0 23.8 17.2 
Yes 21 76.2 14.3 9.5 
Yes 
No 36 80.6 16.7 2.8 
Yes 30 86.7 13.3 0 
60+ 
No 
No 49 44.9 38.8 16.3 
Yes 12 66.7 33.3 0 
Yes 
No 11 63.6 36.4 0 
Yes 21 61.9 28.6 9.5 
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5.2.2. Vulnerability indicators 
 
Examination of the vulnerability indicator frequencies against the three 
harm outcomes are provided in table 8. Chi square analysis was carried 
out to establish any association between the vulnerability indicators 
and the harm outcomes, as well as the statistical significance of that 
relationship. These are also reported in table 8. 
 
A key finding is that missing adults who demonstrated an intention of 
suicide (MH3) had an almost 50/50 chance of coming to some form of 
harm. The figures show that 19.1% (n=92) had a fatal outcome and 
31.3% (n=151) experienced non-fatal harm.  
 
Vulnerability indicators of ‘relationship split’ and ‘alleged sex offence’ 
revealed high percentages of fatal outcomes of 54.3% (n=19) and 
66.7% (n=8). However, the sample sizes for missing adults with 
‘relationship split’ and ‘alleged sex offence’ are relatively small. 
Therefore, these two vulnerability factors were not included in the 
modelling. 
 
Missing adults living with a dementia type condition were also found to 
have an almost 50/50 chance of coming to harm. Table 8 shows that 
42.1% (n=72) experienced non-fatal harm with fewer (7%; n=12) 
having a fatal outcome.  
 
Further surprising findings came from those vulnerability factors which 
had high frequencies (>74.9%) of not coming to harm. These included 
missing adults who were described as having any of schizophrenia, 
bipolar or personality disorder (MH1), other condition (genetic 
disorders, autism spectrum and intellectual impairment) or had issues 
with alcohol or drugs. This was supported by the findings shown in 
Figure 7 where the standardised residuals illustrate the association and 
the levels of significance.   
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Using the Chi-square result in table 8, all but two of the vulnerability 
indicators had a statistically significant relationship with outcome 
(levels of significance are provided in the table). The two non-
significant indicators were ‘health condition’ and ‘financial problems’.  
Table 8: Frequency of indicators by harm outcome 
Indicator  
No harm 
Non-fatal 
harm 
Fatal harm 
 
 N n % n % n % 2(2) 
MH1 494 370 74.9 93 18.8 31 6.3 38.43*** 
MH2 536 318 59.3 133 24.8 85 15.9 22.72*** 
MH3 482 239 49.6 151 31.3 92 19.1 96.13*** 
MH4 407 256 62.9 113 27.8 38 9.3 33.41*** 
Dementia 171 87 50.9 72 42.1 12 7.0 69.19*** 
Other 
Condition 
177 157 88.7 20 11.3 0 0.0 46.00*** 
Health 
Condition 
217 131 60.4 49 22.6 37 17.1 
4.67 
(p=.097) 
Alcohol/Drugs 446 346 77.6 62 13.9 38 8.5 32.52*** 
Intoxicated 62 34 54.8 12 19.4 16 25.8 7.25* 
Argued prior 149 108 72.5 30 20.1 11 7.4 6.48* 
Financial 
Problems 
124 79 63.7 31 25.0 14 11.3 
3.8 
(p=.15) 
Grief 49 30 61.2 6 12.2 13 26.5 6.58* 
Partner 
Problems 
131 92 70.2 32 24.4 7 5.3 10.67** 
Relationship 
Split 
25 3 8.6 13 37.1 19 54.3 64.15*** 
Alleged Sex 
Offence 
12 1 8.3 3 25.0 8 66.7 29.44*** 
*** statistically significant at p<0.001; **statistically significant at p<0.01; *statistically significant at p<0.05 
MH1 – Schizophrenia, Bipolar, Personality disorder; MH2 – Depression, PTSD, Anxiety; MH3 – Suicidal; MH4 
– History of suicide attempts; Other condition – genetic, autistic spectrum, intellectual impairment. 
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As the contingency table was larger than 2x2, the standardised 
residuals were requested as part of the analysis in order to interpret 
the significant chi-squares. By using the standardised residuals (Figure 
7), it was possible to determine which vulnerability indicator was 
statistically significant with which type of harm outcome. The 
standardised residuals falling to the right of zero had higher than 
expected frequencies with statistical significance being reached at 
+1.96 (p<.05), +2.58 (<.01) and +3.29 (p<.001). It follows that 
indicators whose standardised residuals fall to the left of zero had less 
than expected frequencies. 
 
Using the graphical representation of the standardised residuals in 
figure 7, the vulnerabilities of MH1 (p<.05), alcohol/drugs (p<.01) and 
other condition (p<.001) are statistically significantly associated with a 
‘no harm’ outcome. In other words, missing adults with each of these 
vulnerability indicators appear in greater than expected proportions in 
the no harm outcome. Dementia, depression  and history of self-harm 
are statistically significantly associated with non-fatal self-harm (all at 
p<.001) rather than a fatal outcome. Whereas intoxication (p<.05), 
grief (p<.05) or alleged sex offence (p<.001) are statistically 
significantly associated with a fatal outcome rather than a non-fatal 
harm outcome. The indicators ‘suicidal’ (MH3) and relationship split 
have associations with both non-fatal harm and fatal outcomes. The 
statistical significance is p<.001 and p<.01 for ‘suicidal’ respectively. 
For relationship split, they were p<.05 and p<.001 respectively. An 
alternative version of a summary of results can be found in Appendix D. 
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MH1 – Schizophrenia, Bipolar, Personality disorder; MH2 – Depression, PTSD, Anxiety; MH3 – Suicidal; MH4 
– History of suicide attempts; Other condition – genetic, autistic spectrum, intellectual impairment. 
 
 
 
5.2.3. Do number of indicators make a difference? 
 
The frequencies of incidents not coming to harm ranged from 75.8% 
for zero indicators to 60% where number of indicators totaled 5 or 
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Figure 7: Standardised residuals1 for vulnerability indicators by 
outcome 
SR for Fatal SR for Harm SR for No harm
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more. A chi square test for association was conducted between number 
of indicators and outcome. All expected frequencies were greater than 
five. There was a statistically significant association between number of 
categories and missing incident outcome, 2(10,N=1712)=76.26, 
p<.001. There was a moderate association between number of 
indicators and outcome, Cramers V=0.149, p<.001. As previously, an 
examination of the standardised residuals provided the detail about 
where nature of the relationship existed (Figure 8). 
 
Surprisingly, the fewer the indicators the greater the proportion of fatal 
over non-fatal harm outcomes. Only the zero indicator had higher than 
expected frequencies which reached statistical significance (p<.05) for 
fatal outcome.  Those with a single indicator had a higher than 
expected frequency of fatal outcomes however this did not reach 
statistical significance.  
 
In contrast, the greater the number of indicators the more likely a non-
fatal harm outcome over a fatal outcome or a no harm result. Incidents 
which included 3, 4 or greater than 5 indicators had statistically 
significant greater than expected frequencies for the non-fatal harm 
outcome. 
 
The vulnerability indicators which were identified as single factors 
(where none of the other variables were present) were ‘relationship 
split’, ‘alleged sex offence’, ‘intoxicated’, ‘suicidal’, ‘dementia’ and 
‘health condition’. However, the sample sizes for relationship split and 
alleged sex offence were too small to warrant later inclusion for 
modelling . Missing adults, who had a single indicator of ‘suicidal’ 
(MH3), had a high incidence of coming to fatal harm. This indicator was 
a feature in all further multiples and combinations.  
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1 - Standardised residuals falling to the right of zero had higher than expected frequencies with 
statistical significance being reached at +1.96 (p<.05), +2.58 (<.01) and +3.29 (p<.001). 
 
 
Using Table 9, History of self-harm (MH4) featured in 2,3,4 and 5+ 
indicators. Depression was amongst the variables for combinations of 3 
variables and higher. ‘Alcohol/drugs’ and ‘MH1’ (schizophrenia, bipolar 
& personality disorder) featured in the combinations with a greater 
number of variables. ‘Financial problems’ only featured in one 
combination within the set of 3 factors. Indicators which did not feature 
in statistically significant combinations were ‘grief’, ‘problems with 
partner’ and ‘other’ condition. 
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Figure 8: Standardised residuals1 for number of indicators 
against outcomes 
Fatal harm Non-fatal harm No harm
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Table 9: Frequency of incidents for number of indicators compared 
against harm outcomes 
 No harm Non-fatal harm Fatal harm 
Zero 146 8 38 
ONE    
MH3 26 8 19 
Dementia 58 51 7 
Health 12 4 8 
Intoxicated 3 0 10 
Relationship Split 0 0 6 
Alleged Sex Offender 0 0 5 
TWO    
MH3 & MH4 10 11 4 
MH3 & Health 4 0 7 
MH3 & RelS 0 2 5 
THREE    
MH2&MH3&AlcD 3 2 4 
MH2&MH3&Fin 3 2 3 
MH2&MH3&MH4 10 15 5 
MH1&MH2&MH3 2 4 2 
FOUR    
MH2&MH3&MH4&AlcD 1 7 0 
FIVE    
MH1&MH2&MH3&MH4&Health 0 6 0 
MH1 – Schizophrenia, Bipolar, Personality disorder; MH2 – Depression, PTSD, Anxiety; MH3 – Suicidal; MH4 
– History of suicide attempts; Other condition – genetic, autistic spectrum, intellectual impairment. 
 
 
Mental health indicators, MH2, MH3 and MH4 have a stronger 
relationship with non-fatal harm outcome when they act in combination 
with other factors, with a peak at 3 indicators (Table 10). As previously 
shown, ‘dementia’ is associated with non-fatal harm rather than a fatal 
outcome and tends to operate as a single indicator. A ‘relationship 
breakdown’ is likely to result in a non-fatal harm outcome when it 
presents as part of a combination of a higher number of indicators. 
When this indicator presents as a single factor or as part of a 
combination of 2 indicators, the outcome is more likely to be fatal. 
Other single indicators which have greater than expected frequencies 
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for fatalities are being ‘intoxicated’ or as an ‘alleged sex offender’. 
Interestingly, the indicator ‘grief’ was more likely to have a fatal 
outcome when it was part of a set of 3 or 4 indicators. 
 
Table 10: Frequency of key indicators against number of indicator 
combinations 
 
Statistically significant factors 
Number of indicator combinations 
1 2 3 4 5+ 
Non-fatal harm – frequency 
greater than expected 
     
MH2 4 20 40 36 33 
MH3 9 25 46 38 33 
MH4 1 23 36 25 28 
Dementia 50 10 11 0 0 
Relationship split 0 2 1 3 7 
Fatal harm – frequency greater 
than expected 
     
MH3 19 31 26 10 6 
Intoxicated 10 3 2 1 0 
Grief 0 2 5 4 1 
Relationship split 6 7 2 2 2 
Alleged sex offender 5 1 2 0 0 
MH1 – Schizophrenia, Bipolar, Personality disorder; MH2 – Depression, PTSD, Anxiety; MH3 – Suicidal; MH4 
– History of suicide attempts;  
 
 
5.2.4. Vulnerability indicator combinations 
 
The previous section provided an insight into the relationship between 
number of indicators, vulnerability indicator and harm outcome. This 
part examined different combinations against harm types.  
 
 
5.2.4.1. MH1 & MH2 & MH3 and effects of MH4 
 
The initial set of combinations involved the mental health indicators 
only of MH1, MH2 and MH3 both with and without the effect of MH4. 
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Table 11 provides the frequency of each combination, both with and 
without MH4, and figure 9 provides the breakdown of combinations by 
harm outcome. 
 
The key finding of the effects of MH4 to indicators of MH1, MH2 and 
MH3 was that it reduced the proportions of fatalities and tended to 
increase the frequency of non-fatal harm (see figure 9).  
 
Table 11: Frequency of mental health combinations against MH4 
 Without MH4 With MH4 
Combination n % n % 
MH1 246 34.1 71 19.5 
MH2 131 18.2 64 17.6 
MH3 130 18.0 61 16.8 
MH1 & MH2 60 8.3 32 8.8 
MH1 & MH3 22 3.1 20 5.5 
MH2 & MH3 110 15.3 96 26.4 
MH1 & MH2 & MH3 22 3.1 20 5.5 
Total 721  364  
MH1 – Schizophrenia, Bipolar, Personality disorder; MH2 – Depression, PTSD, Anxiety; MH3 – Suicidal; MH4 
– History of suicide attempts;  
 
Of the three main mental health groupings, those with MH1 were the 
most common (n=246, 34.1%) for going missing when there was no 
MH4 element. However, when MH4 was included, the grouping with the 
highest proportion going missing were those with additional indicators 
of both MH2 and MH3. 
 
Missing adults with MH1 condition only, have a less than 20% chance of 
a harmful outcome. Those with MH1 and MH4 show an increase in 
coming to non-fatal harm but there was a reduction in the proportion of 
fatalities. Approximately 25% of missing adults with only MH2 as a 
mental health condition had some form of harmful outcome with almost 
20% having a fatal outcome. For those who had a combination of MH2 
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and MH4, the proportion coming to no harm did not particularly change 
(70%) however the harm group increased from 12% to 17% and the 
proportion of fatalities reduced from 17% to 12%. 
 
The frequency for persons with MH3 not coming to harm was much 
lower than other mental health conditions of MH1 and MH2, being 
approximately 50%. Non-fatal harm occurred for 20% of the group and 
almost 30% had a fatal outcome. For the group who had both MH3 and 
MH4 the no harm group remained relatively unchanged at 52%. 
However, the non-fatal harm proportion increased to 34% and fatality 
reduced to 13%. The outcome proportions were fairly similar for the 
combination MH1 and MH2 both with and without MH4. The proportion 
for the harm group stayed at around 12% however the no harm group 
increased, when MH4 was included, from 73% to 78% and the number 
of fatalities decreased. 
 
The combination of MH1 and MH3 had a no harm proportion at 77% 
which was more similar to the MH1 group and much higher than those 
with MH3. Similarly, for the harm and fatality proportions. For missing 
adults with MH1 and MH3, the inclusion of MH4 increased the incidents 
of non-fatal harm from 18% to 25% and fatalities from 4.5% to 15%.  
However, these are based on relatively small sample sizes of 22 and 20 
respectively.  
 
The combination of MH2 and MH3 has a no harm group (48%) more 
similar to MH3 (50%) and less than MH2 (70%). The harm group from 
the combination is greater at 28% than 20% for MH3 and 12% for 
MH2. The fatality group, at 23%, is less than MH3 alone at 29% but 
more than MH2 at 17%. However, when MH4 becomes part of the 
combination the harm proportion increases to 43% and fatalities reduce 
to around 12%. 
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 MH1 – Schizophrenia, Bipolar, Personality disorder; MH2 – Depression, PTSD, Anxiety; MH3 – Suicidal; 
MH4 – History of suicide attempts;  
 
 
 
5.2.4.2. MH1 & MH2 and effects of alcohol/drugs 
 
Table 12 shows that the proportion of missing adults with MH2 are the 
largest group missing when there is no reported alcohol or drug issues. 
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Table 12: Frequency of MH1 and MH2 against alcohol/drugs 
 Without Alcohol/drugs With Alcohol/drugs 
Combination n % n % 
MH1 211 35.1 148 50.5 
MH2 291 48.4 110 37.5 
MH1 & MH2 99 16.5 35 12.0 
Total 601  293  
MH1 – Schizophrenia, Bipolar, Personality disorder; MH2 – Depression, PTSD, Anxiety; MH3 – Suicidal; MH4 
– History of suicide attempts;  
 
 
However where there is alcohol or drug issues, the largest proportion 
are those with MH1 conditions. The impact of alcohol/drugs upon MH1 
and MH2, both separately and in combination, are shown in figure 10. 
An unexpected finding is that alcohol/drug issues in combination with 
mental health conditions MH1 and MH2 reduces the proportions of 
those who come to non-fatal harm or have a fatal outcome. 
 
 
 
 MH1 – Schizophrenia, Bipolar, Personality disorder; MH2 – Depression; MH3 – Suicidal; MH4 – History of 
suicide attempts;  
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Figure 10: Impact of alcohol/drugs on MH1 and MH2 
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5.2.5. Binomial risk modelling  
 
 
Using the results from the previous sections, all the demographic 
factors were included for modelling, which were gender, age, ‘in care’ 
status as well as their missing history. As mentioned previously, all 
vulnerability indicators were measured in the modelling phase except 
for ‘relationship split’ and ‘alleged sex offender’. These were excluded 
from inclusion due to their small sample size.  
 
5.2.5.1. Harm/Fatal vs No harm 
 
The outcomes of non-fatal and fatal harm were grouped to form a new 
outcome of harm/fatal (HF) which was compared with no harm. There 
was one outlier which was removed to produce the figures in Table 13. 
 
The logistic regression model was statistically significant, 
2(17)=316.45, p<.001. The model explained 23.5% (Nagelkerke R2) of 
the variance in harm/fatal outcome and correctly classified 72.2% of 
cases. Sensitivity (true positives) was 43.2%, specificity (true 
negatives) was 86.6%, positive predictive value was 61.6% and 
negative predictive value was 75.5%. The higher the sensitivity and 
specificity, the greater the accuracy of prediction. The sensitivity 
measures the accuracy of predicting a missing adult coming to harm. In 
this model, it correctly predicts it in 43.2% of incidents.  
 
The specificity shows that this model correctly predicted a missing adult 
not coming to harm in 86.6% of cases. Despite the suggestion that the 
model is better at predicting those not coming to harm than those who 
do, the Hosmer and Lemeshow test result suggests it is a good fit to 
the data as it is not significant at p=.066.  
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Table 13: Binary logistic regression model for harm/fatal versus no 
harm 
HF vs no harm B(SE) Wald Sig Odds ratio (95% CI) 
Constant -2.30 (0.22) 106.48   
Age 0.03 (0.004) 46.02 .001 1.03 (1.02,1.04) 
Gender (males) 0.45 (0.12) 13.82 .001 1.58 (1.24,2.00) 
Previously 
missing (1)1 
-0.352 (0.14) 6.41 .011 0.71 (0.54,0.93) 
In care (1) -0.70 (0.16) 18.74 .001 0.50 (0.36,0.68) 
MH1 (1) 0.14 (0.15) 0.93 .334 1.15 (0.86,1.54) 
MH2 (1) 0.34 (0.13) 6.77 .009 1.40 (1.09,1.81) 
MH3 (1) 0.94 (0.14) 46.44 .001 2.56 (1.95,3.35) 
MH4 (1) 0.33 (0.15) 4.93 .026 1.38 (1.04,1.84) 
Dementia (1) 0.11 (0.24) 0.20 .651 1.12 (0.70,1.79) 
Other Condition 
(1) 
-0.53 (0.27) 3.81 .051 0.59 (0.35,1.00) 
Health condition 
(1) 
0.32 (0.17) 3.46 .063 1.38 (0.98,1.93) 
Alcohol/Drugs (1) -0.47 (0.15) 9.83 .002 0.63 (0.47,0.84) 
Intoxicated (1) 0.77 (0.28) 7.35 .007 2.16 (1.24,3.76) 
Argument prior 
(1) 
-0.52 (0.22) 5.94 .015 0.59 (0.39,0.90) 
Financial 
problems (1) 
-0.21 (0.22) 0.91 .341 0.81 (0.52,1.25) 
Grief (1) -0.22 (0.33) 0.44 .508 0.80 (0.42,1.53) 
Partner problems 
(1) 
-0.67 (0.23) 8.67 .003 0.51 (0.33,0.80) 
1 – (1) is membership of that category e.g. missing adult was previously missing. 
2 – when B is negative, the indicator acts in the opposite way so if ‘yes’, then ‘no’ is true and the odds ratio is 
divided into 1 to obtain the likelihood of that event occurring. E.g. 1/0.71=1.4 Missing adult 1.4 times more 
likely to experience harm (H/F) if not previously missing. 
MH1 – Schizophrenia, Bipolar, Personality disorder; MH2 – Depression, PTSD, Anxiety; MH3 – Suicidal;  
MH4 – History of suicide attempts; Other condition – genetic, autistic spectrum, intellectual impairment. 
 
For harm/fatal combined, all demographic factors were statistically 
significant and support findings from earlier in this chapter. As such, 
males are more likely (odds ratio 1.6) than females to have such an 
outcome. Increasing age also increases the odds of a harm/fatal 
outcome by 1.03 for each year. Missing adults who were not in care 
and had not previously been missing were more likely, 2 and 1.4 
respectively, to have a harm/fatal outcome. Vulnerability indicators 
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which were present and statistically significant were ‘MH2’ (depression 
related), ‘MH3’ (suicide intention), ‘MH4’ (history of self-harm) and 
‘intoxicated’ with odds of 1.4, 2.6, 1.4 and more than 2 respectively. 
Factors which were statistically significantly less likely to have a 
harm/fatal outcome were those involving ‘alcohol/drugs’, ‘argued prior’ 
or having issues with a partner.  Indicators which were not statistically 
significant included ‘MH1’ (schizophrenia, bipolar, personality disorder), 
‘dementia’, ‘other conditions’, ‘health condition’, ‘financial problems’ 
and ‘grief’.  
 
These findings were largely supported by the results from the 
descriptive analysis. The gender difference shown in the model is 
influenced by the increased likelihood of males having a fatal outcome 
rather than females. There was no gender difference for non-fatal harm 
in the descriptive analysis. The increasing age is supported by the 
previous analysis where frequencies of harm were higher for the older 
age groups. Similarly, non-fatal and fatal harm categories consisted of 
higher rates of incidents of missing adults living at home and/or not 
previously missing.    
 
The descriptive analysis also showed statistical significance for a 
harm/fatal outcome for ‘MH2’, ‘MH3’ and ‘intoxicated’. Similarly, 
conditions associated with no harm in the descriptive analysis were 
‘MH1’, ‘other conditions’, ‘health condition’ and ‘financial problems’. 
 
This leaves differences between the descriptive analysis and this model 
for vulnerability indicators of ‘MH4’, ‘dementia’ and ‘grief’. Each of 
these indicators were statistically significant for one harm type in 
descriptive analysis. For instance, ‘MH4’ and ‘dementia’ were strongly 
associated with non-fatal harm but not fatality and vice versa for ‘grief’. 
The merging of the outcome to harm/fatal has clearly influenced the 
association of these indicators with outcome for this model. 
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5.2.5.2. Fatal vs Non-fatal 
 
A further binary logistic regression was carried out using the same 
approach as for the previous section (Table 14). Here, ‘non-fatal’ 
includes both non-fatal harm and no harm. There were 15 outliers 
which were examined in further detail and 2 were excluded before re-
running the analysis. 
 
The logistic regression model was statistically significant, 
2(17)=387.62, p<.001. The model explained 36.3% (Nagelkerke R2) of 
the variance in fatal outcome and correctly classified 87.4% of cases. 
Sensitivity was 27%, specificity was 97.5%, positive predictive value 
was 64.1% and negative predictive value was 88.9%. As with the 
previous model, this is better at predicting those who will not have a 
fatal outcome (97.5%) than those who will (27.0%). However, based 
upon the Hosmer and Lemeshow test result this model is a good fit to 
the data as it is not significant at p=.124.  
 
All the demographic factors showed statistical significance and the 
model supports findings in earlier parts of this chapter of likely 
indicators of a fatal outcome. These being males at least 3 times more 
likely of a fatal outcome than females, increasing age, not previously 
being missing and not being in care. Of the vulnerability indicators, 
intoxication prior to going missing was the only one to be statistically 
significance (p=.005) for its presence within an incident and had an 
odds ratio of 2.57. A number of vulnerability indicators had statistically 
significant less likelihood of fatal outcome when a feature of a missing 
person episode. These being MH1 conditions, dementia, argument prior 
to going missing, financial problems and issues with a partner. There 
were some additional factors which did not reach statistical significance 
which were MH2, MH3, MH4, other condition, health condition, 
alcohol/drugs and grief. 
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Table 14: Binary logistic regression model for fatal vs non-fatal 
outcome  
Fatal vs non fatal B(SE) Wald Sig Odds ratio (95% CI) 
Constant -3.46 (0.32) 120.15 .001  
Age 0.05 (0.01) 59.88 .001 1.05 (1.03,1.06) 
Gender (male) 1.20 (0.19) 38.25 .001 3.32 (2.27,4.86) 
Previous missing 
(1)1 
-1.632(0.28) 34.88 .001 0.20 (0.11,0.34) 
In care (1) -1.26 (0.31) 16.25 .001 0.28 (0.15,0.52) 
MH1 (1) -0.65 (0.24) 7.48 .006 0.52 (0.33,0.83) 
MH2 (1) 0.16 (0.19) 0.73 .394 1.17 (0.82,1.68) 
MH3 (1) 0.05 (0.18) 0.08 .780 1.05 (0.74,1.51) 
MH4 (1) -0.38 (0.23) 2.82 .093 0.68 (0.44,1.07) 
Dementia (1) -2.83 (0.40) 50.62 .001 0.06 (0.03,0.13) 
Other condition (1) 
-18.12 
(2722.74) 
0.00 .995 0 (0,0) 
Health condition 
(1) 
0.12 (0.25) 0.23 .630 1.13 ( 0.70,1.83) 
Alcohol/drugs (1) -0.28 (0.22) 1.57 .210 0.76 (0.49,1.17) 
Intoxicated (1) 0.94 (0.33) 8.02 .005 2.57 (1.34,4.93) 
Argument prior (1) -1.06 (0.37) 8.33 .004 0.35 (0.17,0.71) 
Financial Problems 
(1) 
-0.84 (0.34) 6.16 .013 0.43 (0.22,0.84) 
Grief (1) 0.68 (0.40) 2.96 .085 1.98 (0.91,4.31) 
Partner problems 
(1) 
-1.91 (0.49) 15.12 .001 0.153 (0.06,0.39) 
1 – (1) is membership of that category e.g. missing adult was previously missing. 
2 – when B is negative, the indicator acts in the opposite way so if ‘yes’, then ‘no’ is true and the odds ratio is 
divided into 1 to obtain the likelihood of that event occurring. E.g. 1/0.2=5 Missing adult 5 times more likely to 
experience fatal outcome if not previously missing. 
MH1 – Schizophrenia, Bipolar, Personality disorder; MH2 – Depression; MH3 – Suicidal; MH4 – History of 
suicide attempts; Other condition – genetic, autistic spectrum, intellectual impairment. 
 
The vulnerability indicators ‘MH3’ and ‘grief’ were shown to be 
statistically significant for a fatal outcome (p<.01 and p<.05 
respectively)in the inferential analysis however they were not in this 
model. This was due to the amalgamation of the non-fatal harm 
incidents  with no harm to become a non-fatal comparison. From this it 
proved necessary to expand the harm outcomes to get a better 
understanding of the impact of demographic and vulnerability 
indicators. 
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5.3. Tier 2 analysis 
 
Tier 2 analysis examined the same dataset using more detailed harm 
outcomes for both non-fatal and fatal incidents (Table 15).  
 
Table 15: Detailed harm outcome frequencies 
Type of harm Detailed harm n % of harm 
Non-fatal  
 
Mental Health Harm (MHH) 112 34.8 
Self-harm (SH) 100 31.1 
Emotional harm (EH) 77 23.9 
Physical harm (PH) 31 9.6 
Third party harm (TPH) 2 0.6 
Total  322  
Fatal 
Suicide 178 72.4 
Accidental 52 21.1 
Natural causes 5 2.0 
Homicide 6 2.4 
Unknown cause 5 2.0 
Total  246  
 
5.3.1 Demographic factors 
 
Gender differences were found for the fatal outcome of suicide where 
adult males were 3 times more likely than females to have this result. 
The same finding was previously reported for the fatal outcome as a 
whole. Gender differences were also found for accidental death where 
males were 8.8 times more likely than females to experience this 
outcome. 
 
Age differences were found for emotional harm (EH) and accidental 
death where adults over 60 years of age were found to be in 
statistically significantly higher than expected proportion than the other 
age groups. Further age differences were found for both mental health 
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harm (MHH) and self-harm (SH) where adults aged 40-59 years were 
found to be in statistically significantly greater proportion. 
 
A comparison was carried out of the detailed harm outcomes between 
those who lived in care and those who did not (Table 16). 
 
Table 16: Detailed harm by living arrangement 
Detailed harm In care 
 
Not in care 
 n % n % 
No harm 408  736  
Type of non-fatal 
harm 
    
Mental health 
harm 
21 28.8 91 36.5 
Self-harm 15 20.5 85 34.1 
Emotional harm 25 34.2 52 20.9 
Physical harm 10 13.7 21 8.4 
Third party harm 2 2.7 0 0 
 73  249  
Type of fatal harm     
Suicide 8 50.0 173 75.2 
Accidental 7 43.8 42 18.3 
Natural causes 1 6.2 5 2.2 
Homicide 0 0 5 2.2 
Unknown cause 0 0 5 2.2 
 16  230  
 
Chi square calculations showed a relationship between living 
environment and harm outcome, 2(10)=106.93, p<.001. Examination 
of standardised residuals showed a statistically significant (p<.001) 
greater proportion for people living in care not to come to harm. 
 
The results in table 16 suggest that adults missing from home, and who 
experience non-fatal harm, are more likely to encounter mental health 
harm or self-harm. Whereas those missing from care, and experience 
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non-fatal harm, have a greater likelihood of emotional or physical 
harm. Examination of standard residuals did not show these to be 
statistically significant. 
 
Of all fatalities (n=246), 93.5% (n=230) were not living in care, 
leaving 6.5% (n=16) who were. A study of the standardised residuals 
revealed that suicide, as a fatality type for those living at home, had a 
statistically significant (p<.001) greater proportion.  
 
Of the 16 fatalities, 11 were missing adults who had a mental health 
condition of either MH1, MH2, MH3 or MH4 as individual or combination 
factors. The majority (n=8) took their own lives and the remaining 3 
deaths were deemed accidental. Two missing adults from care had 
dementia, 2 had a single factor of issues with alcohol or drugs and one 
had a health condition. All 5 were assessed as having accidental 
deaths. 
 
Chi square calculations showed a statistically significant relationship 
between an adults missing history and detailed harm outcomes,  
2(10)=98.90, P<.001. The standardised residuals showed that there 
was a statistically significant, greater than expected, proportion for 
those who had previously been missing who experienced no harm 
(p<.01) or physical harm (p<.01). For adults who had not previously 
been missing, the standardised residuals showed greater than expected 
proportions for suicide (p<.001) and accidental deaths (p<.05). 
 
5.3.2 Vulnerability indicators 
 
A frequency table of incidents featuring vulnerability indicators against 
the detailed non-fatal and fatal harm outcomes is found in Appendix E. 
 
Chi square calculations in Table 17 show that there was a statistically 
significant relationship between vulnerability indicators and detailed 
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harm outcomes in all but one factor. The only non-significant indicator 
was grief.  
 
Table 17: Relationship between vulnerability indicators and detailed 
harm outcomes 
Vulnerability Indicator 2(10) Detailed harm outcomes  
MH1   56.83*** NH*   
MH2 115.85*** MHH** SH*** SF** 
MH3 310.02*** MHH*** SH*** SF*** 
MH4 137.18*** MHH** SH***  
Dementia 510.49*** EH*** PH*** AF* 
Other   61.71*** NH***   
Health Condition   32.63*** PH*   
Alcohol/Drugs   49.46*** NH**   
Intoxicated   79.29*** AF***   
Argued prior   22.29* SH*   
Financial problems   32.30*** MHH** SH*  
Grief   13.85    
Partner problems   39.37*** SH***   
Relationship split 118.54*** SH*** SF***  
Alleged sex offence   49.79*** SF***   
***statistically significant at p<.001; **statistically significant at p<.01; *statistically significant at p<.05 
NH – no harm; MHH – mental health harm; SH – self harm; EH – emotional harm; PH - physical harm;  
SF – suicide fatal; AF – accident fatal; 
MH1 – Schizophrenia, Bipolar, Personality disorder; MH2 – Depression; MH3 – Suicidal; MH4 – History of 
suicide attempts; Other condition – genetic, autistic spectrum, intellectual impairment. 
  
 
For the vulnerability indicators which showed a statistically significant 
relationship with detailed harm outcomes, the standardised residuals 
were requested to establish where the relationship existed. These have 
been shown in table 17 and provide where the greater than expected 
proportions exist for the different types of harm outcome. For 
depression (MH2), the non-fatal harm outcomes are mental health 
harm (MHH) and self-harm (SH). The fatal outcome associated with 
depression is suicide  (SF).  
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The vulnerability indicators of MH1, other condition and alcohol/drugs 
had greater than expected proportions for no harm outcome category. 
 
5.3.3 Suicide outcome in more detail 
 
The outcome of suicide warrants further inspection as it represents the 
largest proportion (72.4%) of all fatalities in missing adult incidents. 
 
Table 18: Classification of suicide methods 
Type of 
suicide 
n % 
Drowned 68 38.2 
Hanged 39 21.9 
Impact 27 15.2 
Self-
poisoning 
15 8.4 
Shot self 4 2.2 
Exposure 2 1.1 
Other 4 2.2 
Method not 
known 
19 10.7 
Total 178 100.0 
 
 
Examination of demographic factors against suicide methods revealed a 
key finding for missing adults aged over 60 years. Chi square 
calculation showed a relationship between age group and suicide 
method, 2(14)=24.22, p=.043. Examination of the standardised 
residuals revealed that drowning was found to have a statistically 
significant (p<.01) higher proportion of persons over 60 years of age.  
 
Chi square showed an association between gender and suicide method, 
2 (7)=18.241, p=.011. Females were more likely  than males to adopt 
self-poisoning as an approach for suicide. This generally supports the 
findings reported in the literature review.  
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Contrary to the figures provided by the Office of National Statistics 
(2016), the most common method of suicide was drowning (Table 18) 
rather than the reported method of hanging. The proportion found in 
this study of 38.2%, is well above the ‘less than 5%’ reported by the 
ONS (2016). A further different finding from the ONS (2016) is that 
suicide by impact (15.2%) is at a greater proportion than the 4% each 
for males and females reported by the ONS (2016, p. 16).  
 
5.3.4 Multinomial risk modelling 
 
A multinomial logistic regression was carried out where the dependent 
variable included all the detailed harm outcomes. For each of the non-
fatal and fatal harm outcomes, only the statistically significant results 
have been included as these are the key ones which contribute to any 
potential model and have any predictive value. 
 
5.3.4.1. Non-fatal harm classification versus no harm 
 
In terms of demographic information, age and not being in care 
appeared as a predictive factors for physical harm where risk increases 
as a person ages. Having a history of missing was statistically 
significant for self-harm (twice as likely) and physical harm (2.5 times 
more likely) in the model.  
 
Mental health harm (MHH) is likely to be experienced by missing adults 
who have a ‘MH1’ condition (2 times as likely) or ‘MH2’ (1.5 times as 
likely) or ‘MH3’ (4.5 times as likely). Self-harm is likely to occur for 
adults who have ‘MH2’ (twice as likely) or ‘MH3’ (8 times more likely) 
or ‘MH4’ (3 times more likely).  
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Table 19: Multinomial logistic regression model of non-fatal harm 
outcomes against no harm 
 Non-fatal 
harm 
outcomes 
Indicator 
B(SE)1 Wald Sig 
Odds ratio (95% 
CI) 
Mental 
health 
harm 
MH1 (No) -0.76 (0.25) 9.54 .002 0.47 (0.29,0.76) 
MH2 (No) -0.44 (0.22) 4.08 .043 0.64 (0.42,0.99) 
MH3 (No) -1.54 (0.24) 40.57 .001 0.22 (0.13,0.35) 
Self-harm 
Prev 
Missing 
(No) 
-0.63 (0.26) 5.65 .017 0.54 (0.32,0.90) 
MH2 (No) -0.65 (0.25) 7.06 .008 0.52 (0.32,0.84) 
MH3 (No) -2.12 (0.29) 53.06 .001 0.12 (0.07,0.21) 
MH4 (No) -1.25 (0.25) 25.93 .001 0.29 (0.18,0.46) 
Other 
condition 
(No) 
2.50 (1.05) 5.61 .018 
12.13 
(1.54,95.59)2 
Alc/drugs 
(No) 
1.13 (0.33) 11.98 .001 3.10 (1.63,5.89) 
Emotional 
harm 
MH1 (No) -1.02 (0.51) 3.94 .047 0.36 (0.13,0.99) 
Dementia 
(No) 
-3.65 (0.68) 28.48 .001 0.03 (0.01,0.10) 
Other (No) -2.15 (0.58) 13.73 .001 0.12 (0.04,0.36) 
Physical 
harm 
Whole age 0.04 (0.12) 8.62 .003 1.04 (1.01,1.07) 
Previous 
missing 
(No) 
-0.93 (0.41) 5.09 .024 0.40 (0.17,0.89) 
In care (No) 0.98 (0.46) 4.52 .033 2.68 (1.08,6.62) 
MH1 (No) -0.97 (0.48) 4.06 .044 0.38 (0.15,0.97) 
Third party 
harm 
No statistically significant indicators 
1 – when B is negative, the indicator acts in the opposite way so if ‘no’, then ‘yes’ is true and the odds ratio is 
divided into 1 to obtain the likelihood of that event occurring. 
2 – Confidence intervals large and are for indicators which are not present for type of harm/fatality. Indicator 
is unreliable in this format therefore not included in commentary. 
MH1 – Schizophrenia, Bipolar, Personality disorder; MH2 – Depression; MH3 – Suicidal; MH4 – History of 
suicide attempts; Other condition – genetic, autistic spectrum, intellectual impairment. 
 
The model shows that emotional harm is likely to be experienced by 
missing adults who have a ‘MH1’ condition (3 time more likely) or 
‘dementia’ (33 times more likely) or ‘other’ condition (8 times more 
likely).  
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Physical harm featured the vulnerability indicator of ‘MH1’, who were 
2.6 times more likely to experience this type of harm.  
 
5.3.4.2. Fatal harm classification versus no harm 
 
The next comparison was for fatal harm outcomes against no harm 
(Table 20). Increasing age and gender being male (3 times more likely) 
are statistically significant (p<.001) for a suicide outcome. The same 
was found in the binary regression for fatal outcome versus non-fatal 
outcome.  
 
Not being in care or not having a history of going missing are 
associated with a suicide outcome with likelihoods of 4.9 and 4.2 times, 
respectively. Missing adults with ‘MH2’ were 1.6 times more likely to 
take their own lives and those who were ‘MH3’ were twice as likely to 
do so.  
 
Not arguing prior to going missing or not having financial problems 
suggests an increased likelihood of a suicidal outcome.  
 
Age and gender were also features of fatal outcomes as a result of an 
accident. Males were almost 6 times more likely than females. 
Additionally, this type of outcome is 3 times more likely to happen to a 
person who has not been missing previously. Being intoxicated at the 
time of going missing was a strong predictor and increased the 
possibility of this outcome by 25 times.  
 
Increasing age was a statistically significant indicator for the remaining 
types of fatalities of natural causes, homicide and those with an 
unknown cause. Each of these fatality types had a low number of 
incidents (n=6 or less) in this dataset, therefore strong inferences 
cannot be drawn.  
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Table 20: Multinomial logistic regression model of fatal harm outcomes 
against no harm 
Fatal 
outcomes 
Indicator B(SE)1 Wald Sig 
Odds ratio (95% 
CI) 
Suicide Whole age 
0.05 
(0.01) 
48.61 .001 1.05 (1.03,1.06) 
 
Gender 
(female) 
-1.14 
(0.22) 
26.35 .001 0.32 (0.21,0.49) 
 
Previous 
missing (No) 
1.44 
(0.31) 
21.20 .001 4.22 (2.29,7.79) 
 In care (No) 
1.59 
(0.41) 
15.23 .001 4.88 (2.20,10.81) 
 MH2 (No) 
-0.45 
(0.20) 
5.09 .024 0.64 (0.43,0.94) 
 MH3 (No) 
-0.81 
(0.20) 
16.28 .001 0.45 (0.30,0.66) 
 
Dementia 
(No) 
4.25 
(1.05) 
16.38 .001 
69.96 
(8.94,547.17)2 
 
Argued prior 
(No) 
0.89 
(0.39) 
5.31 .021 2.45 (1.14,5.23) 
 
Financial 
Problems (No) 
0.76 
(0.36) 
4.40 .036 2.13 (1.05,4.33) 
 
Partner 
problems (No) 
1.94 
(0.50) 
14.82 .001 
6.93 
(2.59,18.55)2 
Accidental Whole age 
0.06 
(0.01) 
22.60 .001 1.06 (1.03,1.08) 
 
Gender 
(female) 
-1.76 
(0.52) 
11.60 .001 0.17 (0.06,0.47) 
 
Previous 
missing (No) 
1.18 
(0.57) 
4.24 .039 3.24 (1.06,9.92) 
 MH1 (No) 
2.21 
(0.80) 
7.64 .006 
9.14 
(1.90,43.85)2 
 MH3 (No) 
3.01 
(1.08) 
7.81 .005 
20.23 
(2.46,166.72)2 
 
Dementia 
(No) 
1.47 
(0.57) 
6.80 .009 
4.36 
(1.44,13.20)2 
 
Intoxicated 
(No) 
-3.15 
(0.53) 
35.79 .001 0.04 (0.02,0.12) 
Natural 
causes 
Whole age 
0.11 
(0.03) 
11.64 .001 1.12 (1.05,1.20) 
 
Dementia 
(No) 
3.29 
(1.28) 
6.60 .010 
26.70 
(2.18,327.41)2 
Homicide Whole age 
0.09 
(0.03) 
6.71 .010 1.09 (1.02,1.17) 
Unknown 
cause 
Whole age 
0.07 
(0.04) 
4.60 .032 1.08 (1.01,1.15) 
 
Health 
condition (No) 
-4.31 
(1.43) 
9.03 .003 
0.013 
(0.001,0.224) 
1 – when B is negative, the indicator acts in the opposite way so if ‘no’, then ‘yes’ is true and the odds ratio is 
divided into 1 to obtain the likelihood of that event occurring. 
2 – Confidence intervals large and are for indicators which are not present for type of harm/fatality. Indicator 
is unreliable in this format therefore not included in commentary. 
MH1 – Schizophrenia, Bipolar, Personality disorder; MH2 – Depression, PTSD, Anxiety; MH3 – Suicidal; MH4 
– History of suicide attempts;  
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Chapter Six - Discussion 
 
 
In this chapter, the descriptive and inferential analysis will be critically 
examined in relation to the research aims and objectives. The first 
section will discuss outcomes in light of a newly created harm 
framework which provides a more detailed breakdown of different types 
of non-fatal and fatal harm. The second section deals with the 
uncertainty or likelihood of risk by critically examining the demographic 
and vulnerability factors in relation to the harm outcomes. The chapter 
subsequently discusses the relationship between risk indicators and risk 
questions before exploring a parsimonious approach to risk 
assessment. The chapter will conclude with an exploration of 
implications for future risk assessment practices.   
 
6.1. Classification of harm outcomes 
 
This study is the first of its kind to provide an in depth statistical 
exploration of both non-fatal and fatal harm outcomes in cases of 
missing adults. Non-fatal outcomes have not previously been widely 
researched therefore this study fills a real knowledge gap in the study 
of missing adults. A harm framework was created to better explore the 
different types of harm outcome for missing adults. In order to develop 
any models of risk it is key to understand what type of outcome a 
missing adult is at risk of experiencing. This harm framework 
represents the first step of creating a revised approach to the risk 
assessment of missing persons. The findings of this study highlight 
which types of missing adult were experiencing which type of harm 
outcome, in particular non-fatal harm.  
  
The non-fatal harm information, from missing adult cases, was used to 
classify the outcomes into sub-groups. This resulted in the main 
groupings of mental health harm, self-harm, emotional harm, physical 
harm and third party harm. These do not represent a definitive list of 
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non-fatal harm but rather, are the ones that arose out the reports on 
CompactTM to inform the new harm framework. In this study, each 
person was allocated only one of these harm types to ensure the 
criteria was met for statistical analysis. However, it is acknowledged 
that it is possible for a person to have more than one of these non-fatal 
harm outcomes. In this study, a small number of incidents had multiple 
non-fatal harm outcomes and the most serious was selected. 
 
Using a breakdown of non-fatal harm in this way, helped to understand 
the different experiences missing adults may have as a result of going 
missing. This study found that many of the persons with dementia were 
recorded within the narrative as being distressed, disorientated or 
confused when located. However, what was disconcerting was that this 
was rarely recorded as an actual harmful outcome by the police. This 
study sought to rectify this by classing such a description as emotional 
harm. Therefore, whilst missing adults with dementia are always likely 
to receive an immediate police response, it can now be understood that 
responders need to be aware of their emotional well-being as well as 
any physical issues.  
 
The results showed that missing adults with dementia were mainly at 
risk of either emotional or physical harm, however in reality this could 
be both. Therefore, an emotional harm outcome needs to be recorded 
on a found report to contribute to future understanding of the different 
types of non-fatal harm. The annual figures produced by the NCA UK 
Missing Persons Bureau does report on some non-fatal harm outcomes 
and includes figures for emotional harm. This study found there were 
77 incidents of emotional harm in a dataset of 1,712 cases. Yet, the 
NCA (2016) reports only 110 cases out of 74,547 cases (NCA, 2016, 
p.17). The NCA acknowledges that this category does not appear to be 
well understood or used by police.  
 
Whilst the NCA (2016) report recognises non-fatal harm as part of the 
report, there are improvements which could be made. Currently the 
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report includes accidental harm, emotional harm, physical injury, self-
harmed and sexual offence victim as non-fatal harm classifications. 
However, it is not clear what the difference is between accidental harm 
and physical injury and no description or definition is provided. In 
addition, the results of the descriptive analysis in this study reported 
34.8% of the non-fatal harm outcomes as mental health harm which is 
not a harm category used in the NCA (2016) annual report nor is there 
an option to include these adult incidents in their existing classification. 
The NCA (2016) annual report only includes non-fatal harm incidents 
reported on CompactTM. Other case management systems are used by 
police to record missing adults but as yet, they do not submit non-fatal 
harm outcome information to the NCA.  
 
Valuable information in relation to the non-fatal harm sub-groups ought 
to be gained to inform not only risk assessment but missing adult 
search strategies. For example, this study showed that self-poisoning 
made up 67% of the non-fatal self-harm incidents which in turn 
measures 20.8% of all non-fatal harm cases. Such proportions suggest 
that it is worthwhile learning more about where self-harm occurs to 
better protect vulnerable missing adults who are at risk of this type of 
harm. Whilst iFIND (Eales, 2016) does provide some useful location 
information for police and voluntary search officers regarding suicide 
attempts, it has not provided possible locations in relation to the 
different methods used. This represents a potential gap in knowledge 
for not only non-fatal harm but fatalities also.  
 
Not all incidents make it onto dedicated missing person case 
management systems. At initial reporting, the incident is added to a 
command and control system. Different police services have different 
policies regarding how quickly the incident is moved and managed on a 
dedicated case management system. Therefore, there are occasions 
when the case is resolved quickly, that the incident may not make it 
onto those dedicated systems. As such, it will not be known whether 
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those cases resulted in harm as this information is not provided to the 
NCA UKMPB as part of police returns for the annual report. 
Improvements both in reporting of harm and in police understanding of 
emotional harm need to be made. 
  
A further category of missing adults who experience non-fatal harm are 
those cases where a person is hurt by the actions of another. There 
was a suggestion by Vo (2015) of using the Cambridge Crime Harm 
Index as a way of measuring harm in missing person cases. The 
concept of creating a way of measuring harm is an interesting one 
however, the lack of justification for comparing crime harm to non-
crime events, as well as equating average days missing to sentence 
lengths did not make a compelling case.  
 
This study demonstrated that the majority of the harm outcomes for 
missing adults do not have any third party involvement. In fact, for 
non-fatal harm there were only two incidents and these were both 
sexual offences against missing adults. However, there is a recognition 
of a wider range of differing harms which could be caused by a third 
party. In the harm framework, created in this study, these were classed 
as criminal or non-criminal events with further categories beneath 
these typologies. In order to determine whether any of the remaining 
non-fatal, third party harm outcomes are present in future incidents, it 
would be necessary to consider asking questions about these upon their 
return.  
 
For fatal, criminal harm from others, this would naturally be homicide. 
There were no reported incidents in this study. However, there is an 
acknowledgement that whilst very few missing person incidents result 
in murder, there are many murder cases which start as missing person 
episodes (Newiss, 2004).  
 
In itself, going missing is not a crime in the UK. Although rare, a 
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missing episode may result in a criminal act being committed with the 
missing adult being the perpetrator or victim. Alternatively, a criminal 
event may also be the reason for an adult going missing in the first 
place. In this study, there were a small group of missing adults who 
were alleged to have committed a sexual offence prior to going missing 
which resulted in them all taking their own lives. The discovery of the 
alleged crime appears to have triggered a missing episode which has 
resulted in a most extreme form of self-harm. As already mentioned 
criminal events associated with missing are rare therefore it may not be 
appropriate to fit a crime harm framework upon a largely non-crime 
area of police business, unless there is evidence it fits.  
 
There were no known occurrences in this dataset of non-fatal or fatal 
criminal harm being caused by a missing adult to another person. 
However, it is a possible outcome which is considered by police when 
making a risk assessment. Current risk assessment questions include 
asking about a missing persons’ ability to interact with others as well as 
asking about their access to essential medication. Responses to these, 
and possibly other questions, should elicit information regarding any 
likelihood of harm being caused to another. If such an event occurs, it 
could likely be recorded as a criminal or non-criminal event, depending 
upon the circumstances. 
 
In terms of harm outcome, fatalities have been much more widely 
researched. The results of this study showed that almost three quarters 
of the fatalities were due to suicide followed by a fifth due to accidental 
death. These figures differ to those reported by Biehal et al (2003) who 
reported just over half of the fatal cases were from suicide and about a 
third were due to accidental death (Biehal et al, 2003; p. 46). Newiss 
(2011) reports 10.8% died as a result of an accident and 29.8% due to 
suicide (Newiss, 2011; p. 39). Although the figures may differ between 
the studies, they were agreed upon suicide accounting for the most 
common fatal outcome.  
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The most common method of suicide was drowning at 38.2% of all 
suicides. Hanging occurred for 21.9% of this subset, followed by suicide 
by impact for 15.2%. This is at odds to suicide methods reported for 
the general population which stated ‘hanging’ followed by ‘self-
poisoning’ for both men and women (ONS, 2016). However, previous 
research into fatal outcomes of missing adults found fairly equal 
numbers between those who chose hanging or drowning for males 
(Newiss, 2011; Eales, 2016). For females, self-poisoning was the most 
common type of suicide, with drowning next (Eales, 2016). This study 
showed hanging as second choice method for males. Interestingly 
females second and third options were close and involved either self-
poisoning or impact, specifically falling from a height or jumping in 
front of a train. The choice of suicide method is frequently associated 
with the availability or opportunity of that approach and the ease with 
which it can be accessed (WHO, 2008). This information is important to 
record and report from missing person incidents to inform the trends 
for missing persons. Additionally, the findings will inform search 
strategies as it will prioritise locations. 
 
A further point worth making is about how the harm figures are 
reported. The NCA (2016) annual report regularly records that 
approximately 4% (p.17) of missing persons come to some form of 
harm. However, the harm percentage quoted is of a total figure of 
missing persons. Studies also discuss low base rates for harm and the 
associated difficulties this has for generating predictive models (Tarling 
and Burrows, 2004; Newiss, 2011).  
 
Whilst an overall figure is indicative of harm across all missing persons, 
this study argues that it is not particularly useful or meaningful for 
understanding the risk posed to particular categories of missing adults.  
It would be a useful addition for further annual reports, issued by the 
NCA, to report the different types of harm for adults and children 
separately. 
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The annual reports issued by the NCA are dependent upon data 
submitted by police forces. The NCA acknowledges a number of 
limitations of the harm figures provided in their report. Submissions for 
harm figures only come from a single IT system which is used by 
approximately half the forces in England and Wales. Additional 
limitations are acknowledged such as harm not always being disclosed 
or recognized by officer or recorded. What is not overtly mentioned, is 
that the annual report includes both missing children and adults. 
 
Therefore, it is not known what the harm frequencies or proportions are 
for missing adults. Newiss (2006, 2011) acknowledges that fatalities 
are more likely to happen to adults rather than children. Yet 
surprisingly, it is still quoted as a percentage of all missing person 
incidents. It also remains unknown, what the split is by gender, age, 
care, missing history or by any other useful category. In addition, there 
is no breakdown of the different types of fatalities.  
 
A breakdown of the different non-fatal harm and fatal outcomes by 
some simple demographic variables would be helpful. This would 
provide some rudimentary probabilities to assist when considering 
other factors for risk assessment. This study produced a frequency 
based model using only the demographic variables and the three main 
harm outcomes. Although this simple model could not be used beyond 
this study, because of the ‘boosted’ sample, it does demonstrate how 
some broad probabilities can be created. Additionally, it would be a 
useful tool in the absence of other known variables.   
 
An adult, who goes missing, can involve vulnerability, points of crisis, 
misunderstandings and lifestyle issues. Harm can mean many things 
over and above the obvious, and may not always be immediately 
apparent. Other forms of harm may stem from human trafficking, 
domestic servitude or forced labour. Multi agency working is a key part 
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of managing any missing persons investigation (ACPO, 2010). 
Therefore, discussion and agreement between all associated parties 
about what constitutes harm and the breadth of harm would provide a 
meaningful development of the harm framework created here. As this 
study examined missing adults only any future developments of the 
harm framework would naturally need to include any harm outcomes, 
as they relate to missing children.  
 
Recent news stories have highlighted the extent and prevalence of child 
sexual exploitation. For a child, the only indicator this may be 
happening is their pattern of going missing (Sharp-Jeffs, 2017b). The 
inherent ‘silence’ of the victim may make this type of harm difficult to 
identify unless an officer is very experienced. Therefore, a harm 
framework is a useful way to improve the understanding of going 
missing, differing outcomes, categories, trends, question asking, risk 
assessment and decision making. The discussion in this section has 
dealt with the third aim of this study by critically examining what is 
meant and understood about harm. 
 
6.2. Indicators or predictors of risk? 
  
This study examined demographic and vulnerability indicators to inform 
risk assessment of missing adults. What is unique about this study, is 
that it also considered combinations of vulnerability indicators against 
differing types of harm. Studies have recommended examining 
combinations of vulnerability indicators in relation to outcomes 
(Haynes, 2015; Newiss, 2011). There is a gap in knowledge about 
combinations of vulnerability indicators which this study addresses. 
This part of the discussion focuses on the fourth aim of the study about 
the identification of risk factors and whether these had any predictive 
value.  
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6.2.1. Demographic factors 
 
This study created a frequency model using the demographic factors 
only (Table 10 in Results chapter) which illustrated that even a 
rudimentary framework can assist with risk assessment. The table 
showed that males from all the age groups, who were not previously 
missing and not in care had relatively high percentages of incidents 
within the fatal outcome compared to other groups. Each of the 
demographic factors are discussed below to show how they can 
contribute to risk assessment. 
 
6.2.1.1. Gender 
 
Gender was statistically significant for the fatal outcome only, where 
males were three times more likely than females to have this outcome. 
The majority of fatalities (72.4%) were through suicide and the gender 
ratio is the same as for the UK generally (ONS, 2016). With this gender 
ratio for fatality, in particular suicide, this perhaps explains the greater 
than expected female proportion for self-harm which includes suicide 
attempts.  
 
It is not possible to draw conclusions from the narratives of the case 
details whether these were failed attempts of suicide or self-harm with 
no intention of taking their own lives. Although the proportion was not 
statistically significant, it does highlight the need for better 
understanding about non-fatal harm, in particular self-harm. A further 
gender difference was found for accidental death where 88.5% were 
found to be male.  
 
The main vulnerability indicators contributing to this were intoxication 
and dementia. The majority of incidents featuring these vulnerability 
indicators were single factors. Where they featured in combinations 
with other factors, these were age related health conditions with 
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dementia and alcohol dependency with intoxication. The gender 
differences suggest that being female is a protective factor for missing 
adults, although this may be dependent upon other existing 
vulnerability factors which are explored later in this chapter. 
 
6.2.1.2. Age 
 
The results showed that a particularly vulnerable age group were adults 
aged between 40-59 years. In terms of non-fatal harm, the average 
age was 47 years which was statistically significantly older than the 
group that returned unharmed. Statistical significance was also found 
within the classifications of non-fatal harm. Therefore, missing adults in 
this age group were more likely to come to mental health harm or self-
harm.  
 
For fatality, the average age was 48 years and there was a greater 
than expected proportion for suicide. This did not reach statistical 
significance however, similar findings for suicide were found by the 
ONS (2016).  
 
Missing adults over the age of 60 years had increased incidents 
concluding in fatality through accident and natural causes as well as 
emotional harm if non-fatal. This is not surprising as age related 
dementia is a particularly vulnerable category of missing adults (Bantry 
White & Montgomery, 2015).As mentioned in the previous section, 
health conditions may also be a consideration for risk assessment of 
this vulnerable age group. Missing adults under the age of 40 years 
were also shown to be vulnerable to accidental death which the results 
showed was linked to intoxication. This is supported in the literature 
review and the research being carried out by Newiss (forthcoming) is 
much anticipated in order to learn more about this category of missing 
adults.  
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6.2.1.3. Missing history 
 
The results of this study indicated that the majority of incidents 
resulting in fatal harm were for missing adults who had not been 
missing previously. This presents a challenge for the prevention of 
harm for vulnerable adults and their carers. The predominant types of 
fatality were those resulting in suicide or accidental death. For non-fatal 
harm, outcomes of physical harm and self-harm were associated with 
missing adults who had previously been missing.  
 
Many of the missing adult cases in this study did not provide evidence 
in relation to their history of missing, with only 55% of incidents 
documenting this information. Therefore, this is an area where 
improvements in recording a missing adults history of missing could be 
made. Research studies from the early 2000s report on the 
inaccuracies within the case files of recording a person’s previous 
episodes of going missing (Tarling & Burrows, 2004; Hedges, 2002). 
Many police forces now have bespoke IT systems to manage their 
missing person cases which presents the opportunity for future system 
developments to incorporate this feature. Knowledge of previous 
missing incidents highlights the unusualness of an adult going missing 
as well as providing the opportunity to extend research and explore 
what kind of relationship there may be with differing harm outcomes.  
   
 
6.2.1.4. Living environment 
 
This study was interested in the comparison between missing adults 
who live in care and those who do not. Adults living in care are 
obviously vulnerable. However, the results of this study indicate going 
missing from care is less likely to result in a harmful or fatal outcome 
than adults missing from home. In fact, less than 20% of persons in 
care resulted in non-fatal or fatal harm outcome whereas 
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approximately 40% of those living at home came to some form of 
harm. The fatalities of missing adults from care represented only 6.5% 
of total fatalities which is considerably lower than the 22% reported by 
Newiss (2011). A fatal outcome was less likely than a non-fatal 
outcome for adults missing from care whereas an adult missing from a 
non-care environment had fairly equal proportions of a non-fatal or 
fatal harm outcome. An examination of the comparison of non-fatal 
harm between missing adults who lived in care and those who lived at 
home revealed some differences in the type of harm experienced. 
Mental health harm and self-harm were in higher proportions for adults 
missing from home. Emotional or physical harm was more likely for 
those living in care. The type of harm experienced is also likely to be 
indicative of vulnerability indicator which may reflect the type of 
accommodation a missing adult may be residing in. For example, an 
adult with relationship difficulties may be more likely to live at home. 
Furthermore it could be the relationship difficulties which result in a 
harm outcome of  reduced mental health or self-harm. Nevertheless, it 
is beneficial for responding police officers to be aware of the different 
types of possible harm to better support the missing adult upon them 
being located.  
 
The proportion of adults missing from home was greater than those 
missing from care. Although the dataset for this study was not a 
random sample, the NCA annual report shows that the proportion of 
adults missing from care is much lower than those missing from home 
(NCA, 2016). There are a number of possible explanations for this 
difference in proportion. Some care facilities have set up protocols with 
their local police forces which require certain actions to be taken to 
locate the missing person before a call is placed to report them 
missing. Therefore, not all missing incidents from care facilities are 
reported to police. As this study had only used police reported missing 
person incidents it may not have captured all those missing from care. 
The level of awareness and attention from those working in a care 
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environment may be greater thus providing less opportunity for an 
adult to leave. Regular checks are likely to take place resulting in a 
person missing from care to be noticed relatively quickly. A care 
environment is likely to have easier access to resources to begin 
searches sooner thus locating a person before they have a harmful 
outcome. Also security measures may be greater in a care environment 
with many more hindrances to leaving this kind of property as opposed 
to the home environment. With cutbacks in health care and greater 
costs of private care options, more vulnerable people are being cared 
for at home. In terms of risk assessment, there could be greater cause 
for concern for those missing from home rather than those missing 
from care.   
 
6.2.2. Vulnerability factors  
 
A unique aspect of this study was that it examined the vulnerability 
indicators in combination with others within the study. The following 
section will initially discuss the mental health factors collectively before 
moving onto a discussion of the remaining factors.. 
 
6.2.2.1. Mental health indicators 
 
A surprising finding of this study was the low harm rate for incidents 
where the missing adult had schizophrenia etc. (schizophrenia, bipolar 
and personality disorder), compared with the other mental health 
conditions. In fact, schizophrenia etc., had the lowest proportions for 
both non-fatal and fatal harm of all four of the mental health 
conditions. This was found in both the descriptive and inferential 
analysis, which was supported by the validation work. The harm rate 
was less than 20% for schizophrenia etc. as a lone mental health 
indicator and appeared to raise frequencies of no harm outcomes when 
combined with either indicators of depression etc. or suicidal intention. 
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Interestingly, the logistic regression modelling did reveal that 
schizophrenia etc. did have some predictive power for particular types 
of non-fatal harm which were mental health harm (2x more likely), 
emotional harm (2.8x more likely) and physical harm (2.6x more 
likely). It would be useful to tease out the motivations for missing 
adults with schizophrenia etc. for going missing and to examine what 
protective factors might be at play to account for the reduced likelihood 
of harm generally. Some studies suggest it may be more about the 
cause for going missing rather than being a risk in itself (Biehal et al, 
2003). Further questioning of missing adults, upon their return, might 
be reveal further insights. 
 
This study also found that a history of self-harm did not increase the 
likelihood of suicide for missing adults with schizophrenia etc., unless 
they had intentions of suicide, which is contrary to research discussed 
in the literature review (Haw et al, 2005; Pompili et al 2013). 
Interestingly, this study reported that a history of self-harm reduced 
the likelihood of fatality for most of the mental health combinations, in 
particular missing adults with suicidal intentions. However, there was 
an increase in non-fatal harm.  
 
As previously mentioned, the only combination where this finding 
differed was for missing adults with schizophrenia etc. who had 
intentions of suicide. If missing adults with this combination and a 
history of self-harm, then both the number of non-fatal harm cases 
increased as well as the number of fatalities. This finding was based on 
only twenty cases which suggested that this combination of mental 
health factors is unusual. This illustrates the difficulties of attaining a 
reasonable sample size to examine the harm outcomes of different 
combinations of risk factors. In addition, it highlights the challenges of 
risk assessing a missing person case when assessing a rare event from 
an unusual combination of factors.  
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Not surprisingly, depression and suicidal intention were prevalent 
factors in fatal outcomes and each had predictive power for suicide. 
When depression and suicidal intention were combined there was an 
increase in proportion for both non-fatal and fatal harm outcomes. For 
non-fatal harm, mental health indicators of depression, suicide 
intention or history of suicide were associated with mental health harm 
or self-harm, particularly when associated with combinations of three 
or more indicators. What is interesting about the results for suicide 
intention is that only 1:5 took their own lives and 50% did not come to 
any known harm. These findings raise the question of what protective 
factors were at play or what decisions were made that prevented or 
stopped a missing adult completing an act of suicide. This could inform 
both risk assessment and investigative strategies of missing adults.    
 
A further reported contributory factor to suicide or suicide attempts 
from the literature review was the effect of alcohol and/or drugs on 
mental health conditions (Hawton et al, 2005; Nock et al, 2008). When 
this study examined the effects of missing adults with MH1 conditions 
or those with depression or both, it found the opposite to be true. 
Additionally, there was further indication from the regression results 
that the effect of alcohol/drugs issues on a missing incident, in general, 
resulted in someone being 1.6 times less likely to have a non-fatal or 
fatal harm outcome. This, at first sight is quite a counterintuitive 
finding. It questions whether having issues with drugs and alcohol acts 
as a protective factor rather than a risk factor. It could be acting as a 
reason for missing rather than increasing the vulnerability of a missing 
adult with a pre-existing mental health condition.  
 
Whilst mental health may be a common feature of missing adult 
incidents more needs to be known about how these interact with each 
other as well as with other variables. This will be explored, in part, by 
the examination of the remaining vulnerability indicators in the next 
section. 
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6.2.2.2. ‘Non-mental health’ indicators 
 
The parentheses in the heading shows that the vulnerability indicators 
discussed in this section were not necessarily free of any relationship 
with mental health. A good example of this were missing adults who 
had experienced a recent relationship split from their partner. Whilst a 
relationship split was shown to be statistically significant for acting as a 
single indicator of risk for a missing adult, it also featured as part of a 
combination with other factors. In particular, these were mental health 
factors of depression, suicide intentions and/or self-harm. This 
vulnerability indicator showed statistically significant outcomes of both 
non-fatal and fatal harm. Self-harm, in particular suicide attempts, 
were the typical form of non-fatal harm and suicide was the main 
reason for fatality.  
 
What is not clear, is the whether the relationship split caused the 
mental health conditions or whether the mental health conditions 
preceded the relationship split. Previous research has already indicated 
that relationship split is a prevalent feature of a number of fatalities in 
missing person cases (Newiss, 2011; Biehal et al 2003) however it has 
not yet been studied in its own right as a ‘type’ of missing. Further 
research is required for this category of missing and consideration 
needs to be given either to the order in which the factors occurred for 
the missing adult or which is the trigger for missing. A similar dilemma 
is posed for other vulnerability factors such as grief, financial problems 
and health conditions. This ‘order’ highlights an additional challenge for 
examining combinations of factors as it may not be known, may not be 
asked by police or may not be recorded.   
 
A further specialised area of research relate to those incidents involving 
missing adults with dementia. The results showed low non-fatal and 
fatal harm rates and no significant effect was obtained for either gender 
or age. Where non-fatal harm occurred it was most likely to be 
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emotional harm or physical harm involving falls or hypothermia. 
Fatalities were most likely to be accidental. These findings supported 
previous studies (Bantry White & Montgomery, 2015; Butorac, 
Superina & Todorovic, 2015; Furumiya & Hashimoto, 2014; Rowe et al, 
2012).  
 
One of the difficulties of trying to predict behavior, for people with 
dementia from the analysis of previous missing person cases, is they 
are likely to have involved an immediate response to locate them.  This 
may account for the high proportion who do not come to any form of 
known harm. In addition, existing research into missing adults with 
dementia do not take into account existing protective factors. Although 
some protective factors have been identified for dementia such as high 
education level, and moderate alcohol consumption (Chen, Lin & Chen, 
2009), it is yet to be established what protective factors may operate 
during a missing episode. These may be features of the missing person 
themselves or of the environment in which they are travelling. 
 
Furthermore, the full extent of harm may not always get recorded as 
the likelihood is for physical harm to be more easily recognised than 
the emotional harm caused by getting lost or being unable to reach 
their intended goal. 
 
The cases in this study included different forms of dementia therefore 
further study would benefit from examining the different types in 
relation to harm outcomes. Whatever the statistics state in terms of 
likelihood of harm, a person with age related dementia, who is missing, 
will always be assessed as high risk and receive an immediate 
response. Existing research advises that time is critical for missing 
persons with dementia and that risk increases as time passes (Bantry 
White & Montgomery, 2015). Therefore, it would seem prudent to focus 
on factors which would improve location times.  
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As mentioned in the section about mental health factors, the effects of 
issues with alcohol/drugs appear to reduce the incidents of non-fatal 
and fatal harm. In this study, the category of missing adults with this 
vulnerability indicator were statistically significant for a no harm 
outcome. This suggests, surprisingly perhaps, that issues with drugs or 
alcohol may act as a protective factor or that it may be a trigger for 
missing rather than a vulnerability indicator. There needs to be better 
awareness of the different levels of drug taking and drinking. 
Examination of the case files, revealed many different descriptors such 
as ‘binge drinking’, ‘takes drugs socially’ or ‘currently drinking 
excessively’. More research is required to better understand the impact 
this may have for missing adults to improve risk assessment practice.  
 
Despite the findings in relation to alcohol and drugs, this study did 
examine the effects of being intoxicated by either alcohol or drugs prior 
to going missing. The results showed this group to be statistically 
significant for fatality, in particular accidental death. These cases 
consisted of males who were largely under 40 years of age. This area of 
missing is now receiving some attention with a study entitled ‘Men 
missing on a night out’ (Newiss, forthcoming). Such studies highlight 
the benefits of carrying out specialised, in depth research into particular 
types of missing, whether they concern a particular behavioural feature 
or whether they are related to specific circumstances. 
 
Presence of a physical illness did not have statistically significant 
findings in this study against the harm outcomes. The different types of 
possible ailments render analysis of this variable difficult due to lack of 
statistical power from the small sample sizes of each condition. 
However, there were some health conditions which were reasonably 
common such as diabetes and epilepsy.  
 
It would prove useful to examine  the more common conditions to 
evaluate their impact in terms of harm outcomes. Health featured as a 
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joint indicator with missing adults who had expressed suicidal intention, 
the majority of whom took their own lives. It is difficult to know from 
the case files the impact of health upon the mental state of an 
individual. This reiterates the previously highlighted difficulty of 
knowing the ‘order’ of variables for the missing adult.  
 
In this study, two out of the three missing persons with terminal illness 
had a fatal outcome and had taken their own life. There were also 
incidents where the missing adult had cancer, some of whom had either 
a non-fatal or fatal outcome. This suggests there are perhaps a small 
number of cases where the length or quality of life is under threat, 
which increases the risk of a fatal outcome.  
 
Studies suggest an association between particular health conditions, 
such as terminal cancer and suicide (Filiberti et al., 2001). Health 
condition as a potential risk variable is challenging due to the breadth 
of the possible medical issues a missing adult may have. The impact of 
health on a missing episode is also highly dependent upon many other 
factors such as required medication, how regularly it is required or the 
effects of going without it. There are a number of enquiries that would 
need to be made in order for the full impact of the medical condition to 
be known for risk assessment. This highlights the importance of taking 
an ‘individual’ approach where the missing adult is at the very centre of 
the risk assessment. 
 
This study showed that of the 177 incidents of missing adults with 
‘other condition’ or cognitive impairment, 1:10 experienced non-fatal 
harm, which tended to be emotional. Other incidents concluded in 
either a deterioration in mental health or physical harm. There were no 
fatalities for this group which is probable because of the prompt police 
response they are likely to receive when reported missing. This 
supports the literature which stated that risk of fatality was low and 
that they were most at risk from third parties (Missing People, 2012; 
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NCA, 2016). There was only one incident of third party harm which was 
a person who had been raped. This study included a broad range 
groups of missing adults having a cognitive impairment. These were 
adults with conditions such as Down’s Syndrome, adults on the autistic 
spectrum and those with an intellectual impairment which means their 
cognitive age is lower than their chronological years. Very little 
research has been carried out on these vulnerable adults so it would be 
useful to learn more about this group.  
 
A less researched variable which was explored in this study is those 
facing allegations of sexual offences. There were twelve cases available 
for analysis, eight of whom took their own lives, two attempted suicide 
and one was injured. There was only one incident of no reported harm. 
Case details were checked through for further information which 
showed that all adults were at the very early part of an investigation 
into their alleged sexual abuse.  
 
Byrne et al., (2009) acknowledged the lack of research in relation to 
this group of people, particularly those who have not yet been 
detained. Interestingly, the College of Policing conference on 
vulnerability (College of Policing, 2016b) included a workshop regarding 
the ‘suicide rate of people found with indecent images of children’. The 
presentation was borne out of an operation investigating child sexual 
exploitation and it was noted that a number of the alleged perpetrators 
took their own lives post discovery of the crimes but prior to being 
detained. The results of their study are not yet available but will 
enhance understanding for risk assessment. 
 
The further risk factor to discuss from this study is grief which, as 
mentioned previously, had a statistically significant proportion having a 
fatal outcome. The majority of incidents contained grief as an indicator 
in combination with other factors, largely mental health. However, 
when this was included in the binary logistic regression models it was 
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not statistically significant for neither harm/fatal versus no harm nor 
fatal versus non-fatal outcome. As mentioned previously, the 
association with mental health factors warrants a more focused study 
to explore this group in more detail. From the literature review, grief 
was a factor which was present in a number of cases in the study of 
fatal outcomes (Newiss, 2011) which suggests support for further 
study. 
 
There were further vulnerability indicators, stemming from the 
literature review which were tested for statistical significance of 
proportion but found not to be so. These included missing adults who 
had argued prior to disappearance, had financial problems or had 
problems with their partner. These indicators were also examined as 
single factors and as part of multiple combinations. However, these 
were found to have low frequencies for both non-fatal and fatal harm 
outcome and when tested in the regression models, no predictive 
value. Missing adults may just need to time to cool off from an 
argument or to have time to clear their heads if there are relationship 
or financial difficulties. Also, each of the category headings are quite 
general and there may be details within each which is worthy of 
discovery in terms of risk assessment. Further research could include 
looking at whether any of these factors are protective rather than risk 
indicators.  
 
The number of vulnerability indicators does impact the type of harm 
outcome. The results in fact, showed that those without any risk 
indicators or one single indicator of risk had the highest numbers of 
fatalities from the sample, where zero indicators had a statistically 
significant proportion of fatalities. Just over half of these were due to 
suicide. This is an important finding as it may mean that those who go 
missing without any ‘red flags’ may be of an elevated risk of death. 
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It is useful to know that some of the indicators act as single predictors 
because this eases decision making about risk. Unsurprisingly, the 
variables showing strength for prediction are those which are likely to 
be assessed as high and receive an immediate response such as 
dementia, suicidal and intoxicated. The two indicators of relationship 
split and alleged sex offence need to be better understood for having 
the potential of suicide. The literature review showed there are some 
suicide incidents where there are few risk indicators (Canter, Giles and 
Nicol, 2004), there are also incidents where indicators may not be 
recorded by police or reported to them (Newiss, 2011).  
 
This study showed that as the number of indicators increased, the 
frequency of fatalities decreased and the numbers of those who came 
to non-fatal harm increased. The proportions were statistically 
significant for non-fatal harm for missing adult incidents having three 
or more indicators. Depression was common to all the combinations of 
three, four or five plus indicators, where the combined frequency of 
harm/fatal outcomes were greater than five. Each of the three, four 
and five plus indicator categories had combinations which only 
contained one incident. This illustrates the challenge of being able to 
predict outcomes from combinations of factors when they generate 
small samples. However, knowing how the number of indicators 
generally impacts harm outcome has potential for making decisions 
about risk. What will be key, is agreement about which risk indicators 
to include. It is, however a pertinent, perhaps even paradoxical finding 
that those without any known risk indicators are more likely to be 
found dead than those with a number of risk indicators. It highlights 
the inherent complexity of risk assessment and of keeping people safe. 
 
6.3. Risk indicators & risk questions  
 
The method of risk assessment needs to change. It requires a 
standardised and managed approach to enable decision making. This 
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study has demonstrated the power of demographic information and 
how this contributed to a better understanding of harm outcomes using 
just a simplified model. It has also examined individual and 
combinations of vulnerability factors to determine how these may 
impact the levels of harm a missing adult may experience. In addition, 
it has highlighted the possibility of protective factors, a feature which 
has not particularly appeared in the risk literature of missing adults, to 
date. Yet, a risk assessment cannot be completed without the inclusion 
of protective factors (Ward & Beech, 2015).  
 
Currently, a set of about twenty risk questions are asked where the 
responses inform the risk assessment. However, there is inconsistency 
of risk questions across police forces, as was highlighted earlier in this 
thesis (Section 3.6). The different risk questions asked by forces, may 
reflect the geography, socio-demographic or socio-economic 
composition of their force area. Nevertheless, it is a surprising result, 
that countrywide, they total more than eighty different questions. The 
lack of consistency illustrates how many possible vulnerability 
indicators are thought to exist but also shows how little is understood 
about risk variables. It also highlights the requirement to ensure that 
all risk questions are evidence informed. One of the questions asked as 
part of 31 police service’s risk assessment is ‘Are there any family or 
relationship problems or recent history of family conflict and/or abuse?’ 
This study found that arguing prior to going missing and having 
difficulties with partner did not appear to increase risk of harm. To 
standardise risk assessment, a framework could be devised which 
represents all the information that is sought at the point of a full report 
being taken, to inform risk assessment. The study by Newiss (2011) 
proposed a framework for studying fatal outcomes which represents a 
starting point for further improvement. These included health, lifestyle 
and circumstance related vulnerabilities which could be developed to 
include further categories which incorporate the eighty different risk 
questions nationwide. In addition, it has the potential to form the basis 
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of a possible ‘smart’ national reporting form. By ‘smart’, the re-design 
would allow the investigator to drill down in a specific category or 
indicator, which is a feature of an adults missing episode, to gain 
further information. A suggestion of behavioural themes has been 
suggested as an investigative framework for missing adults (Bonny et 
al., 2016). This could also be considered for the development of 
questions beneath the categories of factors. A re-design of the national 
reporting form has the potential to provide a standardised approach to 
risk assessment across all police forces. This study argues that the 
whole reporting form forms the basis for risk assessment. 
 
6.4. To model or not to model, that is the question 
 
Statistical modelling was used in this study as a conceptual tool to 
examine relationships between vulnerability indicators and a variety of 
harm outcomes. It proved useful for providing support to the 
descriptive analysis and for demonstrating where there was predictive 
value. There are limitations for using the actual results unconditionally 
due to the ‘boosted’ harm outcomes. However, use of a validation 
process assisted with supporting the findings and being able to 
generalise from them. The results from the use of modelling has the 
potential to generate further research into vulnerability indicators and 
harm outcomes to inform risk assessment. The key component is the 
research needs to be evidence based.  
 
There have been various approaches influencing the risk assessment 
process, with clinical and actuarial being the most pervasive. As can be 
seen from the history of missing person’s risk assessment, earlier in 
this thesis, this area of police activity has not been any different. This 
study has already highlighted the ‘failure’ that the purely actuarial 
process had upon risk assessment of missing persons. A primary 
criticism was that the approach was not based upon evidence. The IPCC 
have highlighted learning points from previous incidents where risk 
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assessment was not carried out well. All this serves to create a tension 
between the expectations of risk assessment processes and what it is 
actually able to deliver (Walklate, 1999).    
 
From the examination of the philosophy of risk, there were indications 
that objective, factual knowledge could be found within evidence. 
Statistical modelling is one way of achieving such knowledge. Statistical 
models are mathematical concepts. The challenge for risk assessors is 
knowing when and how to use a particular probability model (Braitman 
& Davidoff, 1996). Missing persons are a high volume activity for police 
and there has been academic debate about whether every case needs 
to be risk assessed. There have been arguments against risk assessing 
all cases (Hayden & Goodship, 2013) and challenges calling for all 
incidents to be risk assessed (Missing People, 2016). With the recent 
launch of the APP (College of Policing, 2016) and the inclusion of a risk 
continuum, the point is currently moot.  There is a requirement for 
police to assess every case and carry out a minimum amount of action 
on each. What may be a better question, is whether statistical 
modelling is required for every case. The answer will likely be, probably 
not. Statistical models, even the most parsimonious, can be quite 
mathematically complex. This intricacy can impact the time it would 
take to complete one, which when multiplied by the volume of cases is 
not the best use of police time. Although, an IT system and an 
algorithm could take care of much of the complexity. However, there 
are certain types of missing person where common sense would prevail 
in assigning risk to an incident. For example, it has already been 
mentioned previously that missing persons with dementia are likely to 
be graded as high risk. Research has also shown how time critical their 
well-being is when missing where risk of fatality is likely to increase 
after twenty-four hours (Koester, 1998). Therefore it can be seen that 
certain types of missing person do not necessarily need to be modelled.   
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Statistical modelling is likely to be better suited when there is 
uncertainty or perhaps complexity about the missing person 
themselves. Missing persons are not simply an amalgamation of simple 
indicators but rather they present with an array of characteristics. In 
order for there to be statistical power and accuracy, a model would 
need to include a substantial number of variables. However, this study 
has highlighted the many and varied combinations of factors that can 
materialise within missing adult incidents. It was also found that a large 
number of combinations had only one incident for a particular 
combination. Therefore, it would be challenging to create models for 
every type of missing. Furthermore, if a model was created, the 
missing incident would need to contain the same features in order to be 
put through the modelling equation to derive a probability of harm. 
There would also be practical issues of who would be responsible for 
maintaining the models and keeping them updated with other similar 
incidents. Training would also be required on how to use them as skill is 
required to operate them. Also, not everyone is comfortable with 
mathematics therefore it could be perceived as being exclusive. 
Therefore, a balance needs to be struck. 
 
As mentioned, there are instances where modelling could make a useful 
contribution. There are types of missing where it might be difficult to 
know where on the risk continuum a case may lie. This study has 
provided detailed harm outcomes which may inform risk assessment. 
Additionally, modelling could be used as a bespoke service for 
individual cases where different possible scenarios are trying to be 
eliminated. So, whilst statistical modelling may not be suitable for all 
types of missing, there is definitely an opportunity to use it in a more 
focused way. 
 
6.5. A parsimonious approach – risk assessment 
 
This study has already called for change to the risk assessment 
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process. This section discusses how risk assessment processes might 
be improved and tackles the first and second aims of the study. Missing 
persons is a dynamic and complex area of police business with risk 
decisions being made in the face of uncertainty. Risk assessment tools 
are used in the criminal justice system. However, these are often used 
to establish risk of repeat offending or measuring change of risk 
following an intervention. Such outcomes are not the ones being 
measured for missing persons. This begins to highlight some of the 
misconceptions of trying to treat missing persons in similar ways to 
other aspects of police business. 
 
Whilst police, in police reported cases, have the responsibility for 
assessing risk for the missing incident itself, other agencies may have 
information and their own risk assessment for the individual 
themselves. Although this study is only dealing with police reported 
incidents, they are not the only agency which take missing person 
reports. The charity, Missing People, also take reports as there are 
occasions where a reporting person may not wish for there to be police 
involvement. Alternatively, a case may fall outside police criteria for 
missing, in instances such as lost contact with a family member. 
Therefore, in addition to information sharing, there needs to be a 
common understanding and language about risk and harm for 
knowledge to be more fully realised.   
 
Hansson (1999) reminds us that, in a non-technical environment, risk 
can be viewed in terms of possibility rather than a quantifiable event. 
Therefore, decision making about risk in a missing person event needs 
to consider and interpret different possible outcomes in order to make 
decisions about how to proceed. As previously discussed it is difficult, 
and perhaps unnecessary, to precisely quantify the probability of every 
possible outcome especially when many different variables acting in 
different combinations would need to be taken into account. This study 
examined fifteen different vulnerability indicators which gave rise to an 
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untold number of combinations, many of which only had one incident in 
a set of 1712 cases. This is an unwieldy approach and perhaps what is 
called for is a parsimonious approach which is still based upon 
evidence.  
 
A ‘crude’ approach to assist risk assessment, was provided in this 
study. This was based upon frequencies of demographic factors which 
illustrated that fewer factors may provide some base probabilities. 
Frequency based approaches already have a stronghold in missing 
persons with search tools such as iFIND (Eales, 2016) and Lost Persons 
Behaviour (Koester, 2008) being used to assist with search strategies. 
Newiss (2011) discussed the possibility of ‘blunt risk assessment tools’ 
(p. 44) based upon the inclusion or exclusion of key factors. As an 
alternative, Newiss (2011) proposed a scenario based approach to risk 
assessment similar to that already used by PolSAs to explain 
alternatives for going missing. Statistical modelling has already been 
discussed and suggestions about how this could be used and developed 
has been outlined. There appears to be a place for both frequency and 
statistical modelling. However, analysis of datasets is not the only form 
of evidence as has been demonstrated from the findings of interviews 
with returned missing adults (Holmes, 2017b; Stevenson et al., 2013).  
 
There is also a place for experience and the assessor’s own knowledge 
for assessing risk. Solberg and Nja (2012) suggest that risk is the 
knowable aspect of possible future events and that assessors will 
interpret this based upon their own experience. However, there is no 
standard mechanism between available academic knowledge and risk 
assessing a missing adult incident, which is currently filled with ‘on the 
job’ experience. Experiential knowledge is valuable and is relied upon 
by officers when dealing with a missing adult case rather than 
information from guidance and e-learning (Smith & Shalev Greene, 
2015). There is no formal training for assessing risk and there is no 
specific guidance about how to actually carry out the task. Officer’s 
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confidence in assessing risk in this way is shown to be low (Smith & 
Shalev Greene, 2015). The danger of using only experiential learning 
are the cognitive biases which can arise from making decisions 
heuristically. These have already been outlined in this study (Section 
2.3.) but can include representativeness, where one incident resembles 
another, and availability, which is the ease with which previous cases 
are remembered.  
 
Decisions about risk of missing adults are made under uncertainty. For 
risk assessment to be effective, the process needs to systematic 
(Ostrom & Willhelmsen, 2012) and decisions need to be defensible 
(Kemshall, 2003). This could be achieved through structured 
professional judgements. It is an approach which values the experience 
of officers yet requires structured support. The approach also works 
well in dynamic systems (RMA, 2007), therefore will be able to manage 
changing risk in missing adult incidents. A wealth of quantitative and 
qualitative evidence is gathering regarding missing adults and children. 
Therefore, it seems timely to address the gap between experience and 
risk decisions by bringing together the variety of evidence to form a 
knowledge base of missing. The collective evidence can be transformed 
into training for officers, be an accessible resource and raise confidence 
levels in future risk assessments.    
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Chapter Seven – Conclusions 
 
This aims of this study included the examination of risk and how this 
related to the assessment of missing adult incidents as well the 
challenges of the current process. The research also aimed to explore 
the extent to which harm is understood and examined whether any of 
the demographic or vulnerability factors had any predictive value. 
 
The literature review established that risk is about harm, likelihood and 
uncertainty. In real-life, it is rare for probabilities to be known so 
decisions are made using knowledge. To reduce uncertainty a reduction 
process takes place to reduce complex information into something 
more manageable therefore decisions are often made heuristically. 
Heuristics can be very successful however care is needed as they do 
come with cognitive biases.  
 
Missing adult investigations are dynamic systems and risk assessments 
need to be able to adapt. The key challenges of the current approach 
were the high volume of incidents, operational activity was resource 
dependent, inconsistency of risk factors as well as risk assessment and 
inconsistency of recording. In addition, it was shown there was no 
mechanism in place to bring together evidence based research and an 
officer’s experience to provide a standardised justification of risk. This 
study has suggested that a structured professional judgement approach 
be considered as revised approach to the risk assessment of missing 
adults.  
 
This study utilised a quantitative approach and used content analysis to 
examine 1712 closed missing adult cases. Harm outcomes were 
analysed and categorised into no harm, non-fatal and fatal harm. Non-
fatal harm was further subdivided into mental health, self-harm, 
physical, emotional and third party. Fatal harm was further classified as 
suicide, accidental, natural causes and third party. These were used to 
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create a harm framework. In terms of harm, non-fatal was more likely 
than fatal harm.  
 
The demographic factors of gender and age were shown to have some 
predictive power, as did not being in care and not having a history of 
missing. A demographic model was shown to be a useful tool which 
potentially could be operationalized for risk assessment when 
information about vulnerability factors is not known.  
 
Vulnerability factors of depression and intention of suicide were shown 
to have some predictive power. For non-fatal harm, this was for mental 
health harm and self-harm and for fatality, it was likely to be suicide. 
Missing adults with psychological conditions such as schizophrenia and 
bipolar tended not to come to harm but if so, were more likely to 
experience non-fatal harm. This study also found that alcohol/drug 
issues reduced the likelihood of harm. These findings highlighted that 
protective factors may exist which have not been well researched in 
relation to missing adults but is a necessary part of studying risk.  
 
This research has identified potential areas of development for risk 
assessment processes of missing adults in both research and police 
practice. These are explored in the following sections. 
 
Implications for future police practice 
 
Going missing involves the potential risk of harm. This thesis created a 
harm framework for use by police when adults go missing to better 
recognise the different types of harm. This study suggested a better 
understanding of emotional harm is required. Furthermore, there needs 
to be a descriptor for a missing adults reduction in mental well-being 
which this study suggested could be coined by ‘mental health harm’. 
This represents the first step to standardising an approach to risk 
assessment by having a common understanding of what harm is, in the 
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context of missing. Provision of a harm framework also facilitates the 
potential for training programmes to be developed for police about both 
harm and risk. Training would better prepare officers to recognise 
different types of harm and therefore protect a missing adult when they 
are located. The harm framework could be developed to include missing 
children.  
 
Risk decision making was also discussed in this study. It considered 
some of the current difficulties of the current approach. In particular, 
the over-reliance on an officer’s experience and knowledge, the issues 
of heuristic decision making as well as the lack of a mechanism to 
make use of evidence based research. In addition, this thesis 
highlighted that there is no set standard for quality decision making 
about risk for missing adults.  
 
To overcome these issues, the present study suggests using structured 
professional judgement as a revised method of risk assessing. This 
would require the collation of all the evidence relating to risk of missing 
adults and children into a single guide to be used to support decision 
making. The evidence does not necessarily require statistical prediction 
but should be made up of empirically based statements about risk 
factors. The creation of a ‘risk guide’ could set the standard for risk 
decisions and also form the basis of a training programme on risk, 
something which has not been available to police officers.  
 
The research has discussed the inconsistency of risk questions during 
the intake process when a missing report is being made. These are 
based on risk factors, which currently vary between the different police 
services. This study advocates for a re-design of the current missing 
person reporting form so that the whole document becomes the basis 
of an evidence informed risk assessment. Furthermore, this study 
suggested that a re-design could include making this into a ‘smart’ 
report, allowing the investigator to drill down into applicable factors. 
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There are a number of academic pieces, into missing adults and related 
topics, which can help shape the questions. This would provide 
significant improvement to the risk assessment of a missing adult 
incident and aid further research. In addition, it could bring consistency 
to risk reporting in a manageable format. 
 
In addition, training would not only improve officer’s knowledge of 
missing adults, risk and harm but would provide justification for 
improved recording and reporting of harm outcomes onto dedicated IT 
systems. If all case management systems were able to record detailed 
harm information, it could result in improved submissions for the NCA 
annual report and therefore, begin to further our knowledge about 
different types of harm. 
 
One further note about recording of information by police officers, is a 
call for improvement in documenting an adult’s missing history. In the 
absence of being made aware of vulnerability indicators for a missing 
adult, knowledge of this demographic factor could help us learn more 
about the impact this may have on potential harm during subsequent 
episodes. 
 
Whilst it is acknowledged that the primary use of a case management 
system is to manage investigations, police data on missing adults is an 
incredible resource for further research. However, the fact that cases 
are managed on different systems across police services makes it 
challenging to extract information. For the continuation of knowledge 
that can be gained from a quantitative approach, a large dataset is 
required to examine the variability and nuance within missing adult 
cases. Unless there is a single system from which big data can be 
obtained or where all the differing police systems can produce the same 
sort of information, there will remain challenges for examining missing 
adults in this way. 
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Implications for future research 
 
This study examined demographic and vulnerability factors of missing 
adults in relation to their association with no harm, non-fatal and fatal 
harm outcomes. This study showed that different living arrangements 
led to different types of non-fatal harm. This was an unexpected finding 
which warrants further exploration.  
 
As mentioned in the previous section, a person’s history of missing may 
assist with increasing our understanding of the risk in subsequent 
missing episodes, particularly in the absence of knowing a missing 
adult’s vulnerability status. Research into the potential impact of this 
information would improve our understanding of potential risk. 
 
Certain vulnerability indicators have had little previous research such as 
autism, intellectual impairment, experiencing a relationship split or 
those facing allegations of sexual offences. This study showed that 
missing adults who had recently experienced an ending to a 
relationship with a partner or those facing allegations of sexual abuse 
had a high proportion experiencing some form of harm. Whereas, 
missing adults on the autistic spectrum or having an intellectual 
impairment were less likely to come to harm. Therefore, these ‘types’ 
of missing adults would benefit from further study to learn more about 
the features of such incidents and the variations in harm outcomes.  
 
In any study of risk factors, there needs to be an identification of 
protective factors. This has not received much attention within the 
academic study of missing persons. However, this thesis highlighted 
some possible inclusions, such as the effects of alcohol or drug 
dependency on reducing harm, which seemed counterintuitive. In 
addition, there were some types of vulnerability indicator, such as 
‘arguing prior to leaving’ which were less likely to result in harm. 
Therefore, the possibility of protective factors may be at play here. 
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Protective factors for missing adults is an under researched area and 
warrants additional study.   
 
The provision of the harm framework enables further opportunities for 
focused research into different types of missing as well as combinations 
of factors. This thesis demonstrated some of these relationships such 
as dementia and emotional and/or physical harm as well as higher 
number of factors being more likely to result in non-fatal rather than 
fatal harm. The framework gives a focus to future research in relation 
to actual harm outcomes which a missing adult may experience which 
in turn will inform risk assessment.  
 
The dataset underpinning this study had also been used to create a 
search tool for trained search personnel (police and voluntary sector). 
The search tool ‘iFIND’ incorporated information in relation to children 
of all ages. Therefore a similar exploration into risk factors could be 
carried out on persons under the age of 18 years.  
 
This study also grouped a number of vulnerability indicators together 
(MH1 for schizophrenia, bipolar and personality disorder) or used 
umbrella terms such as dementia. There would be scope to explore 
these in more detail and break them down into component parts to 
seek similarities and differences in both risk and protective factors.  
The dataset used for this study also includes information about the risk 
assessments that were given in each case. It would be interesting to 
examine the relationship between the risk assessments awarded and 
the different harm outcomes. This could provide an insight into where 
and why police estimate this successfully as well as providing 
suggestions about why there are instances of it being less successful.   
 
Whilst the focus of this study has been on quantitative data, there is a 
recognition of the value of a qualitative approach. Following on from 
the success of projects which interviewed missing adults, there needs 
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to be further projects where the voice of the missing adult is heard to 
enable further understanding about risk and protective factors from 
their perspective. 
 
Limitations 
 
Although this study achieved its aim, there were some limitations. The 
sampling structure was non-probability therefore care needs to be 
taken when making generalisations from the findings. However, this 
was somewhat negated by the size of the sample at 1712 missing adult 
cases. This study was interested in whether any of the vulnerability 
indicators had any predictive value for missing adults. To meet the 
criteria for logistic regression, which makes prediction possible, there 
was a necessity to boost the sample for both non-fatal and fatal harm 
outcomes. The criticism of this type of sampling was somewhat 
mitigated using a validation dataset which consisted of a sample of 
different incidents from those in the research dataset. In recognition of 
the limitations of modelling in this study, the findings were used to 
support the descriptive analysis. In addition, it was felt that modelling 
missing adults as a collective prevented useful statistical equations to 
be derived. Taking a more focused approach, by examining categories 
of missing adults or children would be beneficial.  
 
An additional limitation of this study, was the researcher of this thesis 
being the main coder for the content analysis. One of the advantages of 
content analysis is that it is a replicable research method when there is 
a well-defined coding booklet which can be used by coders who are not 
the creator of the instructions. The negative effects of having a ‘lone 
coder’ were reduced by using some of the dataset which was used for 
the creation of iFIND (Eales, 2016). This had been coded by several 
colleagues as well as the researcher. The colleagues coding was 
checked as part of the researcher enhancing the dataset for risk 
information. An SPSS coding schedule is available in the appendices of 
this study which illustrates part of what would have been available in a 
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full coding booklet. Future content analysis of case files for missing 
incidents would benefit from the creation of a structured codebook. 
 
A further limitation of this study was that it relied on material from 
police forces. Therefore, it was not possible to have control over the 
accuracy or detail of the material the police inputted onto their case 
management system for missing adults. As these systems are 
operational, they tend to only include information relevant to what is 
needed to progress the investigation. CompactTM is a relatively 
comprehensive system for recording and managing missing adults with 
opportunities for narratives to be written, thus providing richer 
information. However, completion of some of the narrative fields are at 
the discretion of the completing police officer. Accessing information 
from narrative fields can also be inefficient as it needs to be extracted 
manually. Fortunately, cases which lacked sufficient information were in 
the minority.   
 
Final conclusion  
 
The major contributions of this thesis to existing knowledge are the 
development of a harm framework and the examination of 
combinations of vulnerability indicators to inform risk assessment of 
missing adults. The creation of a harm framework enabled a knowledge 
gap to be filled by examining non-fatal harm which has not been well 
reported in previous missing adult research. The harm framework also 
provided a useful way to examine the cases in this study by showing 
the different types of harm that various categories of missing adults 
may be at more risk of experiencing. This not only provides new 
opportunities for focused research into categories of missing adults but 
also informs future police practice. The harm framework is the first step 
to creating a new approach for risk assessment. It is recommended 
that this information now be taken forward to gain a common 
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understanding and reporting between all agencies within the sphere of 
missing.  
 
This thesis examined risk and decision making to suggest a revised 
approach to risk assessment by police. Using a structured professional 
judgement approach unifies police experience and evidence based 
research to improve decision making. Furthermore, it enables the 
standard of good risk decision making to be set and for, previously 
unavailable, training programmes to be developed.  
 
In conclusion, police leaders would benefit from consideration of the 
findings of this thesis. The suggestions for changes to the current risk 
assessment practices would enhance the confidence of police with 
decision making about risk. More importantly, a revised approach 
enables police to improve protection of vulnerable missing adults.  
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Appendix B 
 
 
Bedfordshire Police 
Cambridgeshire Constabulary 
Devon and Cornwall Police 
Dyfed Powys Police 
Essex Police 
Gwent Police 
Hertfordshire Police 
Humberside Police 
Leicestershire Police 
Lincolnshire Police 
Norfolk Constabulary 
Nottinghamshire Police 
Warwickshire Police 
West Mercia Police 
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ALL MISSING 
P
I
D 
R
I
D 
ORIG_
FORCE 
DATE_O
F_BIRTH 
NATIO
NALITY 
S
E
X 
REPOR
T_TYPE 
REP_
DATE 
REP_
TIME 
DATE_LA
ST_SEEN 
TIME_LA
ST_SEEN 
LAST_S
EEN_BY 
INTENT_WHEN_L
AST_SEEN_DETS 
AGE_
DETS 
MED
_DET
S 
MEDIC
ATION 
MENTA
L_DETS 
DRUG
_DETS 
REPEA
T_DET
S 
SUICID
E_DETS 
CHAR
_DET
S 
ABUSE
_DETS 
AGE 
WHOL
E_AGE 
R
E
F 
R
E
F 
FORCE 
CODE 
DOB  M M 19/07
/2012 
01/01
/1753 
13:20
:00 
17/07/20
12 
01/01/1
753 
15:00:00 
PARTN
ER 
JUST LEFT SAYING 
HE WAS GOING 
FOR A WALK AND 
WOULD BE BACK 
IN A BIT AFTER A 
VERBLA 
ARGUMENT 
depr
esse
d 
Proza
c 
PROZA
C 
WHIC
H HE 
HAS 
LEFT 
HOME 
depress
ion 
drinks 
but 
not 
depen
dent 
    32.36986
30136986 
32 
R
E
F 
R
E
F 
FORCE 
CODE 
DOB BRITIS
H 
F M 19/07
/2012 
01/01
/1753 
20:24
:00 
19/07/20
12 
01/01/1
753 
12:00:00 
 TAKEN TO BUS 
STOP TO GO TO 
(ADDRESS GIVEN) 
MEN
TAL 
HEAL
TH 
ISSU
ES 
 SEVER
E 
DEPRE
SSION, 
CURRE
NTLY 
TAKIN
G 
DIAZA
PAN 
FOR 
DEPRE
SSION 
MENTA
L 
HEALT
H 
ISSUES 
  HAS 
TRIED 
6 
TIMES 
IN 
PAST 
  53.26575
34246575 
53 
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ALL FOUND INFO 
ORIG_F
ORCE 
PI
D 
RI
D 
REPORT_
TYPE 
REP_D
ATE 
REP_TI
ME 
CONCLU
SION 
REASON_
DETS 
FOUND_WHE
RE_DETS 
DISTANCE_FOU
ND_DETS 
FURTHEST_DISTA
NCE_DETS 
FOUND_HO
W_DETS 
FOUND_BY
_DETS 
TRANSPOR
T_DETS 
SUFFERED_HAR
M_DETS 
CIRCUMWMISSI
NG_DETS 
FORCE 
CODE 
R
EF 
R
EF 
F 23/07/
2012 
01/01/
1753 
19:25:0
0 
MISPER 
LEFT 
H/A TO 
TOOK 
AN 
OVERDO
SE, AND 
LEFT 
LETTERS 
TO SAY 
THAT 
WAS 
HER 
INTENTI
ON. DUE 
SOME 
CANCER 
RESULTS 
TOMOR
ROW, 
AND SHE 
IS 
CONVIN
CED SHE 
HAS 
GOT IT 
AS HER 
MOTHE
R HAD 
CANCER. 
HE WAS 
FOUND 
(ROAD 
NAME), 
BY 
HUSBAN
DUE 
SOME 
CANCER 
RESULTS 
TOMORR
OW, AND 
SHE IS 
CONVINC
ED SHE 
HAS GOT 
IT AS HER 
MOTHER 
HAD 
CANCER. 
ADDRESS 
PROVIDED 
  FOUND BY 
HUSBAND 
WHO WAS 
PART OF 
SEARCH 
PARTY 
LOOKING 
FOR HER 
HUSBAND DUE TO 
OVERDOSE 
AMBULANC
E WAS 
CALLED 
AND TAKEN 
TO ‘NAME 
OF 
HOSPITAL’ 
OVERDOSE 
WITH 
MEDICATION 
DUE TO 
OVERDOSE 
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ALL FOUND INFO 
ORIG_F
ORCE 
PI
D 
RI
D 
REPORT_
TYPE 
REP_D
ATE 
REP_TI
ME 
CONCLU
SION 
REASON_
DETS 
FOUND_WHE
RE_DETS 
DISTANCE_FOU
ND_DETS 
FURTHEST_DISTA
NCE_DETS 
FOUND_HO
W_DETS 
FOUND_BY
_DETS 
TRANSPOR
T_DETS 
SUFFERED_HAR
M_DETS 
CIRCUMWMISSI
NG_DETS 
D WHO 
WAS 
PART OF 
SEARCH 
PARTY 
LOOKIN
G FOR 
HER, 
DUE TO 
OVERDO
SE 
AMBULA
NCE 
WAS 
CALLED 
AND 
TAKEN 
TO 
NAMED 
HOSPITA
L. 
FORCE 
CODE 
R
EF 
R
EF 
F 23/07/
2012 
01/01/
1753 
19:50:0
0 
MISPER 
WAS 
FOUND 
IN A 
FIELD 
NEAR 
HER HA. 
SHE HAD 
BEEN 
WALKIN
G 
AROUN
D IT 
WITH 
HER 
MISPER 
BECAME 
CONFUSE
D AND 
DID NOT 
KNOW 
HOW TO 
GET 
HOME, 
SHE HAD 
ALSO 
LOST 
TRACK 
OF TIME. 
   FOUND BY 
POLICE 
 CHECKED 
MISPER 
 WAS LOST IN 
FIELD NEAR HER 
HOUSE 
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ALL FOUND INFO 
ORIG_F
ORCE 
PI
D 
RI
D 
REPORT_
TYPE 
REP_D
ATE 
REP_TI
ME 
CONCLU
SION 
REASON_
DETS 
FOUND_WHE
RE_DETS 
DISTANCE_FOU
ND_DETS 
FURTHEST_DISTA
NCE_DETS 
FOUND_HO
W_DETS 
FOUND_BY
_DETS 
TRANSPOR
T_DETS 
SUFFERED_HAR
M_DETS 
CIRCUMWMISSI
NG_DETS 
DOG 
FOR 8 
HOURS, 
HAVING 
BECOME 
CONFUS
ED, 
STUCK 
IN THE 
FIELD, 
AND 
HAVING 
LOST 
TRACK 
OF 
TIMES. 
SHE 
WAS 
LEFT IN 
CARE OF 
AMBULA
NCE 
STAFF. 
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Appendix D 
 
Variable Information 
Variable 
Positio
n Label 
Measurem
ent Level Role 
Column 
Width 
Alignme
nt 
Print 
Format 
Write 
Format 
PID 
1 
Personal 
ID 
Scale Input 7 Right F8 F8 
MRID 
2 
Missing 
Report 
Scale Input 7 Right F8 F8 
WHOLE_AG
E 
3 
Age when 
missing 
Scale Input 5 Right F8 F8 
SEX 4 Gender Nominal Input 6 Right F8 F8 
UFORTY 5 18-39 Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
FORTYFIFT
Y 
6 40-59 Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
SIXTYPLUS 7 60+ Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
AGE_CAT 8 <none> Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
REG_PREV
_MISS 9 
Prev 
missing 
binary 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
PREV_MISS 
10 
Previously 
Missing 
Nominal Input 4 Right F8 F8 
IN_CARE 11 <none> Nominal Input 5 Right F8 F8 
MH1 
12 
Schis 
PersDis 
BiPolar 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
MH2 
13 
Dep Anx 
PTSD 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
MH3 14 Suicidal Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
MH4 
15 
SH and 
prev suic 
attempt 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
Dementia 16 <none> Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
OTHER 
17 
AutSp Gen 
IntImp 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
HEALTH_C
OND 
18 
Health 
Condition 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
ALCDRUGS 
19 
Alcohol 
Drugs 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
Intoxicated 
20 
Intoxicated 
when last 
seen 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
ArgB4Leave 
21 
Argued 
before 
leaving 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
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FinProbs 
22 
Financial 
Problems 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
GriefIss 
23 
Bereaveme
nt or Grief 
issues 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
PARTPROB
S 
24 
Partner 
problems 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
RelSplit 
25 
Relationshi
p Split 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
SEXOFF 
26 
Sexual 
offence 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
CAT_NO 
27 
No of 
categories 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
XSFIVECAT 
28 
5 or more 
cats 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
OUTCOME 
29 
Classificati
on of 
Outcome 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
HF_OUTCO
ME 
30 
Harm and 
fatal 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
FATALvsNF 
31 
Fatal vs 
non fatal 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
DAPERP 32 DA PERP Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
RESIDENCE 
33 
Type of 
place 
currently 
residing 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
PLS 
34 
Place Last 
Seen 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
NATIONALIT
Y 
35 <none> Nominal Input 12 Left A15 A15 
MH 
36 
Mental 
Health 
Issues 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
SEXUAL_BE
H 
37 
Sexual 
Behaviour 
Nominal Input 7 Right F8 F8 
FAMPROBS 
38 
Family 
Problems 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
RelProbs 
39 
Rlationship 
Problems 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
TypeMedical 
40 
Categories 
of Medical 
Condtion 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
SchizYN 41 <none> Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
PersDis 42 <none> Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
Bipolar 43 <none> Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
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Depression 44 <none> Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
Anxiety 45 <none> Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
PTSD 46 <none> Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
Suicidal 47 <none> Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
PrevSuiAtte
m 48 
Previously 
attempted 
suicide 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
SelfHarm 
49 
Person has 
self 
harmed 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
Schizetc 
50 
Schizophre
nia, 
Psychosis, 
Delusions, 
Paranoia 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
Psychosis 51 <none> Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
Delusional 52 <none> Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
StgBipolar 53 Phase Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
SchizAff 54 <none> Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
AttSeek 
55 
Attention 
seeking 
behaviour 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
LevelOfDep 
56 
Level of 
Depression 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
Stressed 57 <none> Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
FoodMH 58 <none> Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
DemAlz 
59 
Dementia 
or 
Alzheimers 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
Level 
60 
Stage of 
disease 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
AutAsp 
61 
Autistic or 
Asperger's 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
AutSpectrum 62 <none> Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
GenCondYN 63 <none> Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
CogCondYN 64 <none> Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
ADHD 65 <none> Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
StateSuicide 
66 
How 
person 
showed 
suicide 
intention 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
MEDS 
67 
Taking 
medication 
Nominal Input 12 Right F8 F8 
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Medical 
68 
Primary 
Medical 
Condition 
Nominal Input 16 Right F8 F8 
Disability 69 Type Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
DRUGSALL 70 All drugs Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
ALCOHOL 
71 
Dep Heavy 
Regular Ex 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
DRUGS 
72 
Drug 
Dependenc
y 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
TypeDrug 
73 
Main Drug 
used 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
Alcoholic 74 <none> Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
RecovAlco 
75 
Recovering 
Alcoholic 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
Drinking 
76 
Drinking 
Style 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
GenCond 
77 
Genetic 
Condition 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
CogCond 
78 
Cognitive 
Condition 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
Cog_Age 79 <none> Nominal Input 3 Right F8 F8 
TypFinProb 
80 
Type of 
financial 
problems 
Nominal Input 6 Right F8 F8 
DV 
81 
Domestic 
Violence 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
Transport 
82 
Type of 
Transport 
used 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
Location 
83 
Where 
Located 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
Wellness 84 <none> Nominal Input 26 Right F8 F8 
Harm_type 
85 
Type of 
Harm 
Nominal Input 16 Right F8 F8 
IfDeceased 86 <none> Nominal Input 21 Right F8 F8 
WHERE 
87 
Where 
while 
missing 
Nominal Input 13 Right F8 F8 
WHO 
88 
Who were 
they with 
Nominal Input 13 Right F8 F8 
WHAT 
89 
What 
happened 
Scale Input 10 Right F8 F8 
WHY 
90 
Why they 
went 
Nominal Input 17 Right F8 F8 
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FurthestPlac
e 
91 <none> Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
Weather 
92 
Weather 
conditions 
Nominal Input 8 Right F8 F8 
TIME_MISS
_HRS 93 
Time 
missing in 
hrs 
Scale Input 8 Right F8.5 F8.5 
AGE_GROU
P 
94 Age_Group Nominal Input 11 Right F8.2 F8.2 
 
Variables in the working file 
 
 
Variable Values 
Value Label 
SEX 0 Female 
1 Male 
UFORTY 0 No 
1 Yes 
FORTYFIFTY 0 No 
1 Yes 
SIXTYPLUS 0 No 
1 Yes 
AGE_CAT 1 18-39yrs 
2 40-59yrs 
3 60+ yrs 
REG_PREV_MIS
S 
0 No /not known  
1 Yes 
PREV_MISS 0 No 
1 Yes 
2 Don't know 
IN_CARE 0 No 
1 Yes 
MH1 0 No /not Known  
1 Yes 
MH2 0 No /not known  
1 Yes 
MH3 0 No /not known  
1 Yes 
MH4 0 No /not known  
1 Yes 
Dementia 0 No/Not known 
1 Yes 
OTHER 0 No /not known  
1 Yes 
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HEALTH_COND 0 None 
1 Health Condition 
ALCDRUGS 0 No /not known  
1 Yes 
Intoxicated 0 No/Not known 
1 Yes 
ArgB4Leave 0 No/Not known 
1 Yes 
FinProbs 0 No/Not Known 
1 Yes 
GriefIss 0 No/Not known 
1 Yes 
PARTPROBS 0 No 
1 Yes 
RelSplit 0 No/Not known 
1 Yes 
SEXOFF 0 No /not known  
1 Yes 
CAT_NO 0 No indicators 
1 1 indicator 
2 2 indicators 
3 3 indicators 
4 4 indicators 
5 5 indicators 
6 6 indicators 
7 7 indicators 
8 8 indicators 
XSFIVECAT 0 0 indicators 
1 1 indicator 
2 2 indicator 
3 3 indicator 
4 4 indicator 
5 5+ indicator 
OUTCOME 1 No harm 
2 Harm 
3 Fatal 
HF_OUTCOME 0 No harm 
1 Non fatal and fatal harm 
FATALvsNF 0 Non fatal 
1 Fatal 
DAPERP 0 No /not known  
1 Yes 
RESIDENCE 0 Not known 
1 Home 
2 Care Home 
3 Foster Care 
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4 MH Hospital 
5 Street 
6 Hostel 
7 Supported Lodging 
8 Relatives address 
9 NFA 
10 Refuge 
PLS 1 Home 
2 GHospital - A&E 
3 Clinic 
4 Care Home 
5 Supported Lodgings 
6 Relatives home 
7 Friends address 
8 MH Hospital 
9 Foster Home 
10 School/College 
11 Work 
12 Town 
13 Street 
14 Train station 
15 Hospital 
16 Vehicle 
17 Hostel 
18 Hotel 
19 Nightclub 
20 Services 
21 Rural Area 
22 Police Station 
23 Refuge 
24 Pub 
25 Bus Station 
26 Church 
27 Social Services 
28 Prison 
29 Boyfriend/Girlfriend 
address 
30 Restaurant 
31 Ferry 
MH 0 No/Not known 
1 Yes 
SEXUAL_BEH 0 No/Not Applicable 
1 Sex Older males 
2 Sex with males for 
drugs/alcohol 
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3 Sexual relationship with 
b/g/friend 
4 Sexually active 
5 Meets strangers for sex 
6 Unsuitable relationships 
7 Exposes himself 
8 Sexting 
9 Promiscuous 
10 Sex Offence 
11 Sexual identity issues 
12 Sex worker 
13 Inappropriate sexual 
behaviour 
14 Victim of Sex Offence 
FAMPROBS 0 No 
1 Yes 
RelProbs 0 No/Not known 
1 Yes partner 
2 Yes family 
TypeMedical 0 None 
1 Recent health event 
2 Health condition 
3 Terminal illness 
SchizYN 0 No/Not known 
1 Yes 
PersDis 0 No/Not known 
1 Yes 
Bipolar 0 No/Not known 
1 Yes 
Depression 0 No/Not known 
1 Yes 
Anxiety 0 No/Not Known 
1 Yes 
PTSD 0 No/Not known 
1 Yes 
Suicidal 0 No/Not known 
1 Yes 
PrevSuiAttem 0 No/Not known 
1 Yes 
SelfHarm 0 No/Not known 
1 Yes 
Schizetc 0 No/Not known 
1 Yes 
2 Paranoid Schizophrenic 
Psychosis 0 No/Not known 
1 Yes - cause unknown 
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2 Yes - Drug induced 
Delusional 0 No/Not known 
1 Yes 
StgBipolar 0 Not known 
1 Manic/Elated 
2 Depressed 
SchizAff 0 No/Not known 
1 Yes 
AttSeek 0 No/Not known 
1 Yes 
LevelOfDep 0 Not Spec or N/A 
1 Severe 
2 Post Natal 
3 Mild 
Stressed 0 No/Not known 
1 Yes 
FoodMH 0 None 
1 Food seeking condition 
2 Anorexia 
3 Bulimia 
DemAlz 0 No/Not known 
1 Dementia 
2 Alzheimers 
3 Korsakoffs Syndrome 
4 Pick's disease 
Level 0 Not Specified 
1 Early stage 
2 Severe 
AutAsp 0 No/Not known 
1 Autistic 
2 Aspergers 
AutSpectrum 0 No/Not known 
1 Yes 
GenCondYN 0 No/Not known 
1 Yes 
CogCondYN 0 No/Not known 
1 Yes 
ADHD 0 No/Not known 
1 Yes 
StateSuicide 0 Not provided any 
indication 
1 Spoken 
2 Note 
3 Text 
4 Email 
5 Social Media 
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6 Action 
7 Note & Spoken 
MEDS 0 No/Not known 
1 Refusing/not taking to 
take meds 
2 Taking meds 
3 Meds not taken with 
4 Taking meds depo 
5 Missed medication 
Medical 0 No/Not known 
1 Diabetes - insulin 
dependent 
2 Alcohol related e.g.liver 
3 High blood pressure 
4 Epilepsy 
5 Stomach ulcers 
6 Asthma 
7 MS 
8 Stroke 
9 Terminal Illness 
10 Abortion/Miscarriage 
11 Pleurisy 
12 Arthritis 
13 Cancer 
14 Recent heart attack 
15 Thyroid 
16 Recent hysterectomy 
17 Canular in arm 
18 Broken bone 
19 Transplant - anti rejection 
meds 
20 Incontinent 
21 COPD 
22 Drug related illness e.g. 
Hep C 
23 Pregnant 
24 Foetal Alcohol Syndrome 
25 Brain injury 
26 Perforated Bowel 
27 Healing apparatus 
28 HIV 
29 ME 
30 Cerebral Palsy 
31 Parkinsons Disease 
32 Amnesia 
33 Lupus Disease 
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34 Long QT Syndrome 
35 Suna 
36 DVT 
37 Polymialgia 
38 Angina 
39 Kidneys 
40 Heart problems 
41 Fractured skull 
42 Pancreatitis 
43 Ankylosing spondylitis 
44 Degenerative brain 
disease 
45 Fatal allergy to alcohol 
46 Seizures 
47 Stomach complaint 
48 Ulcerated leg 
49 Recent surgery 
50 Back issues 
Disability 0 No/Not known 
1 Partially sighted 
2 Amputee 
3 Deaf 
4 Mobility issues 
5 Cerebral Palsy 
6 Hearing Difficulties 
8 Spina Biffida 
DRUGSALL 0 No /not known  
1 Yes 
ALCOHOL 0 No /notknown  
1 Yes 
DRUGS 0 No/Notknown 
1 Dependent 
2 Casual Use 
3 Ex user 
4 Regular 
TypeDrug 0 No/Not Known 
1 Cannabis 
2 Cocaine 
3 Crack Cocaine 
4 Heroin 
5 Methodone (prev Heroin) 
6 Benzo fury 
7 MDMA 
8 Aerosols 
9 Cannabis & Solvents 
10 Various 
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11 Ketamine 
12 Crystal Meth 
13 Methoxetamine 
Alcoholic 0 No/Not known 
1 Yes 
RecovAlco 0 No/Not applicable 
1 Yes 
Drinking 0 No/Not Applicable 
1 Heavily 
2 Regularly 
3 On this occasion 
4 Casual 
GenCond 0 No/Not known 
1 Downs Syndrome 
2 Roifman Syndrome 
3 Alfi's Syndrome 
CogCond 0 No/Not known 
1 Reduced Mental 
Capacity 
2 Learning Difficulties 
TypFinProb 0 N/A 
1 Drug debt 
2 Gambling 
3 Lost job/out of work 
4 Not Known 
5 Debt 
DV 0 No/Not known 
1 Yes - victim 
2 Yes - perp 
3 Yes - witness 
4 Historic victim 
Transport 0 Not known 
1 On foot/wheelchair 
2 Car/Moped/Motorbike 
3 Public Transport 
4 Bicycle 
5 Ambulance 
Location 1 Returned to Home 
address 
2 Present self to 
Police/Social Care 
3 Left UK 
4 Walking 
5 Home of family member 
6 At a friends 
7 Been on holiday 
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8 Returned to hospital 
9 Hostel/hotel 
10 At a male's house 
11 To an organisation for 
help 
12 Misper phoned to be 
collected 
13 Train station 
14 At public building 
15 At a hospital 
16 Found on premises 
17 Woodland 
18 In vehicle elsewhere 
19 At ex partners address 
20 Arrested/Detained 
21 Outside in local area 
22 Boyfriend/Girlfriend 
address 
23 River 
24 Pub 
25 Girlfriends 
26 Outside elsewhere 
27 At another address 
28 Train Line 
29 Returned to school 
30 Bus Station 
31 Returned to work 
32 Airport 
33 Water - lake/pond 
34 Water - sea 
35 Park 
36 Under motorway bridge 
37 Beachy Head 
38 Beach 
39 Went to home address 
40 Town centre 
41 Restaurant 
42 Cemetary 
43 Work 
Wellness 1 No known harm 
2 Raped 
3 Deceased - Suicide 
4 Suicide Attempt - 
overdose 
5 Sectioned 
6 Injured 
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7 Ill 
8 MH deteriorated 
9 Self Harmed 
10 Suicide attempt - tried to 
jump from height 
11 Suicide attempt -  to 
hang self 
12 Assaulted 
13 Confused and distressed 
14 Suicide attempt - car 
fumes 
15 Suicide attempt - walk in 
front of cars 
16 Suicicde attempt - O/D & 
alcohol & train 
17 Sexual Assault 
18 Deceased 
19 Start of hypothermia 
20 CSE/Drugs/Alcohol 
21 Intoxicated 
22 Suicide Attempt - 
drowning 
23 Unconscious 
24 Suicide Attempt - imbibe 
substance 
25 Suicide Attempt - O/D & 
Train 
26 Suicide Attempt - Alcohol 
& Train 
27 Suicide Attempt - O/D & 
Alcohol 
28 Suicide Attempt - 
Hanging and imbibe 
substance 
29 Suicide Attempt - Car 
Fumes & Overdose 
30 Suicide Attempt - O/D & 
slit wrists 
Harm_type 0 No harm 
1 MHH 
2 SH 
3 EH 
4 PH 
5 TPH 
6 SF 
7 AF 
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8 NF 
9 HomF 
10 UK 
IfDeceased 0 N/A 
1 Suicide - Hanging 
2 Suicide - Threw self in 
front of vehicle 
3 Suicide - hit by train 
4 Suicide - drowned 
5 Suicide - shot self 
6 Accidental 
7 Suicide - Jumped from 
height 
8 Murdered 
9 Suicide - overdose & 
alcohol 
10 Suicide - overdose 
11 Heart Attack 
12 Drugs Overdose 
13 Drowned 
14 Suicide - cut self 
15 Suicide - Pentobarbital 
16 Suicide - set self alight 
17 Accidental - fell from cliff 
18 Natural causes 
19 Suicide - carbon 
monoxide poisoning 
20 Hypothermia 
21 Suicide - chloroform 
22 Suicide - overdose and 
drowning 
23 Suicide - overdose and 
suffocation 
24 Suicide - exposure 
25 Suicide - nitrogen 
26 Fell from train 
WHERE 0 Not known/Declined 
1 Another address 
2 Street 
4 Shops/Town 
5 Hotel/Hostel 
6 Left UK 
7 Woodland 
8 Train 
9 Bus 
10 Bus station 
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11 Park 
12 Airport 
13 Did not leave premises 
14 Home address 
15 Pub 
16 Hospital 
17 Police station 
18 Rural area 
19 Coast 
20 River 
21 Church 
22 Bridge 
23 Train tracks 
24 Ferry 
WHO 0 Not Known/Declined 
1 Friend/s 
2 Parent 
3 Relative - other 
4 Boyfriend/Girlfriend 
5 Alone 
6 Ex partner 
7 Unknown male 
8 Inappropriate person 
9 Previous Foster Parent 
10 With children 
WHAT 0 Not known 
1 Slept rough 
2 Story not believed 
3 Spent time with friend 
4 Drinking 
5 Hiding 
6 Drugs 
7 Fell asleep 
8 Stayed over 
9 Late home 
10 Committing crime 
11 Party/Festival 
12 Walking 
13 Avoiding police 
14 Driving 
15 Answering bail 
16 Returning to home 
address 
17 To buy alcohol 
18 Playing 
19 Seeking safety 
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20 Sexual activity 
21 Youth Club 
22 Camping 
23 Hitchiking 
24 Appointment 
25 Working 
26 Taken with parent 
27 Studying 
WHY 0 Not known 
1 Time to self/clear head 
2 Doesn't like current care 
placement 
3 Wanted to be at home 
4 Partner/family asked 
them to leave 
5 Wanted to meet males 
6 Didn't feel they were 
missing 
7 To get drugs 
8 Wanted to see friends 
9 Doesn't want to be at 
home 
10 To have fresh start 
11 To commit suicide 
12 Thought they were in 
trouble 
13 Wanted to run away 
14 Wanted to see 
boyfriend/girlfriend 
15 Couldn't get home 
16 To go to party 
17 Wanted to leave partner 
18 Didn't want to be in 
school 
19 To drink 
20 Moved 
21 Doesn't want to go 
to/stay at hospital 
22 Lost 
23 Did not want to to wait for 
MH assessment 
24 Due to MH condition 
FurthestPlace 0 Not known 
1 Local 
2 Not local 
3 Non UK 
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Weather 0 Not known 
1 Below freezing 
2 Inclement 
AGE_GROUP 1.00 18-29 
2.00 30-39 
3.00 40-49 
4.00 50-59 
5.00 60-69 
6.00 70-79 
7.00 80+ 
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Appendix E 
 
Vulnerability 
Indicator 
No harm MHH SH EH PH TPH SF AF NF HomF UK Total 
MH1 370 42 28 11 12 0 27 2 0 0 1 493 
MH2 318 54 63 6 10 0 77 4 1 0 2 535 
MH3 239 68 78 1 4 0 90 1 0 0 0 481 
MH4 256 42 63 2 6 0 36 1 0 0 0 406 
Dementia 87 0 0 63 9 0 1 10 1 0 0 171 
Other Cond 157 4 1 9 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 177 
Health 131 15 13 13 8 0 21 9 2 1 4 217 
AlcD 346 34 16 4 8 0 25 10 1 1 1 446 
Intoxicated 36 3 7 1 1 0 3 13 0 0 0 64 
Argue prior 108 11 16 2 1 0 9 0 0 0 1 148 
Fin Prob 79 17 14 0 0 0 12 0 0 1 0 123 
Grief 30 3 2 1 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 48 
Part Probs 92 12 19 1 0 0 5 0 0 1 0 130 
RelS 3 1 11 0 1 0 18 1 0 0 0 35 
SO 1 0 2 0 1 0 8 0 0 0 0 12 
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